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ABSTRACT 
 

The government of Tanzania has promoted tourism as a way to increase economic 

development and diversification in the country. Due in part to these efforts, tourism has 

become a top foreign exchange earner for the country. However, the extent to which 

tourism is leading to economic development through its proposed multiplier effects is not 

always clear. Often those communities that lie next to the tourist attractions or national 

parks and those who work in the tourism service sector do not benefit tourism 

development initiatives. This dissertation provides a case study of Mount Kilimanjaro 

tourism in order to examine the relationships and impacts of tourism development in this 

region. By using a theoretical framework of the residual, dominant, emerging, and 

excluded cultures within the tourism sector, the tourism sector in Mount Kilimanjaro can 

be better understood. This study utilizes data from participant observation, surveys and 

semi-structured interviews of service workers in the Mount Kilimanjaro tourism industry. 

I argue that the Mount Kilimanjaro tourism initiatives often serve to further marginalize 

those who live next to the national park and the service workers upon which the industry 

relies, and as such, is not achieving the proposed development initiatives.   
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CHAPTER 1 | 

TOURISM IN TANZANIA:  CHANGING POLICY AND DISCOURSE 

 
 

The tourism sector in Tanzania has increasingly played an important role in the 

economy of the country. This importance increases as Tanzania shifts its strategies for 

earning foreign export revenue away from reliance on the export of traditional 

commodities and towards the tourism industry. These initiatives have resulted in an 

increase in foreign exchange earnings from tourism in Tanzania, from $258 million in 

1995 to over $1 billion in 2007 and to $1.56 billion in 2012 (United Republic of 

Tanzania, 2013). Tanzania relies on its natural resource base in order to generate tourism 

to the country. This includes the coastal areas with some of Africa’s best beaches, and 

inland national park areas, which include mountain peaks such as Mount Kilimanjaro, 

fauna and flora as found in Ngorongoro Crater and Serengeti National Park, and 

humanoid fossil remains of Olduvai Gorge (Barron & Prideaux, 1998; Nelson, 2004). As 

a result of the prevalence of these resources and government initiatives to increase 

tourism, Martha Honey noted over fifteen years ago that “tourism is now viewed as 

Tanzania’s best hope for development” (1999, p. 255). This increase in initiatives to 

facilitate the development of the tourist sector has come about as a result of changes in 

government policies of what development should entail. This shift corresponded with 

Tanzania’s transition from socialism to capitalism.  
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However, the promotion of tourism to facilitate economic development has been 

problematic because it has perpetuated many of the old economic and cultural ties 

developed under colonial rule. As a result, Tanzania has not received the expected level 

of revenue from tourism, and has instead faced negative social and environmental 

consequences as a result of the promotion of the industry. This chapter will examine the 

change in Tanzania’s tourism policy under Ujamaa, or Tanzanian socialism, into its 

present policy. It will also examine the change in the emergent discussion around tourism 

as a development strategy in the corresponding timeframes in order to see the ways that 

this discussion has transformed.   

 
TOURISM AS A DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
 

Human geographers have studied impacts of tourism on development in many 

developing regions of the world (Britton, 1981; Hall, 1997; Williams, 1998; Meethan, 

2001). Kevin Meethan (2001) took a political economy approach in noting that tourist 

spaces, which are often created to diversify economic activity, need to be examined in 

relation to global capitalism. Stephen Britton (1991) also emphasized the importance of 

taking a critical political economy approach in looking at how tourist spaces are created 

in processes of production and consumption, noting that tourism often perpetuates 

unequal power relationships. These processes are in turn related to globalization and 

localization processes that have led to studies on the commodification of tourist locations 

(Watson & Kopachevsky, 1994; Hall, 1997). This commodification can be seen in the 

“gaze” of the tourist, or presupposed activities and sights that the tourist has purchased 

(Urry, 1990). Research into the dynamics of this type of exchange has been the subject of 
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studies that focus on interactions between destination communities and the tourist system 

(Cohen, 1972; Singh, Timothy, & Dowling, 2003). Ioannides (1995) stressed the 

importance of contextualizing tourist activity within the economic landscape, which can 

include international companies, local entrepreneurs and the labor force. 

Often countries that have adopted international tourism as a means of achieving 

economic development find that the revenues are actually flowing back to the more 

developed countries instead of being invested in the destination country (Mowforth & 

Munt, 2009). This trend is experienced in many former colonies of the West as colonial 

economic ties have remained in place to help facilitate the continued extraction of 

resources and the continued impoverishment of these countries to ensure a low-wage 

labor force. The tourist industry relies on this “colonial present” (Gregory, 2004) to 

provide services for people in more developed countries, privileging the desires and 

leisure activity of these individuals over the working conditions and livelihoods of the 

people living in the destination countries. Tanzania provides an example of how this 

colonial relationship persists in a post-colonial state.  

 
COLONIZING THROUGH TRAVEL 
 

Tourism originated as a leisure activity for wealthy European elites (MacCannell, 

1976). Often it consisted of traveling to another location on the continent of Europe so 

that individuals could learn about the rich history of the continent (Sharp, 2008). 

MacCannell (1976) also noted that these individuals were in search of a cultural 

experience. Not only did this experience serve to reaffirm the dominant culture of Europe 

by providing testament to its achievements through such things as architecture and art, 
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but it also served to position these wealthy travelers as possessing a certain knowledge or 

authority about a place because of their travel in that region.   

Tourism travel among the European elite continued as Europe expanded its 

colonies to Africa and Asia. The views and writings of those individuals who had 

traveled to these distant regions of the Empire were instrumental in furthering imperial 

and colonial policy. Often these accounts were rooted in a discourse that prioritized 

Western knowledge and understandings while discounting the culture and achievements 

of the colonized. The colonized were discussed in terms of their proximity to nature, with 

its backwardness and untamed wilderness, while the Europeans were seen as introducing 

civilization to these regions. The creation of this binary between the colonizers and the 

colonized, the civilized and the savage, us and them came out of the era of Enlightenment 

thinking in Europe. This way of thinking held that “man” was supposed to master both 

nature and “savages” who had not yet learned to master their environments (Sharp, 2008, 

p. 32). Colonization could then be sold as a means of bringing civilization to savage 

people and order to a chaotic landscape.   

Travel writings were often responsible for furthering these ideas as they told of 

the journeys and encounters of Europeans in strange and distant lands, as understood 

from the viewpoint of the European reader. These writings were also tales of discovery of 

places by Europeans, as well as the mastery these individuals, usually men, gained over 

these regions. In Richard Burton’s writings of his journeys in East Africa, he describes 

his “discovery” of Lake Tanganyika, bordering present-day Tanzania. In his account, he 

uses what Pratt (1992) described as discovery rhetoric used to create value for his 
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achievements. The first form of discourse used by Burton is the estheticization of the 

landscape that makes the journey worthwhile in spite of all the unmentioned misery and 

sacrifice, borne mostly by the African porters. The second form of discourse is the use of 

adjectives in his description of the lake. Pratt noted that the adjectives Burton used “tie 

the landscape explicitly to the explorer’s home culture, sprinkling it with bits of England. 

Scientific vocabulary is completely absent” (Pratt, 1992, p. 204). The third form is the 

one of mastery over the landscape. Burton had fixed the lake in a certain viewpoint with 

his description, and as viewer, he is the one who is judging and evaluating the landscape 

and who has the power or authority to convey that image to his audience. Burton was 

only one of the many travel writers who relayed his adventures to a Western audience, 

many of whom formed their opinions of the world based on these types of accounts. 

 
TOURISM IN TANZANIA 
 
IMPERIAL TOURISM 
 

In Tanzania, the transformation of the travel or adventure tourism of the European 

explorers and missionaries into mass tourism is closely tied to the formation of national 

parks. In Africa, these parks were established beginning in the 1900s by Britain, France, 

Italy, Portugal, Spain and Belgium in order to provide a place for the European 

aristocracy to engage in big game hunting in their colonies. The creation of these parks 

meant that Africans would not be allowed to use their traditional land-use systems and 

that it would be illegal for Africans themselves to shoot animals for food or protection 

(Honey, 1999). Instead, the parks and game reserves were intended to facilitate the 

international tourism trends present under colonial rule, which primarily meant hunting. 
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This activity continued the domination or mastery over nature as expressed by the 

previous travel writers to the region. Ritvo (1990) argued that the killing of wild animals 

in the colonies during the Victorian era was another way of dominating these territories. 

She pointed out that “the connection between triumphing over a dangerous animal and 

subduing unwilling natives was direct and obvious . . .” (Ritvo, 1990, p. 254).   

This connection was strengthened as Western demand for ivory increased.  

Industrialization in the West, made possible as a result of the cheap extraction of raw 

materials from European colonies, facilitated increased levels of consumption, and 

thereby production in the West. Piano production in the U.S. alone grew from 10,000 in 

1850 to 370,000 in 1910. This demand resulted in two million pounds of ivory, from 

60,000 – 100,000 elephants, coming out of Africa annually by the 1880s (referenced in 

Chachage & Mallya, 2005). To prevent Africans from benefitting from the ivory and fur 

market, the colonizers implemented a series of regulations. For example, they denied 

hunting licensing to any African, blaming them for the destruction of wildlife even as the 

Europeans were killing these animals to subsidize their conquest and settlement of 

African lands (Chachage & Mallya, 2005). By making it illegal for Tanzanians to hunt 

animals, the colonizers were ensuring they would be the only ones with access to the 

market for ivory and fur. Additionally, people who had once counted on hunting wildlife 

in order to meet their living needs would now be required to look elsewhere to meet these 

needs, or they would be forced to break the newly imposed colonial laws. 

These laws not only served to benefit the colonizers in terms of the extraction of 

resources, it also laid the groundwork for the formation of safari tourism to the region, 
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which led to further marginalization of many Tanzanians for the benefit of the colonizer. 

The emergence of tourism as an industry to serve Westerners in search of wildlife either 

to hunt or to observe is exemplified in the creation of the parks in the Ngorongoro region 

in Tanzania. Their creation severely limited, and in places outlawed, local people’s 

access to the land in this region that was needed to support pastoral lifestyles (Charnley, 

2005). Local inhabitants’ needs and lifestyles were viewed as less important than those of 

the Westerners, and they were in fact subjugated in order to serve western or colonial 

interests and desires.   

These national parks not only drew big game hunters, they also attracted 

conservationists from the West. Although driven by other motives than the hunters, the 

conservationists also maintained that Africans were wiping out their wildlife populations, 

and therefore needed someone else to oversee these resources. These conservationists 

were able to create a powerful lobby to remove the Maasai from the Serengeti by arguing 

that the soil and water reserves were too fragile to support them (Neumann, 1998; 

Shetler, 2007). This argument ignored the fact that the Maasai had been living on this 

land successfully and sustainably for centuries. It also ignored any of the methods that the 

Maasai may have developed in order to live more successfully in this environment that 

could have served as models that actually contributed to the maintenance of this fragile 

environment as perceived by the conservationists. 

However, the presence of these conservation organizations in the policy 

formulation of parks and tourism persisted even with the end of formal colonization in 

Tanzania. Honey (1999) maintained that these organizations were afraid that if Africans 
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were left to govern themselves and to manage their resources then all of the wildlife 

would die. As a result, they declared a state of emergency for Africa’s wildlife, urging 

newly-elected officials to place the care of Africa’s wildlife in the hands of Western 

conservation experts. In the case of Tanzania, President Julius Nyerere (in office 1960-

1985) remained ambivalent about the welfare of this wildlife in the country. He saw its 

value more in terms of the potential income it might provide if Westerners were willing 

to pay to come see it on their vacations (Honey, 1999). However, this ambivalence also 

carried over to the lack of a formation of an official tourism policy under Ujamaa that 

could have been used to gear the industry more towards practices that were compatible 

with Ujamaa principles of self-reliance. 

 
TOURISM DURING UJAMAA 
 

The government of Tanzania did not officially adopt a tourism policy until 

1991(Luvanga & Shitundu, 2003). However, international tourism has been present in the 

region under colonial rule and since the country’s formation at independence in 1964. 

The presence of international tourism existed alongside Tanzania’s self-reliance and 

socialist policy of Ujamaa that was adopted in the first decade after independence. Under 

Ujamaa, the government of Tanzania sought to ensure the development of the country 

through increased trade, as well as the provision of such goods as health care and 

education to the population. The government viewed the provision of these types of 

social services as a right of all Tanzanians (Semboja, 1995, p. 149). Tanzania’s aim 

towards self-reliance was espoused in the Arusha Declaration of 1967. In this declaration, 

the government “sought to abandon conventional development models and policies and 
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chose instead to embrace the strategy of self-reliance and socialism” (Rugumamu, 1997, 

p. 122). As a result of these initiatives, Issa Shivji argued that “tourism, therefore, cannot 

be evaluated in isolation from this goal [of Ujamaa] and from an overall general 

development strategy to achieve such a goal” (1975, p. x).  

The adoption of Ujamaa as a means of developing the country came in response 

to the inequalities created during colonial rule. These inequalities were exemplified in the 

creation of the very national parks which would comprise a major sector in Tanzania’s 

fledgling tourism industry. Additionally, the desire of the Europeans to engage in this 

form of hunting and to go on camping safaris did not end with independence in Tanzania. 

In fact, the first director of Tanzania National Parks (TANAPA) believed that the tourist 

industry should be promoted and encouraged to grow (Neumann, 1998; Honey, 1999; 

Shetler, 2007). However, in the first decade of independence, the government was 

focused more on wildlife conservation and not the development of the tourism sector in 

these regions (Luvanga & Shitundu, 2003). During the 1970s, however, the government 

did establish the Tanzania Tourist Corporation (TTC) to promote tourism. The TTC 

operated fifteen hotels throughout Tanzania. This “national tourism industry was 

intended to support health care, education, and other social programs,” but remained 

heavily reliant on foreign imports, capital and expertise (Honey, 1999, p. 228). The TTC 

had some initial success, but the tourism sector was later hurt by the effects from drought 

in 1974, the war in Uganda in 1979, and the economic crisis that lasted into the 1980s 

(Luvanga & Shitundu, 2003).   
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TOURISM POLICY IN TANZANIA AFTER UJAMAA 
 

The government policy of Ujamaa which had at least rhetorically meant to 

provide for the increased equality and access to resources for all individuals ended in the 

early 1980s with the implementation of Structural Adjustment Policies (SAPs). These 

policies were promoted by International Financial Institutions as a means of helping the 

Tanzanian economy overcome the difficulties it had faced with the drop in commodity 

prices such as coffee, a major foreign exchange earner, during the 1970s. This was 

compounded with a rise in the price of imports such as oil, and also other goods needed 

to support the tourism industry that relied heavily on these imported goods. During this 

time, there was also an “urban bias” where the state run crop authorities paid low wages 

to rural producers, effectively lowering the prices of foodstuffs in urban markets. The 

result of all these factors was a decrease in the standard of living for many Tanzanians. In 

fact, the GDP per capita annual growth rate dropped from 5 percent in the 1960s to a low 

of negative 4.4 percent in 1981.  While real wages decreased by 65 percent, consumer 

prices increased significantly (Tripp, 1989). SAPs were meant to stabilize the economy 

through currency devaluation, trade liberalization, increased privatization, and reduction 

in government spending in social services (Lugalla, 1995a).   

Within this context of falling agricultural prices and privatization of industry, 

tourism began to be viewed as a viable means of growth that would bring in foreign 

income and tax revenue for the government (Sinclair, 1998). The Tanzanian government 

began implementing economic reforms in 1986 that positively impacted the tourism 

sector. By 1991, the government formulated its first Tourism Policy, which was revised 
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in 1999, helping to make tourism the fastest growing industry in the 1990s (Luvanga & 

Shitungu, 2003). Part of this success can be traced back to the border closure between 

Kenya and Tanzania. Even though this action initially hurt the tourist sector, over time it 

created an environment that supported the emergence of small local capitalists who 

stepped in to fill the void after the Kenyans had been pushed out (Honey, 1999). These 

entrepreneurs were then in a position to participate more fully in this sector once 

liberalization and privatization measures were in full effect under the SAPs.   

Since this time of readjustment, tourism has become increasingly important in the 

Tanzanian economy. The tourism industry’s contribution of GDP has risen from 7.5 

percent in 1995 to 16 percent in 2004 when it generated 25 percent of export earnings for 

Tanzania (Utz, 2008). Due to the economic benefits originating from this sector, tourism 

has become a priority for the government of Tanzania as reflected in the National 

Tourism Policy of 1999. The objectives of this policy include poverty alleviation by 

“encouraging the development of sustainable and quality tourism that is culturally and 

socially acceptable, ecologically friendly, environmentally sustainable, and economically 

viable” (MNRT, 1999, p. 5).  

The objectives of the National Tourism Policy of 1999 included increased 

revenues and foreign currency, creation of employment opportunities, and infrastructural 

development initiatives. Social objectives included cross cultural exchange and 

understanding, public awareness of tourism’s importance, and recreational opportunities. 

Environmental objectives consisted of ecologically friendly tourism development and 

coordinated land development. Cultural objectives included preservation of tourist 
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attractions, maintenance of museums, the promotion of rural tourism and community 

participation in tourism (MNRT, 1999). Many of these objectives can be seen as similar 

to those of the Ujamaa period. For example, tourism was viewed as a means of receiving 

foreign income during both periods. The involvement of the community and the attention 

to rural areas was also of concern in both policies. However, the means of achieving 

these objectives shifted significantly from a state owned and directed strategy to one 

driven by the private sector with only a regulatory function for the government. Has the 

shift in government policy changed the emergent discourse around tourism? 

 
 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

Denis Cosgrove’s framework of dominant, residual, emergent and excluded 

cultures is a useful tool for examining Tanzania’s changing tourism policy. Cosgrove 

(1989) noted that “from the perspective of culture as power we could speak of dominant, 

residual, emergent and excluded cultures, each of which will have a different impact on 

the human landscape” (p. 127). He observed that this classification could provide a useful 

organizing device when trying to decode the symbols and language used in reproducing a 

landscape, or the visual unity that reaffirms “one’s position in the scheme of nature” 

(Cosgrove, 1989, p. 122). Cosgrove (1989) defined dominant culture as: 

a group with power over others. By power I do not mean only the limited 
sense of a particular executive or governing body, rather the group or class 
whose dominance over others is grounded objectively in control of the 
means of life: land, capital, raw materials and labor power. (p. 128) 
 

This definition can be applied to Tanzania in the late 1960s to early 1970s as the country 

was trying to break ties with its former colonial power. Although Britain had formally 
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ended its control in terms of being the governing body, it still kept in place neo-colonial 

ties to the region. These ties came in the form of continued extraction of raw materials, a 

cash crop dependent economy, and legacies entailed with a lack of investment into the 

infrastructural development of Tanzania. During these earlier stages of independence, the 

dominant culture can be seen as that of the former British colonial power. 

The alternative landscapes are those which are Tanzanian in origin as they present 

an alternative to what had been the dominance of the colonial power. The government of 

Tanzania can therefore be seen as residual in its formative years as it began to assign new 

meanings to Tanzanian life. Cosgrove noted that residual landscapes result when 

“landscape elements have little of their original meaning left” and that in fact, “the 

meaning of such features for those who produced them is difficult to recover, and indeed 

the interpretations we make of them tell us as much about ourselves and our cultural 

assumptions as about their original significance” (1989, p. 131-132). For example, there 

was no collective Tanzanian state before colonial rule to which Tanzanians could revert. 

The success and relevance of pre-colonial forms of governance would lose some of their 

feasibility if translated to a state-wide level. Therefore, any attempt at the inclusions of 

these forms, and even those of the British, can be seen as residual in that new ideas and 

values were superimposed upon these older models as they are currently understood.  

In adopting such principles as self-reliance and socialism, the government 

assigned value to Tanzanian initiative and capacity and negated the need for reliance on 

outside, former colonial powers. Nyerere emphasized this residual culture in applying his 

concept of socialism. He argued that “in traditional African society everybody was a 
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worker,” not “simply as opposed to ‘employer’ but also as opposed to ‘loiterer’ or 

‘idler’” (1973, p. 165). Nyerere used this interpretation or assignment of meaning to past 

events to help validate his ideal of a socialist society. However, the government was not 

always sure as to the correct route to take in the promotion of this socialist ideology as 

can be seen in the case of tourism. The previously mentioned change in government 

initiatives from the promotion of wildlife conservation to a strategy that included tourism 

in national parks as well, may be reflective of the government’s uncertainty as to the 

correct strategy to take. This uncertainty can be seen in an initiative of President Julius 

Nyerere that called for public discussion of major government policy initiatives – an 

initiative that called for a public debate of the impact tourism would have on Tanzania’s 

socialist development goals of Ujamaa. 

His call brought forth the voice of emergent cultures. Emergent cultures are those 

that “offer a challenge to the existing dominant culture, a vision of alternative possible 

futures, thus their landscapes often have a futuristic and utopian aspect to them” 

(Cosgove, 1988, p. 132). This emergent culture in Tanzania was reflected in the 

responses of university students and the public to Nyerere’s call in 1970 for discussion of 

tourism as a viable means of achieving economic development in a socialist state. The 

Tanzanian newspaper The Standard, now the Daily News, published a series of articles 

debating the effects that tourism would have on the society, economy, and government of 

Tanzania. The debate began when students from the Tanganyika African National Union 

Youth League (TYL) at the University of Dar es Salaam responded to Nyerere’s request 

that students critically examine socialist development in the country (Shivji, 1975). The 
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students used the opportunity to outline the benefits commonly associated with tourism as 

a means of economic development, as well as their critique of these arguments. Their 

statement was then published in The Standard in order to solicit comments and dialogue 

on the subject. 

The TYL article was successful in soliciting responses from the public. However, 

responses from excluded cultures were little to nonexistent. Cosgrove noted that typically 

women have tended to comprise the largest group of the excluded culture in the sense 

that “organization and use of space by women presupposes a very different set of 

symbolic meanings than by men” (1989, p. 133). In this respect, the realities experienced 

by certain groups may not be present in the dominant, residual, or even emergent 

landscapes and cultures because their voice and experience has been excluded. This 

occurrence can be seen in the case of Tanzania and its budding tourism sector as the 

interests of more marginalized and excluded groups were not always heard. Despite 

Nyerere’s call for a public debate, in this case, “public” meant those who could read the 

English TYL article, access The Standard, and find the time and means required to send 

in a response to the newspaper. In a largely rural, labor intensive and Swahili-speaking 

country, much of the public can categorized as being included in the excluded culture. 

 
TOURISM POLICIES AND DISCOURSE IN TANZANIA 
 

Nyerere’s change in policy can be understood by comparing tourism policy before 

and after the transition from socialism, which can evidence the dominant and residual 

landscapes of tourism. However, comparing current tourism policy to the policy during 

the early stages of Ujamaa is somewhat problematic as no official tourism policy existed 
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during the Ujamaa period. However, tourism was represented in the government of 

Tanzania through the Ministry of Information and Tourism, which was formed in 1964 

(Chachage & Mallya, 2005). Tourism expenditures were also represented and accounted 

for in Tanzania’s 1970-71 Government Budget and Development Plan, Tanzania’s 

Second Five Year Development Plan, and Tanzania’s Ten Year Master Plan for Tourism, 

all of which were implemented in the late sixties and early seventies (Shivji, 1975). 

Unfortunately, I was unable to access all of these government documents and was 

therefore unable to compare in detail the contents to those of Tanzania’s current tourism 

policy. Instead, I have used excerpts from speeches that President Nyerere made at the 

time as representative of the national stance and policy on tourism. I have also used 

Nyerere’s 1962 speech Ujamaa: The Basis of African Socialism and his 1969 speech at 

the TANU National Conference when the Second Five Year Economic Plan was 

submitted for approval. In examining current government policy, I have used the revised 

1999 National Tourism Policy of Tanzania from the Ministry of Natural Resources and 

Tourism.   

In order to compare the emergent discourses or views surrounding tourism 

between the two periods, I have examined editorials published in Tanzanian newspapers. 

The editorials from the Ujamaa period consist of a series of editorials on tourist 

development that was published in The Standard in 1970. At the time, this debate “lasted 

for almost three months, was the first, and [had] so far been the only serious political 

debate in print in Tanzania” (Shivji, 1975, p. vii). In analyzing this debate, I looked at all 

the responses published in The Standard, including the original publication from the TYL 
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and the final contribution from the Ministry of Information and Tourism for a total of 16 

editorials.   

Although there has not been a recent debate in the newspapers to which I can 

compare the 1970 debate, there have been several editorials on tourism that have been 

featured in Tanzanian newspapers that I have been able to access online. Additionally, 

these online versions often allow readers to post responses to the editorials, which can be 

seen as a venue for furthering dialogue or debate on the views expressed. In this respect, 

the current editorials can be seen as similar to the nature of the editorials published in 

1970. I was able to find these editorials by accessing the online English versions of the 

Guardian and the Daily News, two Tanzanian newspapers. I searched in the archives for 

editorials for the subject “tourism” and selected those articles with “tourism” in the title 

or with a reference to tourist sites in Tanzania such as Kilimanjaro in the title. I found 5 

entries in the Guardian that were published between March of 2007 to November of 2008 

and 5 entries in the Daily News published between December of 2007 and September of 

2008. 

 
POLICY AND DISCOURSE DURING UJAMAA 
 

Critiques of tourism as a development strategy often consist of examining the 

relationships that are created between the tourist and the tourism worker. This 

relationship entails the subordination of the worker in the developing destination country 

in relation to the wealthy tourist from a more powerful country (Mowforth & Munt, 

2009). The tendency of dominant and subordinate relationships to continue after 

colonization was not lost on Nyerere when he came to power. In adopting such principles 
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as self-reliance and socialism, the government assigned value to Tanzanian initiative and 

capacity and negated the need for reliance on outside, former colonial powers. By 

evaluating the 1970s newspaper editorials to government policy at the time, the change in 

the emerging dialogue around tourism can be gauged. In Nyerere’s 1962 Ujamaa – The 

Basis of African Socialism paper, he outlined the characteristics of what socialism in 

Tanzania (then Tanganyika) would entail. He noted that “the basic difference between a 

socialist and a capitalist society does not lie in the methods of producing wealth, but in 

the way that wealth is distributed” (Nyerere, 1973 Freedom and Unity, p. 163). He noted 

that “true socialism is an attitude of mind. It is therefore up to the people of Tanganyika – 

the peasants, the wage-earners, the students, the leaders, all of us – to make sure that this 

attitude of mind is not lost through the temptations to personal gain . . .” that can come in 

the way of ensuring the collective welfare (Nyerere, 1973 Freedom and Unity, p. 167). 

Government policies were in turn created in the context of this socialist society as 

envisioned by Nyerere. However, in the development of the Second Five Year Economic 

Development Plan in 1969 Nyerere (1973 Freedom and Development) noted that difficult 

choices needed to be made in order to continue on the road to socialist development. 

The less your resources, the greater the number of difficult choices which 
have to be made. . . A poor nation has to decide whether to provide 
schools or hospitals; new houses or new water supplies; to make an attack 
on the ignorance which causes people to suffer from preventable diseases, 
or to build roads which enable peasants to market the goods they produce. 
. . We have to make choices on good things, not between good things and 
bad things: to plan is to choose. (p. 83-84) 
 

He added that these choices should be made with the recognition that “the people of this 

country are the real developers of Tanzania, as well as being the purpose of Tanzanian 
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development. Even large scale projects like mass production factories, tourist hotels, state 

farms, etc, are undertaken only to further the well-being of Tanzanian citizens: it is vital 

that we should always remember that” (Nyerere, 1973 Freedom and Development, p. 

103). 

It was within the context of development serving the interests of all Tanzanians 

that the Tanzania Youth League submitted their paper to The Standard.  The TYL 

addressed the economic benefits associated with tourism such as the increase in foreign 

exchange earnings, rise in Gross National Product, government revenue earnings, 

employment opportunities, and improved social services. They also included a discussion 

of cultural and international goodwill issues (Shivji, 1975). The TYL concluded that the 

inequalities inherent in the tourist industry would guide the course of its development and 

would serve to benefit those in the developed world instead of those in the developing 

countries. This would occur due to the foreign or Western ownership of hotels and 

airlines, the reliance on imported goods to meet demands and expectations of Western 

tourists, and by the very nature of the jobs the industry would be creating. Those jobs 

tend to be primarily in the service sector of an economy that would be servicing the needs 

of wealthy Westerners as opposed to average Tanzanians, a progression at odds with the 

socialist, self-reliant policy of Ujamaa. Some of the cultural or social effects of tourism 

on a destination country would include the positioning of wealthy tourists being served 

and waited on by nationals of the country and the encouragement of prostitution (Elkan, 

1975). The TYL viewed the existence of luxurious tourist sites, hotels, and beaches in a 

country in the midst of mass poverty, misery, and starvation as being an indication of a 
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country’s state of decay and not development (Shivji, 1975). Others took a different 

stance, noting that “whether having poor waiters serve rich tourists is to be deplored, is 

largely a matter of personal judgment” (Elkan, 1975, p. 124).   

The responses from Tanzanians published in The Standard reflect a range of 

opinions on the issue of tourism. In assessing the general attitude for each of the 16 

letters to the editor included in the debate, I read the entries and categorized them as 

being against, ambivalent, or in favor of the current forms of tourist development and 

found that seven (including the TYL entry) were against tourist development, four were 

either unsure or did not fully address the issue, and five (including the Ministry of 

Information and Tourism response) were in favor of tourist development (see Table 1).  

 

Table 1. Ujamaa Emergent Culture: as represented by the responses in The Standard and 
categorized into three groups	
Source: Table by author, articles from Tourism and Socialist Development, Shivji 1975. 
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The views against tourist development included reflections on the high cost of 

luxury hotels that would prevent Tanzanians from staying in these establishments and 

thus reaffirm the positions of the “haves” and “have-nots,” which would in effect be 

moving away from the establishment of a socialist and more equal society. One 

respondent, Benettson Ntake was not decisively against tourism, only against its then-

present form. He thought that the “luxuries” of the tourist industry should be accessible to 

all Tanzanians. However, he noted that there was already a gap between urban and rural 

areas and that it was “painful to see the tourist industry widening this gap to ensure that 

no peasant ever sets foot inside the Kilimanjaro Hotel” (Shivji, 1975, p. 18). 

Another respondent identified only as Socialist was also against the existing form 

of tourist development and was skeptical of foreign involvement in the industry. He or 

she thought that tourism could become a pole of growth for Tanzania provided that 

investment was directed towards low and medium priced tourist facilities, gains from the 

sector were spread to those economic sectors in more rural areas, and the reliance on 

imported goods and personnel were reduced. However, despite these possible benefits, 

the respondent thought that “given the present trend, it is probable that tourism will 

devalue and debase the African values here in the country and greatly commercialize our 

culture” (Shivji, 1975, p. 38). He or she noted that this commercialization of culture in 

the selling of carvings and other items to tourists can have a “debasing effect.” Even if 

the promotion of a tourist sector were to create growth, this negative impact on culture 

was viewed as a deterrent due to its incompatibility with socialist ideals. 
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O.B. Kopoka opposed the development of the tourist industry because he did not 

agree that the foreign exchange derived from the sector would actually benefit 

Tanzanians. Instead he argued that this revenue was being used to service the foreign 

loans used to build the hotels, to run and maintain the hotels and tourist operations, and to 

protect wildlife, a tourist asset, from poachers. He viewed the tourism industry as being 

the only sector that would benefit, noting that “we want the tourists in their millions to 

come and enjoy themselves in the greatest comfort in our country. We want to turn our 

country into a playground for capitalists. Have we paused to consider the effect of all this 

on our own people in a socialist state?” (Shivji, 1975, p. 66).  

The responses from people who were ambivalent or did not fully address the issue 

included a critique of a luxury hotel geared towards sports fishermen, a plea to save the 

New Africa Hotel from demolition, and a critique of Israel’s exploitation of Tanzania 

through the tourism sector. The fourth response was from an individual requesting that 

the Ministry of Information and Tourism respond to the claims made by the TYL 

students. He thought this response was called for in order to clear up any mistakes the 

students had made. He added that “sometimes it is difficult to bring about a rethinking of 

government policy. Yet this is the privilege and duty of all of us” (Shivji, 1975, p. 49). 

The Ministry eventually did respond after the debate in the newspaper had come to a 

close. Unsurprisingly, the Ministry came down on the side of tourism as bringing 

development, as did several other respondents. 

For example, K. Kabiso saw tourism as “a highly lucrative enterprise” on which 

Tanzania should focus all its resources. Kabiso stated that “the ex-standard seven, ex-
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national servicemen, ex-form four, and even the university graduates (why not?) could 

easily enter this high paying trade as cooks, curio sellers, shoe-shine boys, and so on” 

(Shivji, 1975, p. 51). Kabiso did not see these forms of employment as being in 

opposition to a socialist society or as being “debasing” as noted by a previous respondent. 

Ngila Mwase argued that developing the tourism sector could help the country 

move away from its reliance on the decline in world prices for Tanzania’s primary 

exports. He did not equate socialism with isolationism, and argued that Tanzania’s 

natural resources should be made available for foreign visitors to pay to see. S.A. Kibona 

saw a difference between capitalist and socialist forms of tourism development, and 

argued that the industry should be entirely nationalized and private entrepreneurs should 

be squeezed out. However, Kibona did mention social implications involved with 

tourism: 

When you go to Europe you are supposed to talk, drink, walk, dress, eat, 
and laugh like them.  When they come here we treat them like little gods.  
This inferiority complex and subordination truly erodes our nationalism 
and identity.  I feel it is high time we started exporting our cultural values 
even if it means losing some fancy tourists.  We may be losing financially 
in the short run, but we shall be gaining in stabilizing our cultural 
revolution. (Shivji, 1075, p. 74) 
 
Frank Mitchell, a research fellow at the Institute of Development Studies at 

University College in Nairobi Kenya was in favor of tourism and the benefits it would 

bring to a country. However, he directed his comments towards tearing down the 

arguments made by the TYL, concentrating his arguments at a theoretical or academic 

level. His article in turn sparked comments from three individuals who attacked the 

validity of Mitchell’s remarks. Unfortunately, the remarks from these individuals formed 
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the majority of the responses in terms of length. The Ministry of Information and 

Tourism responded to this exchange with an opening statement in their editorial:  

It is a pity that the debate on tourism initiated by the university students in 
The Standard has been generally conducted in a theoretical manner 
divorced from the realities of both the Tanzanian experience and the 
Tanzanian objectives. For this has made almost the whole argument 
unintelligible to the public who were presumably being appealed to, and 
has enabled a lot of loose thinking to be camouflaged by impressive-
sounding verbiage. (Shivji, 1975, p. 75) 
 
The Ministry went on to address the economic and socio-political issues that had 

been brought up in the course of the debate. In economic terms, the Ministry noted that 

tourism had been adopted in both the First and Second Five Year Development Plans as a 

viable business option to bring revenue into Tanzania. As such, its development would 

continue to entail investment into the sector in order to ensure its growth, which was 

intended for an export market and not a domestic one. The Ministry argued that through 

the creation of the Tanzania Tourist Corporation, a “socialist instrument for the 

development and control of the tourist industry,” the industry could be regulated so as to 

ensure that profits accrue to Tanzanians (Shivji, 1975, p. 85). In terms of the socio-

political effects, the the tourist industry is geared for producing items and products for 

exportation and not for local consumption: 

If then this product includes posh hotels, night clubs, air conditioned 
buses, and so on, all these must be considered as part of the total product 
that we sell in the overseas market. Basically, therefore, we are not 
producing the consumer tastes of Tanzanians but the foreigners. On the 
same basis, we produce diamonds for an export market. As much as it 
would have been bourgeoisie-gone-mad to see Tanzanian women dangling 
diamond necklaces on their necks, we do not for the same reason, expect 
Tanzanians to fraternize the so-called posh hotels. (Shivji, 1975, p. 86-87) 
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Instead, Tanzanians were expected to practice a form of socialist discipline that would 

prevent them from seeing these kinds of luxuries as desirable. Government policy was 

couched in a discourse of socialist development that would also permit the presence of 

more capitalist business models, provided that revenue was distributed along socialist 

Ujamaa development principles. As socialism become further entrenched within 

government policies, the residual discourse of Nyerere in the 1960s gained the status of 

the dominant culture.    

It is possible that the emergent opinions and responses included in The Standard 

may have been chosen to reflect the opinion of the government as none of the responses 

questioned the role that socialism should play in the tourist sector. However, they can be 

taken as a reflection of the emergent culture of individuals critiquing different aspects of 

a government initiative and offering solutions or strategies for addressing the issue. The 

inclusion of Mr. Mitchell’s response not only provides the major opposition opinion, in 

that he views international tourism as a positive force in economic development in 

African countries, but this inclusion also serves to juxtapose tourism in Tanzania against 

tourism in the country’s neighbor, Kenya, which has strongly promoted its capitalist-run 

tourism sector and is Tanzania’s main rival in tourism. In fact, during this time, most of 

the tourists to the region were entering the continent through Kenya and then traveling to 

the better attractions that were located in Tanzania. This occurrence made Tanzania 

dependent on Kenya for tourists while 90% of the revenue and benefits remained in 

Kenya through the use of Kenyan transportation, accommodation, and travel agencies. 

The tensions resulting from this dynamic eventually resulted in Nyerere closing the 
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border between Kenya and Tanzania, an action that eventually caused the temporary 

collapse of Tanzania’s tourist industry (Honey, 1999). However, this industry has since 

recovered with increased government investment and promotion in the sector. 

 
POLICY AND DISCOURSE AFTER UJAMAA 
 

The recovery of the tourism industry was reflected in the adoption of the National 

Tourism Policy in 1991, which was subsequently revised in 1999. This policy was 

adopted “to provide the overall objectives and strategies necessary to ensure sustainable 

tourism development in the country” (MNRT, 1999, p. iii). Its role has been to encourage 

the growth of the private sector, “in tandem with the disengagement of the Government 

from the sole ownership and operation of tourist facilities, as a result, the Government’s 

role is changing from that of being directly engaged in commercial activities to that of 

regulation, promotion, facilitation and service provision” (MNRT, 1999, p. iii).   

In the 1999 Tourism Policy, the Ministry outlined four specific objectives: 

economic, social, environmental and cultural. The economic objectives included 

increased revenues and foreign currency, creation of employment opportunities, and 

infrastructural development. Social objectives included cross cultural exchange and 

understanding, public awareness of tourism’s importance, and recreational opportunities. 

Environmental objectives consisted of ecologically friendly tourism development and 

coordinated land development. Cultural objectives included preservation of tourist 

attractions, maintenance of museums, the promotion of rural tourism, and community 

participation in tourism (MNRT, 1999). Many of these objectives can be seen as similar 

to those of the Ujamaa period. For example, tourism was viewed as a means of receiving 
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foreign income during both periods. The involvement of the community and the attention 

to rural areas was also of concern to both policies. However, the means of achieving 

these objectives shifted significantly from a state owned and directed strategy to one 

driven by the private sector with only a regulatory function for the government. 

Similarly, editorials recently published in the Tanzanian newspapers vary 

significantly from the nature the debate in The Standard in 1970. The most significant 

difference is that all eight editorials support tourism as a means of development in 

Tanzania. In this sense, the emergent discourse has shifted from one of questioning the 

good or relevance of tourism in development to acceptance of its role and existence in the 

country. Additionally, the ideal of socialism is nonexistent in these editorials. The 

questioning of tourism’s role in a socialist society is no longer relevant. However, this 

does not imply that social concerns are no longer of concern, as societal topics are 

addressed in some of the editorials.  Although these social concerns may be present, the 

topic of improvements to the tourism industry is the issue most commonly addressed. 

A Guardian editorial in March of 2007 argued that reforms in the industry should 

be implemented to support its growth and exploit tourism’s full potential. The editor 

argues for a “multi-sectoral approach under which several ministries would have to 

deliberately coordinate their strategies and efforts to enhance the performance of the 

tourism industry” (Guardian, 2007). The Daily News editorial in December of 2007 also 

claimed there was room for improvement of the sector. The editor (Daily News, 2007) 

noted that: 

the sector, like agriculture and mining, is key to the effort to alleviate 
poverty, which is vital to sustained development.  It should be developed 
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to attract more earnings.  It is a task that calls for the improvement of the 
tourism infrastructure in the country.  The road leading to Ngorongoro 
Crater, for example, must be made comfortable for tourists. 
 

This call for an increase in efforts to promote tourism was also reflected in a column in 

the Daily News, September of 2008 by Tony Zakaria (2008) who saw a need for more 

regulation in the tourism sector in the form of increased standards and guidelines. A July, 

2008 editorial in the Guardian also argued for measure to increase the proficiency and 

professionalism in the tourist sector. The editor also noted that the years of socialism had 

hindered the development of this sector by suppressing private investment in a globally 

competitive service industry. As such, the editor approved the building of a tourism 

college in Bagamoyo so that Tanzania “shall have trained an indigenous critical mass of 

skilled hotel managers, researchers, consulting firms, and service providers for the 

industry.” As a result, Tanzania would no longer have to hire individuals from abroad, 

which would result in benefits from the tourist industry remaining in the country.   

Another inward-looking strategy currently advocated is the promotion of 

domestic tourism. The Daily News editorial of August, 2008 noted that “we are running 

our national parks and preserving the diverse attractions therein as if they are the preserve 

of foreign tourists alone.” The editor noted that Tanzanians should “cultivate a sense of 

belonging” within the country where a quarter of its land mass has been devoted to 

wildlife conservation. However, it was noted such things as prohibitive prices at tourist 

facilities that were designed to attract foreign tourist dollars now prevent a rise in 

domestic tourism, which could “become the main source of tourism earnings.”   
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Zakaria (2008) also advocated the provision of affordable accommodations to 

increase domestic tourism. In addition, he argued that barriers of old policies and 

practices must also be removed: 

We must remove barriers so investors both local and international can 
build two to five star hotels in Mikumi, Manyara, Serengeti and Selous. 
Kenya with far fewer animals and much less park land has hotels right in 
the vicinity of the wildlife. Yet prophets of doom keep Tanzanians chained 
to our backs, scared to build just one hotel inside the 14,000 square 
kilometers of the Serengeti. Who are we protecting?  The Kenyan tourist 
maybe. . . We must convert the beach from Oysterbay to Bagamoyo into a 
series of four and five star hotels so that visitors from Brasil to Japan can 
dance the samba and drink banana wine.” 
 
This advocacy for increased use of land to be put towards increasing international 

tourism stands in contrast to the socialist ideologies of promoting land use for 

Tanzanians. Zakaria proposed to close off a significant portion of Tanzania’s beaches to 

be used by private hotels as a means of promoting tourism. He also referenced the rivalry 

between Kenya and Tanzania in terms of receiving tourists, and tourism revenue, in the 

Northern circuit, which consists of the parks and protected areas in northern Tanzania 

that contain the main tourist attractions such as the Serengeti and Mount Kilimanjaro.  

This concern was also addressed in a May, 2008 editorial in the Daily News. The editor 

(Daily News, 2008) argued that the large volume of “misinformation” surrounding 

Tanzania and its tourist attractions is actually detrimental to the growth of the industry. 

The editor accused Kenya of promoting the misconception that Mt. Kilimanjaro is 

located in Kenya, not Tanzania, and as a result was reaping the economic rewards in 

terms of tourist income received from visitors going through Kenya to see Mt 

Kilimanjaro.   
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An editorial in the Guardian in November of 2008 also addressed the 

“propaganda” of Tanzanian tourist locations being located in Kenya as a detrimental to 

the industry. However, the editor did not see this as an excuse for the failure of 

Tanzanians to promote the industry, and noted that “we should find no excuse for our 

failure to help make our tourist attractions win greater local and international acclaim 

while, even more importantly, contributing more handsomely to the country’s social, 

cultural and economic development.” The editor saw the need for a tourism industry that 

would contribute to the well-being of Tanzanians, or “the concept of a sustainable 

tourism industry meant to improve the lives of poor people engaged in small-time 

agriculture, fishing, handicraft, and other activities. It has long been proved that tourism 

is a double-edged sword that can as ably save a life as maim or kill.” 

 
ANALYSIS 
 

A comparison of Tanzania’s tourism policy during Ujamaa to present shows a 

shift in the dominant landscape of the tourism industry. With the transition from 

socialism to capitalism, the government adopted a more capitalist model of the tourism 

sector meant to rely on the private sector for its enhancement as opposed to the 

government directed policy under Ujamaa. This change in policy also brought about a 

change in the emergent discourse surrounding tourism as a means of development. 

Emergent discourse during Ujamaa remained largely embedded in the ideals of socialism 

as providing the guiding framework for tourist development while the present discourse 

dismisses socialism as having hindered the success of the industry. This change in 

discourse can be seen as tied to the dominant culture of both periods in that the emergent 
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discourses remain couched in the political and economic ideology of the dominant culture 

of the time. This could be an indication of the positions from which these emergent 

cultures arise, or it may be a technique to gain entry into the dominant forum of 

discussion.   

Although the discourse surrounding the emergent culture, as well as the resulting 

realm of viable options, may change with the political and economic system, social issues 

remain a concern in both periods. Under Ujamaa, the development of the tourism sector 

was discussed in terms of providing for the needs of all Tanzanians. Even though these 

terms and expectations were no longer used in the present emergent discourse, there was 

still recognition that the livelihoods of the poor should be improved with a successful 

tourism industry. Additionally, there remained recognition that tourist sites and facilities 

should be accessible to Tanzanians as well as outside tourists. This view differs from the 

Ujamaa Ministry’s assertion that Tanzanians should not want to frequent these places. 

Instead, the emergent culture has recognized that tourism does not have to be the reserve 

of the international tourist, but that Tanzanians should have the right to access these sites 

and facilities as well. 

As the socialist state transitioned to a capitalist state, the discourse surrounding 

tourism’s possibilities changed as well. Commentaries published online in 2007 in the 

Tanzanian Daily News generally expressed support of tourism as a valid means of 

developing the country in that it can provide needed foreign income and revenue for 

economic development. There is less emphasis on the subordinate nature of the work or 

the subservient status of the nature of work provided through the tourism industry. This 
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may partially result from government claims that tourism stimulates other sectors of the 

economy such as agriculture to provide products for tourist and construction to create 

roads and facilities (Chachage & Mallya, 2005).  However, this claim is not necessarily 

supported by the actual trends which are occurring as a result of tourism development. 

 
EXCLUDED LANDSCAPES 
 

It must be noted that these two separate editorial discourses of tourism 

development are both unrepresentative of the excluded landscape in Tanzania. This 

population consists of the poorer, more marginalized individuals who comprise the 

majority of the population, yet may not have access to emergent discourse channels. This 

omission is significant; for as previously discussed, one of the goals of Tanzania’s 

tourism policy is to improve the livelihood of Tanzania’s citizens. In determining the 

extent to which this is being accomplished, it is necessary to examine the impact this 

sector has had on such things as employment opportunities, patterns of infrastructural 

development, and social implications of the industry on Tanzanians. Within Tanzania, 

research into the impacts of this sector has focused on a variety of topics including 

tourism-related migrations for employment (Gössling, 2003a; Gössling & Schultz, 2005). 

Much of the research on economic issues in Tanzania notes the impact that SAPs have 

had on the economy such as the movement of workers from the formal to the informal 

economy (Tripp, 1989; Mackenzie, 1992; Mukangara & Koda, 1997) This growing 

informal sector has drawn rural migrant workers to urban centers, many of which offer 

employment in the tourist service sector. Although both men and women tend to migrate 

for economic reasons, women often face increased economic, legal, or social hardships 
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that contribute to the push factor (Mbonile & Lihawa, 1996; Lugalla, 1990). Additionally, 

other types of problems arise from the nature of the tourist industry itself: 

The sector is premised on the destruction of other sectors – such as 
agriculture, livestock keeping, fishing and other rural and coastal and 
marine based resources – by encroaching on resources that are 
indispensable for the survival and prosperity of the rural dwellers.  
Moreover, the exploitative and dehumanizing working conditions of those 
employed in the sector are not considered at all. (Chachage & Mallya, 
2005, p. 25) 
 
Often, the type of employment created in the tourism sector is dehumanizing in it 

nature, such as ‘cultural performances’ for tourists, prostitution, and “emotional labor,” 

or being expected to perform demeaning work while maintaining a positive attitude 

(Chachage & Mallya, 2005). In the case of prostitution, Luise White (1990) noted that 

this “labor” is sold to international tourists, and the exchange occurs within a global scale 

of economic and power relations. Often this interaction within the tourist industry 

involves clients exotifying the “Other” in order to satisfy their desire to have what they 

perceive as an “authentic” experience (Kempadoo, 1999). The impacts of these forms of 

employment for those who must engage in them are often not considered when 

formulating the dominant policies. Additionally, the creation of these jobs has taken place 

in conjunction with the removal of individuals from land marked for tourist development, 

which can further marginalize the displaced as they migrate to other regions. When the 

industry depends on this marginalization of the excluded landscapes, it becomes more 

difficult to argue that the sector is bringing development and prosperity to Tanzanians. 

This is not likely to change as long as the discourse of the excluded culture remains 

excluded from the dialogue surrounding tourism. 
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This introductory chapter has examined the change in the dominant government 

discourse in Tanzania of tourism as a means of development, as well as corresponding 

changes in the emergent discourse as indicated by editorials in key Tanzanian 

newspapers. The shift in dominant discourse has resulted in a shift in the framing of the 

issue of development, such as the shift from socialist oriented methods to capitalist 

centered strategies. This shift has primarily concerned the “correct” economic strategy to 

follow.  However, in terms of social issues, the shift has not been as great. Emergent 

discourses from both periods reflect a concern about the social impacts of tourism.  

Unfortunately, the dialogue surrounding these impacts has left out the excluded 

landscapes in terms of the formulation and implementation of policies, many of which 

have further marginalized these excluded groups. If government policy is truly intended 

to serve and provide for the needs of all Tanzanians, the views and priorities of these 

excluded landscapes should be represented as well.  

 
DISSERTATION OUTLINE 
 

In order to more fully understand the residual, dominant, emerging and excluded 

landscapes of tourism in Tanzania, this dissertation provides a case study of Mount 

Kilimanjaro tourism. Kilimanjaro National Park generates more revenue than any other 

protected area in Tanzania. As such, it provides a useful and informative case study of 

tourism landscapes in Tanzania. The next chapter, Chapter 2 Reading Landscapes of 

Mount Kilimanjaro Tourism, provides a context for Mount Kilimanjaro tourism and 

situates the tourist visit within a wider context of Tanzanian economic and political 
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history. It then provides an overview of the research methodology and the theoretical 

framework for the case study of Mount Kilimanjaro tourism.  

Chapter 3 Kilimanjaro’s Changing Political Economy provides an overview of the 

residual landscape of Mount Kilimanjaro as it relates to tourism. The chapter provides an 

overview of the history and economic activities in the Kilimanjaro region from pre-

colonialism through its incorporation into global trade networks. The history of the 

region can be seen in the tourism sector that exists in the region today through regional 

day trips, tourism businesses, and souvenir imagery.  

Chapter 4 The Political Ecology of Tourism Development on Mount Kilimanjaro 

assesses the dominant landscape of Mount Kilimanjaro tourism. The government has 

placed much of Tanzania’s land under protection, including Mount Kilimanjaro National 

Park and the Kilimanjaro Forest Reserve, which has limited local land use. The dominant 

landscape of the tourism industry on Mt. Kilimanjaro consists of government and 

business enterprises, both national and international, which serve to influence the 

political ecology of tourism development on the mountain. This development has further 

marginalized many of those individuals living next to the park, as well as those working 

in the tourism service sector, thus calling into question the feasibility of tourism as a 

means of development. 

Chapter 5 “Alternative” Tourisms addresses the emerging culture of tourism in 

Tanzania. It provides an overview of a workshop involving tourism stakeholders at an 

annual tourism fair in Tanzania. The workshop addressed emerging tourism initiatives 

such as Responsible Tourism. Issues brought up at the workshop are then related to 
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Mount Kilimanjaro tourism on and around the mountain and the emerging presence of 

volunteer tourism in the region. Chapter 6 The Tourism Service Sector includes the 

stories and experiences of workers in the Mount Kilimanjaro service sector who comprise 

the excluded culture of Mount Kilimanjaro tourism.  
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CHAPTER 2 |  

READING LANDSCAPES OF MOUNT KILIMANJARO TOURISM 

 
 

 

The Tanzanian government has promoted international tourism as a means to 

diversify its economy and to bring increased development to the country. Tourism is 

often used as a development strategy by countries in part due to its perceived multiplier 

effects. These effects include increased visitor spending for food and souvenirs as well as 

an increase in local businesses and investments that are created to meet the demands of 

tourists (Hall & Page, 1999). The promotion of the tourism industry in Tanzania has 

resulted in its increased economic importance to the country. In 2013, tourism 

contributed $1.88 billion to the economy, making it the top foreign exchange earner 

(Daily News, 2014 August 26). By 2014, tourism was estimated to make up 4.5% of 

Tanzania’s GDP and account for 11.2% of employment (WTTC, 2014). In Figure 1, the 

increasing importance of tourism to Tanzania can be seen in terms of the number of 

visitors and the revenue from the industry over a 9-year period. The number of visitors 

are depicted on a per month basis, showing the seasonal flow of tourists that tends to 

peak in July and August, then again in December and January.  
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Figure 1. Tanzania tourism revenue and visitors 2004-2012 
Sources: Figure by author, data from Tanzania tourism sector survey: The 2012 
international visitors’ exit survey report (MNRT & BOT, 2014). 
 
 

Tourism in Tanzania is heavily concentrated and promoted in the northern part of 

the country, and the sector is often identified as the Northern Circuit in the Tanzanian 

tourism industry. Northern Circuit attractions such as the Serengeti, Ngorongoro crater, 
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and Mount Kilimanjaro draw the highest numbers of tourists and revenue to the country 

(UNCTD, 2008). Kilimanjaro National Park is especially lucrative to the tourism industry 

as the park brings in the highest revenue of all of Tanzania’s national parks (Mitchell et 

al., 2009; Mariki, 2013). Additionally, Mbonile and Bart (1999) noted that the 

“Kilimanjaro region is one of the most active regions of Tanzania, as far as agriculture, 

trade, and tourism are concerned. In such conditions, there are strong links between the 

problems of natural resource management and socio-economic development” (p. 6). This 

dissertation builds on the work of other researchers who have studied the relationships 

between conservation, tourism and dispossession in Tanzania (Neumann, 1998; Honey, 

1999; Brockington, 2002; Brockington & Igoe, 2006; Benjaminsen & Bryceson, 2012; 

Nelson, 2012). By focusing on the case study of tourism on Mount Kilimanjaro, we can 

better understand how communities and workers become marginalized or excluded from 

the revenue and other benefits that are generated from Kilimanjaro as a tourist 

destination. 

 
IF YOU GO TO MOUNT KILIMANJARO AS A TOURIST, THIS IS WHAT YOU WILL 
SEE …1 
 

In Jamaica Kincaid’s 1988 memoir and essay A Small Place, she took the 

reader/tourist on a taxi ride from the airport to the hotel in her home country of Antigua. 

In her essay, she critiqued the nature of the tourism industry in Antigua, condemning 

colonial and neocolonial ties and institutions, as well as ways of thinking among 

                                                
1 This chapter title is modified from the opening sentence in Jamaica Kincaid’s 1988 essay A Small Place, 
which reads: “If you go to Antigua as a tourist, this is what you will see.” 
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Antiguans and tourists alike. She presented the reader/tourist as an individual who is 

unaware of and unconcerned with Antigua’s history or current state of affairs. Instead, 

the individual was interested only in his or her own holiday experience. This “banality of 

the touristic observation” (Carrigan, 2011, p. 38) prevents the individual from reading 

and correctly understanding the landscape. To remedy this way of observing a place, 

Kincaid used the taxi ride to foreground “the socio-economic dimensions of Antiguan 

landscape that are otherwise naturalized, as part of paradisal place-myths, challenging 

visitors to historicize the economic flows that enable them to travel to the island. It also 

impels engagements with specificity of place, countering Antigua’s discursive isolation 

from global modernity and emphasizing tourism’s role in ongoing processes of 

environmental transformation” (Carrigan, 2011, p. 40).  

This challenge posed by Kincaid is important since many so-called less developed 

regions of the world, such as Tanzania, receive increasing numbers of international 

tourists each year. Additionally, Kincaid’s method is useful in that it challenges the 

reader/tourist to begin to question their own limited perspective, which prevents them 

from accurately seeing a place or reading a landscape. With Kincaid’s strategy in mind, 

this chapter introduces Tanzania’s Northern Tourism Circuit by leading the tourist/reader 

to the study focus area of Moshi and Mt. Kilimanjaro.  

 
ARRIVING IN THE NORTHERN CIRCUIT 
 

Most international tourists to East Africa arrive by air. Those who visit the 

Northern Circuit in Tanzania arrive at one of three airports: Jomo Kenyatta International 

Airport (JKIA) in Nairobi, Kenya, Kilimanjaro International Airport (KIA) in northern 
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Tanzania, or Julius Nyerere International Airport (JNIA) in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

(MNRT, 2012). Tanzania’s Northern Circuit attracts the greatest number of international 

visitors due to its various National Parks that provide opportunities for viewing wildlife. 

Tanzania’s Northern Circuit also includes Mt Kilimanjaro, which is the destination for 

much of East Africa’s mountain climbing or trekking tourists, the vast majority of whom 

are international tourists. For example, in 2011, 95% of the 64,467 visitors to Kilimanjaro 

National Park (KINAPA) on Mt. Kilimanjaro were international tourists (MNRT, 2012). 

These individuals may have come to Tanzania with the sole purpose of climbing the 

mountain, or they may have included the climb as an add-on to a wildlife-viewing safari 

tour of the Northern Circuit parks.  

The logo of the Tanzania Tourist Board visually depicts and references 

Kilimanjaro, Zanzibar and the Serengeti (see Figure 2). This logo reflects the importance 

of the Northern Circuit to the tourism industry in Tanzania as Kilimanjaro and the 

Serengeti are both located in the Northern Circuit. Although these wildlife parks receive a 

greater number of visitors, KINAPA earns more revenue for the government than any 

other National Park in Tanzania, bringing in about US$51 million in 2013 (Melubo, 

2015) and making the mountain a significant asset to an increasingly important sector of 

Tanzania’s economy. 
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Figure 2. Tanzania Tourist Board logo 
Source: Taken from: http://www.airlinesanddestinations.com/airlines/ethiopian-airlines-
and-et-african-journeys-offer-tanzania-safari-deal/ 

 

Unfortunately for Tanzania in regard to capturing tourism revenue, many of the 

visitors this industry relies on enter Tanzania after having first arrived on the continent 

via JKIA in Nairobi. From Nairobi, the tourists must continue on to their destination in 

Northern Tanzania, either by road or through a daily connecting flight to KIA (Nkwame, 

2012). Forty-seven percent of international visitors arrive via the connecting flight to 

KIA; the other 53% arrive by road. They cross though the border town of Namanga, 

which is the busiest crossing point between Kenya and Tanzania (MNRT, 2012). Despite 

this frequent usage, the road remained unpaved until recently, causing much concern and 

discomfort for tourists. In a 2009 exit survey of 1,462 visitors who crossed at this border, 

the majority complained about the Tanzanian portion of the road between Namanga and 

Arusha (MNRT, 2012). The dirt road had been in a state of re-construction at the time, 

and was gradually being covered with tarmac. The large flow of tourists and traffic had 

resulted in an East African Community project to pave the road from Arusha, Tanzania to 
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the Namanga border town to Athi-River near Nairobi, Kenya, ensuring the entire road 

from Arusha to Nairobi would be paved (Nkwame, 2012). This infrastructure provides a 

much-improved journey from the tourist’s arrival in Nairobi to Tanzania’s Northern 

Circuit tourism hub in Arusha. 

 
DRIVING TO MT. KILIMANJARO 
 

The town of Arusha serves as the starting point for many wildlife safaris to 

National Parks in the Northern Circuit as well as climbing tours up Mount Kilimanjaro, 

which is 60 km away. In fact, Arusha is considered the tourism capital of the Northern 

Circuit. Arusha is also an international hub, as it often seen as a de facto capital for the 

East Africa Community and was host to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 

after the signing of the Arusha Accords (KADCO, 2016). 

This way of touring or visiting another country takes place within the confines of 

a well-preserved Western bubble provided as part of the tourism package. This package 

would most likely include an overnight stay at hotel before heading to Kilimanjaro the 

next day in a shuttle provided by the tour company. Although the tourists are in another 

country, they have remained fairly isolated from the majority of the people living there. 

Any interaction that has taken place has been between tour company staff, hotel staff, and 

other international tourists, as the hotel and tour company cater largely to a foreign 

clientele. Additionally, the tourist has most likely come with a set of perceptions about 

Tanzania, or perhaps Africa in general. For example, in marketing tourism in Tanzania, 

tourist attractions are discussed in terms of wildlife, “primitive tribes,” rural 

communities, and memorials of past colonizations. As such, tourists often come in search 
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of “the mystery of Africa, the exotic and unknown” (Chachage & Mallya, 2005, p. 41).  

Mowforth and Munt (2009) stressed the importance of tourist brochures in marketing the 

exotic. Often, imagery is used that contributes to this primitive and exotic discourse 

around tourism and safaris in Tanzania. Chachage and Mallya (2005, p. 41) observed:  

tourism is an avenue through which world views are shaped and 
concretized by multi-media experiences (travel reviews, travel 
programmes, travel brochures, travel documentaries, advertisements, etc). 
These sell what the tourists as consumers want, and they also shape the 
way the provider of the products should present the attractions.   
 

As tourist destinations in Africa are presented in this light – as unchanging, 

exotic, primitive – then the perceptions of potential and actual tourists are affected as 

well.  These destinations appeal to those individuals in search of this kind of experience.  

They arrive with an expectation of a certain experience in their mind, which in turn 

affects how they experience their visit. This imagery can be seen in an advertisement of 

the Tanzania Tourism Board (see Figure 3). Tanzania is represented by the common 

natural characteristics that might draw a tourist such as Kilimanjaro on the top left and 

the images on the bottom of lions and elephants in the national parks and marine life in 

coastal areas. However, the top right features an image of Maasai as a tourist attraction as 

well. The Maasai are often used in tourist imagery and advertisement, and they are 

usually shown in traditional clothing or shuka living in a traditional village. 
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Figure 3. Tanzania Tourism Board advertisement 
Source: Brochure, scanned by author. 
 

As a result, the tourist who arrives in Tanzania for an “authentic” African 

experience has a certain understanding of what that experience should entail. This 

understanding has been influenced by the tourism brochures, the media, and every other 

outlet that has contributed to their understanding of Africa or Tanzania. If that individual 

does not have an understanding of Tanzania’s colonial past or the colonial legacies that 

continue to this day, which place Tanzania in the position of being a “Third World” 

tourist destination due to the limited viable economic activities afforded it within the 
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global economic system, then they are likely to contextualize their experience solely 

within the realm of understanding they have brought with them. Therefore, as the tourists 

set off in their shuttle along the Arusha-Himo Highway to Mt. Kilimanjaro (see Figure 4), 

they are able to gaze out the window and observe the scenery of this region of about 

which they most likely have very little actual knowledge. Instead, they bring with them a 

multitude of visions engendered by the marketing discourse meant to construct a 

primitive and exotic landscape. This imagined landscape will further remain intact 

through the spatial separation provided by the tour bus, ensuring that the tourists will 

never be required to actually engage with the landscape regardless of how much they may 

look at it.  
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Figure 4. Map of Arusha-Himo Highway with Mt. Meru and Mt. Kilimanjaro 
Sources: Sémhur, 2014a and Sémhur, 2014c (modified by author). 

 
LAND ALIENATION OF ARUSHA NATIONAL PARK 
 

As the bus leaves behind the urban spread of Arusha, the tourists may see a sign 

indicating the turnoff for Arusha National Park. Or, if it is a sunny day with no clouds to 

hide it, they may instead be distracted by Mt. Meru towering above them (see Figure 5). 

However, Meru’s height of 14,990 ft is less than their destination’s height of the 19,341 ft 

(TANAPA, 2016). As a result, Kilimanjaro has relegated Mt. Meru to a marginal position 
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within Tanzania’s tourism sector. Even Arusha National Park, located just a few 

kilometers outside of Arusha, the tourism center of the Northern Circuit, receives the 

least amount of international visitors of all the Northern Parks. In passing, the tourists 

may at most acknowledge the area as simply a park of marginal importance, one that 

could not be included on their already heavily booked itinerary.   

 

 

Figure 5. View within Arusha National Park 
Tourist vehicle in Arusha National Park. Mt Meru can be seen in the background.  
Source: Photo by author. 
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They are most likely unaware that much of the land that now makes up Arusha 

National Park was systematically alienated from the Meru and Arusha inhabitants from 

the onset of colonial rule as the German and then British colonial governments divided 

the land into European settler estates, wildlife areas and forest reserves (Neumann, 1998). 

The interests of the colonizers were privileged over those of the inhabitants of the land. 

These practices of dispossession resulted in conflict over access to lands and resources, 

and many of these practices continued even after the end of colonization and have often 

resulted in ongoing tense relationships between parks and surrounding communities. In 

the instances of land alienation during the formation of Arusha National Park, the Arusha 

and Meru were forced to leave their lands, their homes, and their livelihoods. They first 

resisted alienation and subsequently struggled to regain access to their lands, but to no 

avail (Spear, 1997). As a result, “the landscape of Mount Meru locally embodies a 

decades-long struggle to defend and reclaim ancestral land claims” (Neumann, 1998, p. 

2), contrasting significantly to the “picturesque ideal” seen from within the tour bus. 

 
TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE OF KILIMANJARO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
 

As the shuttle continues along the well-maintained Arusha-Himo highway, the 

passengers might notice the welcome contrast to the rough, dusty road from Namanga. 

They might be grateful that they do not have to turn off onto one of the many unpaved 

roads that lead off of the highway and into the villages lining the highway. It may, 

therefore, strike the tourists as being somewhat out of place when they come upon a 

paved highway, just as well maintained as the one they currently travel, that seemingly 
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leads into an empty, uninhabited landscape. And in fact, this impression would not be 

entirely mistaken as it is the road to the Kilimanjaro International Airport (KIA) (see  

Figure 6), which occupies an area that is now uninhabited, but not empty. Just as large 

tracts of land were taken to establish Arusha, Kilimanjaro, Mkomazi, and Tarangire 

National Parks and resulted in the massive displacement of farmers and pastoralists, land 

was also taken along the Sanya plains to establish KIA (Mbonile, 2005). As a result, land 

use conflicts and airport operating issues have arisen in this area once used by farmers 

and pastoralists (Kauzeni et al., 2003), but now reserved primarily for international 

tourists. 

 
 
Figure 6. View of Kilimanjaro International Airport 
Source: http://www.kilimanjaroairport.co.tz/ 
 
 

The airport was, in fact, conceived as part of Tanzania’s Second Five-Year 

Development Plan in 1969 as a way to help facilitate tourism to the region. KIA was 

proposed as a way of attracting tourists to fly directly into Tanzania and the Northern 

Circuit, instead of first arriving in Nairobi (Chachage & Mallya, 2005; Salazar, 2008). 

With this goal in mind and $13 million in funding from Italy, KIA was built and made 

operational by 1971 (Tentena, 2013). As seen the KIA website banner in Figure 7, the 

airport is marketed as the arrival point, or “gateway to Africa’s wildlife heritage,” which 
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can presumably be found in Tanzania’s northern tourism circuit. Despite the airport’s 

location amidst the Northern Circuit attractions, it receives relatively few arrivals in 

comparison with JKIA and the Namanga crossing. For example, KIA receives 300,000 

visitors per year, which is only 5% of JKIA’s 6 million travelers (Nkwame, 2012). Since 

its construction, KIA has received some direct flights from Europe (Salazar, 2008), and 

was recently recognized by Routes Africa Summit for attracting over 14 regional and 

international airlines (Tentena, 2013). However, despite these achievements, tourism 

flows into Tanzania’s Northern Circuit are still heavily tied to Kenya (Salazar, 2008). 

This is largely attributed to the high landing fees and fuel taxes charged at KIA 

(Nkwame, 2012). 

 

Figure 7. Kilimanjaro International Airport: The gateway to Africa's wildlife heritage 
Source: http://www.kilimanjaroairport.co.tz/ 

 

Although tourism arrivals through KIA may not be as high as anticipated in terms 

of attracting tourists to arrive at KIA instead of Nairobi, the airport does appear to serve 

the travel needs of tourists more than Tanzanians. Although KIA can be promoted as an 

example of the multiplier effects of tourism in that infrastructure has been built in order 

to facilitate the industry, this type of infrastructure does not necessarily meet the 

immediate needs of the community and region in which it has been built. The people 
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dispossessed from the land upon which it was built do not necessarily receive any of the 

benefits for this type of multiplier effect of an airport which they do not use.  

 
ENCLAVES OF RESOURCE EXTRACTION  
 

Just before the airport, a well-maintained dirt road branches off from the KIA 

road. The road leads to Mererani, a town located 16 km southeast of KIA (Lange, 2006). 

This 22 km stretch of road has recently been approved for a nearly $15 million 

reconstruction project that is funded by the government and is being completed by a 

Chinese construction firm (The Citizen, 2016). Mererani is the only place in the world 

where Tanzanite can be found and mined, in a 12 km2 enclave just south of the town 

(Schroeder, 2010; Hellieson, 2012).2 Tanzanite, or blue zoicite, is a rare gemstone that 

has been sold and promoted by such stores as Tiffany’s in New York. Tanzanite is 

believed to be finite, and known deposits are only expected to last another 10-15 years 

(Lange, 2006; Sachedina & Trench, 2009). Although tanzanite comprises only a small 

sector of the Tanzania’s mineral industry, which includes gold, copper, silver, diamond, 

calcite, gypsum, coal and natural gas production (Kweka, 2009), tanzanite contributes 

significantly to Tanzanian gemstone production, comprising 80% of domestic gemstone 

production value from 2001-2003 (Yager, 2003).  

The region in Mererani that is being mined has been divided into four areas or 

blocks since 1990, with different groups having access to different blocks (see Table 2). 

Although ASM have access to two of these blocks, Block C, which is controlled by a 

                                                
2 Lange (2006) mentions that Tanzanite has also been found in Kenya and Norway. However, these 
deposits are not economically viable like the deposits found in Mererani. 
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South African owned company, is believed to contain two-thirds of the known tanzanite 

deposits (Lange, 2006; Sachedina & Trench, 2009). 

 

Table 2. Mererani mining operations by block3 
Sources: Lange, 2006; Helleisen, 2012 

Tanzanite mining in Mererani draws significant numbers of migrants to the 

region. Since the discovery of tanzanite in 1967, the rural, pastoral village of Mererani 

has been transformed into a large town as well as "a nexus that is the new de facto 

economic and political capital of Simanjaro District” in the Manyara Region (Sachedina 

& Trench, 2009).  However, due to the economic reforms of the mid 80s to the early 90s 

                                                
3 Group ownership and explanation according to Lange (2006) and Helleissen (2012): 

• AFGEM was a subsidiary of a South African Company 
• AREMA (Arusha Regional Miners Association)  
• Building Utilities is a European company 
• Graphtan Ltd was a joint venture between Tanzania Gemstones Industry (TGI), African Gems Ltd, and 

British Samax Ltd.  
• Kilimanjaro Mining and Tanzanite Africa are both companies owned by Tanzanians. However, their 

operations resemble that of small scale operations as they can dig for months without Kilimanjaro 
Mining is owned by a Tanzanian businessman 

• Tanzanite Africa, Ltd is a subsidiary of IPP Ltd, which is a Tanzanian-owned company  
• TanzaniteOne is registered in Bermuda, listed on London stock exchange, and has the South African 

staff from AFGEM. 
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that opened up Tanzania’s government-owned mining sector to private investors, foreign 

companies own a significant portion of Tanzania’s mining industry. While serving as the 

Senior Economist for the World Bank in Tanzania, Josaphat Kweka (2009, p. 118), 

concluded that “Tanzania’s mining policy and legal framework is highly attractive to 

TNCs, but less so to local mining companies.” As a result of the mining sector being 

largely owned and operated by transnational corporations (TNCs), growth in the mining 

sector has not resulted in economic growth or poverty alleviation within Tanzania. 

Kweka (2009) argued that this lack of growth is due to the weak linkages between the 

mining sector and other sectors of the economy in addition to the policies that have 

limited domestic investment in the sector. 

Over 98% of Tanzanite is exported in rough form (Yager, 2003). All of the value 

that is being added to the gemstones, such as the cutting and the polishing, occurs in other 

countries. The majority of these rough tanzanite stones are shipped to India to be cut and 

polished before reaching their market destination in the United States (Sachedina & 

Trench, 2009). As a result, Tanzania receives a low return in comparison with the amount 

received from the final product, resulting in economic leakages (Kweka, 2009). For 

example, 1g of rough Tanzanite sells for $900 USD in Mererani, while the same stone in 

its cut and polished form sells for 8,000 USD per carat in the U.S. (Sachedina & Trench, 

2009). Ideally, these foreign companies should pay 30% corporate tax on their mining 

income, however no companies have done so. In fact, in 2002, revenues from these 

companies only comprised 1% of total domestic revenue in Tanzania (Lange, 2006).  
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Being almost indicative of the level of leakage of tanzanite earning flowing out of 

the country is a sign located along a road to Mererani (see Figure 8). The sign reads, 

“This road has been proudly built, sponsored and maintained by the Tanzanite 

Foundation.” The Tanzanite Foundation is a non-profit organization formed and 

supported by TanzaniteOne (Tanzanite Foundation, 2016). However, if revenue was 

indeed staying in the region and leading to growth and economic development through 

the industry’s multiplier effects, then there would not be a need for the foundation to 

maintain the road as a supposed form of aid to an impoverished area. Additionally, 

Schroeder (2012) pointed out that road maintenance on this project ended at the entrance 

to the TanzaniteOne offices, while there was another 5 kilometer stretch of the road 

beyond this point that was not included in the project. The road served to facilitate 

transportation and access of the company’s vehicles to the mines, yet it was being 

presented as an example of a corporation “giving back” to the community. 

 

Figure 8. Tanzanite Foundation sign 
Source: http://tanzaniteone.com/projects 
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COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE, AID, AND NGOS  
 

The Tanzanite Foundation website lists several ways they are involved in the 

communities in Tanzania, claiming that in “stimulating demand for Tanzanite, we help 

sustain the industry’s economic viability and see that revenue is channelled back up the 

value chain to the source” (Tanzanite Foundation, 2016). Their projects include the 

support of: a medical clinic, a community center, and an orphanage. This type of 

community assistance or aid that claims to help local communities in need, children and 

orphans is a popular form of assistance in Tanzania. Along the road from Arusha to 

Moshi, one can see signs for a number of international NGOs. In addition to this NGO 

presence in Tanzania, there has been a growing number of tourists coming to Tanzania to 

do volunteer work as a part of their tourist package, often referred to as voluntourists.  

Within Moshi, many of these voluntourists want to work with poor children, 

specifically orphans. This can in turn result in fetishism and aestheticisation of poverty 

for tourist purposes. Mowforth and Munt (2009) noted that fetishism occurs during the 

process of producing the commodity of tourism. During this process, the difference 

between the tourist and the local is being sold. This difference can also be viewed by 

tourists as contributing to the legitimacy or authenticity of their travel experience. 

McClintock (1994) noted that the desire of people to visit less visited or “authentic” 

regions can be traced to the Victorian travel writers who wanted to consume the places 

they “discovered” and re-present them to their audience. However, these kinds of 

representations serve to maintain and further the cultural domination of these regions by 
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the West (Said, 1991). This domination can then contribute to the aestheticisation of 

poverty that occurs through the marketing of authenticity. 

Authenticity becomes a commodity that is sold to the tourist and is situated in the 

establishment of binaries between us and them, developed and primitive, normal and 

exotic. This authenticity can be captured and aestheticised with photography that can 

provide the tourist with the lasting image of the native child (MacCannell, 1976; Urry, 

1990; Mowforth & Munt, 2009). Often these images consist of the very individuals upon 

whose impoverishment the tourism industry relies. For without the failed colonial 

economies, the falling agricultural prices, the depleted fish stocks to provide for the 

hotels, then the prospect of working in menial service jobs in the tourism sector would 

not be as viable an option for many Tanzanians.  

Tourism is often promoted as a form of assistance for Tanzanians. For example, 

advertisements aimed at tourists often make the claim of contributing to poverty 

alleviation, a philanthropic service reminiscent of colonial missionaries and explorers 

bringing civilization to Africans (Chachage & Mallya, 2005). Omari is critical of aid 

from the international community. He noted that the incomes of these international 

“experts” is often “six figures and tax free while that of the local people is in 3 figures,” 

(Omari, 1995, pp. 33-34) resulting a huge gap and power difference between the two 

which can be problematic. For example, simply giving out aid money without addressing 

the context of the situation only perpetuates the problem (Omari, 1995, pp. 36). 

The sign in Figure 9 is located at one of the main roundabouts in Moshi along the 

Arusha-Himo highway. The sign is meant to look like a cut tanzanite gem with Mount 
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Kilimanjaro on top of the three-sided gem. Each side displays a social benefit that the 

well-meaning tourist can provide for Tanzanians while fulfilling their own needs and 

desires as a consumer of, in this case, tourism and tanzanite. The sign has been put up by 

a local tour company, Crystal Zoo Tours, and it suggests that by using their company to 

either tour Mount Kilimanjaro or purchase tanzanite, then one can save the environment, 

support orphans and help disabled children.  

 

 

Figure 9. Crystal Zoo Tours "Buy Tanzanite" sign 
Source: Photos by author. 

En route to Moshi from Arusha, the tourist will have seen, even unknowingly, an 

introduction to many of the components that can be found within the Mount Kilimanjaro 

tourism industry. The land dispossession that accompanied the creation of Arusha 

National Park can also be seen in the dispossession of communities and villages on 

Mount Kilimanjaro from access to protected Forest Reserve surrounding Kilimanjaro 

National Park. Some characteristics of the tanzanite industry, such as high levels of 
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foreign ownership and small benefits or revenue that accrue to the average Tanzanian 

worker, can also be seen in the tourism industry. There is also an enclave production 

component to both of these industries. Although enclave production is often associated 

with the production of minerals or oil, Britton argued that tourism can also be seen as an 

enclave production industry as shown in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10. Britton’s Enclave Model of Third World Tourism 
Source: Taken from Britton 1982, p.342, redrawn by author. 
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MOSHI AND MOUNT KILIMANJARO TOURISM 
 

The town of Moshi is located at the base of Mount Kilimanjaro on the Arusha – 

Moshi – Himo – Dar es Salaam highway. Moshi is the regional capital and largest city in 

Kilimanjaro district with a population of over 184,000 in 2012 (Schmidt et al., 2015). 

Although the town of Moshi has several neighborhoods and extends well beyond the 

town center, the areas depicted in maps of the town only depict select areas. These areas 

are the places that tourists and expats tend to frequent. For example, in the Original City 

Map: Moshi, only Shanty Town and the city center are pictured (see Figure 11). The Map 

of Moshi produced by the International School of Moshi, and which is also included in 

the Moshi Guide distributed by a popular coffee shop in town, also includes a similarly 

limited portion of the city (see Figure 12). The areas shown in the maps are the areas of 

Moshi that are frequented by tourists and expats. The town center has a variety of shops, 

expensive restaurants and hotels. The area of Shanty Town is a wealthy, expat region of 

Moshi and includes the International School of Moshi, a large hospital The Kilimanjaro 

Christian Medical Centre (KCMC), and hotels. These depictions of Moshi on maps meant 

to provide information to tourists supports the concept of Britton’s tourist enclave as 

certain areas of Moshi have been represented and designated for the tourist, while other 

areas lie outside of the tourist enclave and are therefore not represented in the maps. 

Additionally, much of the information or places shown on the map are places that are 

frequented by tourists and the expat community, such as hotels, banks/ATMs, souvenir 

shops, supermarkets, restaurants, cafes, and tour companies. 
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Figure 11. Original City Map: Moshi 
Source: Photo by author of The Original City Map: Arusha and Moshi, 2010 edition. 
Copyright and distribution by: Toku Tanzania Co. Ltd, www.toku-tanzania.com.  
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Figure 12. Map of Moshi, drawn for the International School of Moshi 
Source: Taken from: http://www.ismoshi.org/backup_130302/MapMoshi.htm.  

 
METHODOLOGY 
 

Human geography research often utilizes a variety of methods to obtain 

information from different actors. Researchers have used qualitative methods such as key 
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informant interviews, participant observation, and informal discussions with individuals 

and groups, as well as quantitative surveys and questionnaires to complement the 

qualitative research (Bassett & Crummey, 2003). I chose to use these methods as well, 

selecting appropriate methods to complement the different stages of my research.  

Qualitative research has been criticized for its subjectivity and hence its perceived 

lack of replicability, as opposed to quantitative research, which has historically been 

viewed as objective and free of the value-laden judgment of the researcher. However, all 

research is increasingly being acknowledged as the social product of various decisions 

and judgments. Ley and Mountz note “all methods in human geography are interpretive, 

involving the application of a set of methodological conventions by a value-impregnated 

researcher” (2001, p. 235). For example, such things as class, gender, age, and nationality 

among others impact the researcher’s ability to represent and convey the experiences of 

others (Ley & Mountz, 2001, p. 235). They note the importance of acknowledging this 

because the researcher’s findings contribute to “shared knowledges” of an issue or 

situation and can in turn influence actions and policies. Ley also saw the gap between the 

researcher and the researched as raising methodological concerns. For example, the 

researcher would likely be unable to accurately interpret occurrences and meanings while 

researching within a different cultural context (Ley & Mountz, 2001, p. 239).  

Nagar and Geiger (2007) noted that many researchers have responded to the 

dilemma of representing third world subjects by either abandoning fieldwork altogether, 

or by trying to adopt a reflexive approach when doing research. This reflexivity involves 

the analysis of one’s production of knowledge through research in relation to both one’s 
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social identity and position as it relates to the subjects of the research.  It is necessary to 

ask “how our practices are interwoven with processes of imperialism and 

neocolonialism” (Nagar & Geiger, 2007, p. 8). Therefore, it is important to establish the 

nature and extent of my experience in Moshi and how I formed relationships and 

connections with those individuals who would later assist me in my research, either 

through conducting surveys, being interviewed, or referring people to be interviewed. 

 
THE RESEARCH PROCESS 
 

This dissertation draws on the author’s time spent living, working, and conducting 

research in Tanzania for 14 months from June 2009 to July 2010. During the second year 

of my Ph.D. studies, I applied to several sources to fund my dissertation research in 

Tanzania. As a back-up plan, I also applied for a year-long position as the International 

Intern Coordinator for a U.S. environmental humanitarian organization, the Jane Goodall 

Institute’s Roots & Shoots Program in Tanzania. Although this position did not provide 

the flexibility and freedom to conduct a year of dissertation research as it was a full-time 

job, it did provide a means of getting to and living in Tanzania for a year. Accepting this 

position also altered the direction of my dissertation as I had originally intended to focus 

on tourism workers in either Dar es Salaam or Dodoma. However, the position required 

monthly travel to a Roots & Shoots Program site based in Moshi and Mweka where I was 

introduced to the Mount Kilimanjaro tourism sector and its impact in the region. 

I began my research in Tanzania in June 2009 by spending twelve months 

working at an international environmental and conservation NGO in Dar es Salaam with 

monthly week-long trips to a field site in Mweka, located just outside Kilimanjaro 
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National Park. The NGO is based out of Dar es Salaam, however, it has various programs 

throughout Tanzania and Zanzibar. Their efforts are centered on environmental 

conservation and education programs, formally through school education programs and 

informally through community groups. The organization employs a staff of Tanzanians 

and also accepts international interns with university degrees to work in these 

environmental education programs. The intern program has recently focused on two 

locations: Dar es Salaam and the town of Moshi in northern Tanzania.  In my position as 

the intern coordinator, I was responsible for overseeing both sites, and I divided my time 

between the two.   

At the Moshi site, the interns primarily work at a tree nursery located in Mweka 

village, about 10 kilometers from Moshi up the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro. This tree 

nursery was established by the organization in order to promote the sustainable use of 

trees and tree planting initiatives among the residents of Mweka. The sustainable use of 

the forests surrounding Mweka is not only tied to the livelihoods of those living in 

Mweka, however, as the village is located immediately outside the boundary of 

Kilimanjaro National Park. Park authorities and governance rely on the pristine beauty of 

the forest in part as a tourist attraction, and therefore as a form of revenue. The park 

draws tourists to Tanzania from around the world, for it is through the park that one is 

able to climb to “rooftop of Africa,” Mt. Kilimanjaro. The mountain towers over the town 

of Moshi, which is located at the base of the mountain and caters to the tourist industry 

with such services as hotels, tour operations and restaurants. As a result, these two 

locations, Moshi and Mweka, soon became places of interest to me regarding my 
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research interest of tourism in Tanzania. The role that tourism plays in the region became 

evident to me I began to spend more time in Moshi. As the year progressed, I also began 

meeting and talking to people involved in the tourism sector.   

During my first visit to Moshi, I was introduced to Joseph. He had been assisting 

the program for a few years by playing a significant role in helping new interns become 

accustomed to and find their way around Moshi. As the Intern Coordinator, I often had to 

work with new interns in both Moshi and Dar es Salaam who had arrived at the same 

time.  After just a few days in Moshi, I would make the 9 to 13-hour bus journey back to 

Dar to work with the interns there. Arriving in a new country would often pose many 

challenges to the new interns. They would often need help understanding and using the 

local transport or daladala system. They would even have new questions arise as they 

stayed longer, such as assistance in finding a simple household necessity such as gas for 

the stove. In these instances, I would contact Joseph to assist the new interns, showing 

them what they needed to do. He was not paid for this work. However, Joseph also ran a 

tour business that specializes in day trips, cycling trips and safaris. Assisting the interns 

upon their arrival in Moshi and throughout their six-month stay was a way of meeting 

potential clients. Through this working relationship and friendship with Joseph, I was 

introduced to other individuals working in tourism whom I would later interview, such as 

the owners of a leather goods store (discussed in Chapter 3) and an individual who sells 

curios in a stand he sets up in a parking lot (discussed in Chapter 6).  

I was also able to meet people to interview through the interns who were living in 

Moshi. One of the interns had gone on safari with a local flycatcher Samwel, and they 
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had since grown to be good friends. I met Samwel through this intern, and Samwel in 

turn introduced me to other individuals working in tourism such as other flycatchers, 

porters, and tailors. When I was ready to begin my interviews, I asked Samwel to be my 

research assistant. By this time, we had known each other for a year and he was familiar 

with the work I was doing. I wanted him present for the interviews so that he could 

translate between Swahili and English for me if needed. Even though I had met and 

spoken with many of the individuals I interviewed prior to the interviews, I wanted 

Samwel present so that they would be able to fully express themselves in Swahili if 

needed. Additionally, Samwel knew most of these individuals personally and had worked 

with many before. I felt that the individuals I interviewed would feel more comfortable 

speaking to me if someone they knew and trusted was present. 

 
CONDUCTING SURVEYS AND INTERVIEWS 
 

During this year of monthly visits to Moshi, I was able to conduct preliminary 

research consisting of observations and informal conversations with residents and tourism 

workers. Through these conversations and observations, I was able to get a better 

understanding of the tourism industry in the region, which informed the direction of my 

research. I then relocated to Moshi for two months in June and July 2010 so that I would 

be able to work full-time on my research. These two months consisted of conducting 

surveys and interviews of individuals working in the Mount Kilimanjaro service sector.  
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Figure 13. View of Mawenzi Road/Nyerere Road in Moshi with Mount Kilimanjaro in the 
background 
Source: Photo by author. 

The surveys and interviews were primarily conducted in Moshi, located at the 

base of Mount Kilimanjaro. My work with the NGO had connected me with students 

from the College of African Wildlife Management (CAWM) located near Moshi and I 

was able to meet several CAWM students, many of whom were also interested in tourism 

research. I worked with these students in order to conduct the survey portion of my 

research. Through these students’ assistance, I was able to receive research as I was also 

helping them by providing them with an opportunity to gain further experience in 

conducting a survey. The students had previously conducted their own research and were 

able to administer the surveys in Kiswahili if needed. The CAWM students assisted me 
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by administering a survey to 102 tourism workers. These workers consisted of 20 porters, 

25 guides, 25 hotel workers, 17 flycatchers, and 15 other workers in tourism.  

The survey consisted of fixed-answer responses for demographic and household 

information and open-ended responses to other questions, which allowed for wider or 

more in-depth responses from respondents (McLafferty, 2010). The CAWM students had 

already received training in administering surveys and they had conducted several face-

to-face surveys before, as required in their college coursework. We met to discuss the 

areas and target sample for the interview. We also went over the questions I had created 

in case there was any ambiguity. The survey was written in English. However, all the 

CAWM students were fluent in English and Swahili, and they were able to administer the 

surveys in either language as needed. Although I ideally wanted the respondents to 

answer all the questions on the survey, I also emphasized that this was not a requirement. 

For example, some individuals may have been uncomfortable giving demographic 

information such as marital status or ethnicity. They may also have felt uncomfortable 

giving open-ended responses about their work, especially if they thought the information 

might get back to their employer. I asked the interviewers that they not pressure or insist 

that people answer the question. Instead, they should move on to the next question, 

recording the information that the respondent was willing to share. I then entered the 

information into an Excel database and analyzed the data for trends.  

I conducted the key informant interviews with individuals I had identified and 

selected based on my prior observations and the connections I had established. I 

conducted 18 key informant interviews, which were semi-structured. A main goal was to 
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get more in-depth perspectives from individuals who had been working in the tourism 

service sector in Moshi. For the key informant interviews, I spoke with 4 small-scale 

guides and/or flycatchers, 7 curio store owners or sellers, 2 porters, 1 tailor, and 4 people 

working with either an NGO or a community group. As stressed by Longhurst (2010), I 

tried to conduct the interviews in a neutral setting or a place where the person I was 

interviewing felt comfortable in order to prevent any hesitancy in their responses. During 

interviews, I recorded information in a notebook. Later that day, the information was 

typed, along with any notes and observations. I later analyzed the interview notes by 

looking for trends and similarities in the issues and experiences that the individuals had 

pointed out. 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the nature of the tourism industry in 

Moshi, Tanzania, and to investigate the extent to which it provides economic 

opportunities to those currently employed in the sector. From a postcolonial standpoint, it 

was hypothesized that neocolonial economic ties that have previously determined the 

nature of economic development in Tanzania would also be seen in the case of tourism, 

resulting in limited opportunities for many individuals to find adequate or sufficient work 

in the tourism sector. Tourism can only work as a development strategy if the needs of 

these individuals are truly considered when formulating tourism policy and initiatives.  

 
UNDERSTANDING MOSHI’S LANDSCAPES 
 

In trying to make sense of my observations, I found it useful to refer to Denis 

Cosgrove’s (1989) analysis of dominant and alternative landscapes. In Cosgrove’s article 

Geography is Everywhere, he began by discussing a shopping trip to his local town 
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center. However, he went on to note that the geography of his local town center 

“stretches way beyond that narrow and restrictive perspective. The precinct is a symbolic 

place where a number of cultures meet and perhaps clash” (p. 119). Cosgrove proposed 

that interpretive skills could be applied to symbolisms in human landscapes in order to 

understand the layers of meaning that comprise the landscape. Human intervention in a 

landscape “involves its transformation to culture, although that transformation may not 

always be visible, especially to an outsider” (Cosgrove, 1989, p. 123). This is due to the 

fact that landscapes as cultural objects are layered with meaning that may not visible at 

first glance. He argued that to “reveal the meanings in the cultural landscape requires the 

imaginative skill to enter the world of others in a self-conscious way and the re-present 

that landscape at a level where its meaning can be exposed and reflected upon” 

(Cosgrove, 1989, p. 124). People occupy different positions in society that result in 

different experiences within that society, forming different consciousness or what 

Cosgrove describes as cultures. These cultures are defined by their relative power, 

consisting of the dominant group or culture and the alternative, which he groups into 

residual, emergent, and excluded. 

In his analysis, Cosgrove built on Williams’s (1977) ideas of residual, emergent 

and dominant cultures. Williams explained that the description of a “bourgeois culture” is 

understood through comparisons with feudal and socialist cultures. The culture is in part 

understood by what it is not, through the comparison and historical relationship to the 

feudal culture that preceded it and the socialist culture that could follow it. Therefore, in 

trying to understand the process of this change, Williams argued:  
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we can find terms which recognize not only ‘stages’ and ‘variations’ but 
the internal dynamic relations of any actual process. We have certainly 
still to speak of the ‘dominant’ and the ‘effective’, and in these senses the 
hegemonic. But we find that we have also to speak, and indeed with 
further differentiation of each, of the ‘residual’ and the ‘emergent’, which 
in any real process, and at any moment in the process, are significant both 
in themselves and in what they reveal of the ‘dominant.’ (Williams, 1977, 
pp. 121-122)  
 

Therefore, in understanding the culture of tourism in Moshi, it becomes necessary to not 

only look at the immediately observable dominant culture or landscape of tourism, but 

also to incorporate alternative tourism landscapes, as their interplay with the dominant 

culture can inform understanding of the tourism sector in Moshi. 

Additionally, it is useful to reference Britton’s (1982) Structural Model of Third 

World Tourism (see Figure 14). In this model, the dominant sectors within the tourism 

industry are also tied to the tourism industry in the core regions of the world. Much of the 

revenue is flowing into the dominant and core sectors, which in turn influence tourism in 

a country through the amount of control they have over the industry. The petty artisan 

and retail sector within a country have marginal control and influence in the industry and 

operate within the marginalized or peripheral economy. The workers within this part of 

the tourism industry can be seen as part of the excluded culture. The residual culture can 

be found in the peripheral or marginalized section of the industry as well. 
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Figure 14. Britton’s Structural Model of Third World Tourism 
Source: Taken from Britton 1982, p.342, redrawn by author.  

RESIDUAL CULTURE 

Cosgrove (1989) refers to residual landscapes as relics from long ago whose 

original meaning may be unknown, such as Stonehenge. Theories may later arise at 
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different periods in history to give meaning to the place, such as its role as a Druid 

temple, an observatory, or a calendar, which speak more towards contemporary meanings 

and re-creations of the landscape than the significance or role they actually held in the 

past. The residual landscape of Mount Kilimanjaro can be seen in the meaning and 

purpose it has served for the people who have lived on the mountain for centuries. Instead 

of being “the rooftop of Africa,” a place to be climbed and conquered, Mount 

Kilimanjaro has been the place where the Chagga have built their homes and livelihoods 

for generations. The residual culture is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.  

The Chagga still live on Mount Kilimanjaro today; and the region is one of the 

most populous in the country. However, this population density does not translate into the 

dominant culture on the mountain, as much of the area has been reserved for tourism 

activity in the form of a national park and forest reserve. Additionally, Chagga farming 

and trade are no longer the main economic activities on the mountain in terms of revenue 

since tourism to the park now generates more income for the government. When speaking 

of the residual, Williams was not referring to an event or practice that had occurred or 

been created in the past and remained there as well. Instead, he saw the residual as having 

been:  

formed in the past, but it is still active in the cultural process, not only and 
often not at all as an element of the past, but as an effective element of the 
present. Thus, certain experiences, meanings and values … are lived and 
practiced on the basis of the residue – cultural as well as social – of some 
previous social and cultural institution or formation. (Williams, 1977, p. 
122) 
 

Williams saw this distinction as significant due to the fact that this characteristic of the 

residual could have “an alternative or even oppositional relation to the dominant culture” 
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(Williams, 1977, p. 122). This oppositional relationship can be seen in the relationship 

that has resulted in the creation of protected spaces for tourism. Chapter 4 addresses this 

issue further by discussing the marginalization of people living next to Kilimanjaro 

National Park, while they also bear much of the cost of tourism development to the 

region, as determined by the dominant culture. 

 
DOMINANT CULTURE 
 

Cosgrove argued that members of the dominant culture in part maintain power by 

their ability to reproduce “an image of the world consonant with their own experience, 

and to have that image accepted as a true reflection of everyone’s reality” (1989, p.128).  

For example, in Tanzania, the government has adopted tourism as a means of economic 

growth and development for the country. Major tourist attractions such as the Serengeti 

and Mount Kilimanjaro are heavily promoted in tourism advertisements. National and 

international tourism-related businesses have sprung up in places near Tanzania’s major 

tourist attractions in order to facilitate and profit from the tourism industry.  

Due to Moshi’s proximity to Mount Kilimanjaro, many of these tourism 

businesses can be found in and around the town, as well as on the mountain itself. The 

streets of Moshi are also filled with tour company trucks and SUVs that transport tourists 

from the hotels in Moshi to Kilimanjaro National Park on Mount Kilimanjaro. The 

tourism industry relies on the promotion and image of the mountain as the world’s 

highest freestanding mountain and as Africa’s highest point (see Figure 15).  
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Figure 15. “Congratulations! You are now at Uhuru Peak, Tanzania” sign on top of 
Mount Kilimanjaro 
A Mount Kilimanjaro tour guide, at the top Mount Kilimanjaro’s Kibo, or Uhuru Peak. 
 
 

Businesses catering to tourists line the main streets of Moshi’s city center. These 

businesses consist of tour companies, hotels, restaurants and craft shops geared towards 

international tourists. Although there are also internet and copy shops, small restaurants, 

and lower-priced hotels that also cater to Tanzanians, there is a distinction between the 

businesses frequented by Tanzanians and the ones visited by the tourists, the expat 

community, and occasionally the wealthier Tanzanians. This distinction does not need to 

be made with a sign or formal declaration. Instead, a restaurant or hotel can effectively 

price people out of the services offered, or make an individual feel unwelcome upon 

entering by calling attention to their presence and asking questions about what they are 

doing there. However, the dominant culture does not have to be static and unchanging. 
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There may be alternatives that arise to challenge this way of doing things that form an 

emergent culture. 

EMERGENT CULTURE 
 

Emergent cultures are those that “offer a challenge to the existing dominant 

culture, a vision of alternative possible futures. Thus, their landscapes often have a 

futuristic and utopian aspect to them” (Cosgove, 1989, p. 132). Within the tourism sector 

in Tanzania, this type of emerging culture can be seen in the role and presence of NGOs 

and their involvement in formulating alternative tourisms such as responsible or pro-poor 

tourism, as discussed in Chapter 5. These initiatives often propose to address one or more 

negative aspects of tourism by implementing changes or alternatives within the industry. 

There has also been the growth of volunteer tourism industry in Moshi that can be 

considered an emerging culture, as it promotes the idea that tourism can include a service 

component that benefits the regions tourists visit.  

However, emerging cultures do not always seek to overthrow the dominant 

culture or system that is in place, but instead operate within it. Williams (1977) observed: 

 new meanings and values, new practices, new relationships and kinds of 
relationships are continually being created. But it is exceptionally difficult 
to distinguish between those which are really elements of some new phase 
of the dominant culture … and those which are substantially alternative or 
oppositional to it: emergent in the strict sense, rather than merely novel. 
(p. 123)  
 

Chapter 5 argues that the emerging cultures within tourism in Tanzania have not sought 

to provide a true alternative to the dominant culture, but merely operate within it. As a 

result, the dominant culture will not be challenged and the excluded culture within the 

tourism sector will remain.  
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EXCLUDED CULTURE 
 

For Cosgrove, excluded groups were those who did not have a significant impact 

or role in creating public spaces as they were often unseen or even intentionally left out. 

In the case of tourism in Tanzania, these groups consist of the individuals working in the 

service sector of the industry. These groups include the porters and guides who are 

needed to assist tourists in climbing Mount Kilimanjaro. It also includes the tailors, street 

sellers, and curio shop sellers who find employment in the tourism service sector. These 

individuals may be invisible to varying degrees depending on their level of contact with 

tourists or their position in the tourism business. These individuals are not involved in 

tourism policy formulations and are left out of the dialogue in terms of the economic 

development initiatives of tourism, even though they are supposed to be beneficiaries of 

tourism development in that their jobs have been created through the supposed multiplier 

effect of tourism. 

In interviewing and surveying these workers, it is not my intention to speak for 

these individuals, but rather to recognize that their experiences should be considered and 

heard. As such, it is also important to be aware of my positionality in relation to the 

workers I interviewed. It is my intention to provide an understanding of the different 

actors involved in the Mount Kilimanjaro tourism industry by looking at the residual, 

dominant, emerging and excluded cultures. The following chapter will address the history 

of the region and the ways that the residual culture of Mount Kilimanjaro influences 

tourism in the region. 
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CHAPTER 3 | 

THE RESIDUAL CULTURE: KILIMANJARO’S CHANGING  

POLITICAL ECONOMY 
 
 
 
 

A residual culture or landscape can be a place or site that has been altered or has 

changed from its original purpose, but which in location and scale still provide “powerful 

symbolic statements” (Cosgrove, 1989, p. 132). Mount Kilimanjaro provides such an 

example in the case of tourism in Tanzania. Mount Kilimanjaro has been used by the 

tourism industry to encourage visitors to the country. Within the tourism industry, Mount 

Kilimanjaro is promoted as a climbing destination where travelers can conquer the 

mountain and climb to the rooftop of Africa. This notion of conquering a mountain or 

traveling to a rural, exotic region for some form of escape or leisure (Williams, 1977) 

also speaks to the residual landscape of Mount Kilimanjaro that is promoted to tourists.  

However, to the Chagga who have lived on the mountain for centuries, the 

mountain is seen as something very different than that which is promoted in the tourism 

industry. The mountain has been the place where they have earned a living and built their 

homes throughout changing political and socio-economic events in their history. This 

chapter will provide an overview of the changing political economy in the region before 

colonization, during colonial rule and after independence. The chapter will end with a 

discussion of the ways in which this history is incorporated within the tourism industry 

that currently exists in the Mt. Kilimanjaro region. 
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PRE-COLONIAL TRADE NETWORKS 
 

In order to understand the historical significance of the region of Mount 

Kilimanjaro, Moore (2009) pointed out the importance of considering the region in the 

context of the history and political geography of East Africa as a whole, specifically 

noting the region’s role in a trade network extending from the Indian Ocean to Lakes 

Victoria and Tanganyika in the 19th century. Moore (2009) went on to lay out three 

geographical zones of Chagga trade: (1) trade among the Chagga on the mountain itself; 

(2) trade between the Chagga on the mountain and people living in the surrounding area; 

and (3) trade between the Kilimanjaro area and the coast. The trade on the mountain 

consisted of market cycles; and even today, markets are held in a four-day cycle, which is 

believed to be an old pattern. The cycle is arranged so that every day there will be a 

market held within walking distance of every home (Moore, 2009).  

 
VERTICAL TRADE AND INTEGRATION 
 

Various products were, and continue to be, traded at these markets due to the 

varying physical environment and ecology of Kilimanjaro. The altitude and the 

mountain’s rain shadow create ecozones of cultivation that create differences in ripening 

time and in the amount and type of crops grown (see Table 3). For example, the upper 

slopes yield different products than the lower slopes adjacent to the surrounding plain; 

however, market trade provided access to products from different elevations. These 

markets resulted in “considerable exchange between settlements up and down the slopes 

of the mountain, encouraging ‘vertical’ political alliances” (Moore, 2009, p.46). Land 

holdings were based on traditional laws and were acquired by families or clans based on 
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the land someone was able to clear and use. There were communal lands available for 

cutting firewood and grazing cattle, with community mechanisms such as moral 

obligation and societal loyalty that regulated the use of these resources (Sist, 2002). 

 
Table 3. Land-use in the different vegetation zones of Mount Kilimanjaro 
Source: Table taken from Agrawala et al 2003, redrawn by author. 
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The Chagga system of agriculture has historically been very productive with 

farmers growing a variety of products including vegetables, bananas, trees, beans, and 

groundnuts. The Chagga farming system has been in place for more than five centuries, 

and “it has often been described as a model sustainable land use system” (Soini, 2005, p. 

307). This success has in part been due to the development of a system of gravity-fed 

irrigation canals, or mifongo, that dates back to the 17th century (Sebastien, 2010). These 

canals source water from the streams originating in the forest area uphill from the 

inhabited lands. Gravity then moves the water downhill through the canal system to fields 

for irrigation and homes for consumption. The canal network has traditionally been found 

on the entire southern slope where population and farming has been most heavily 

concentrated (Devenne, 1999). The Chagga irrigation system also served to create 

vertical alliances on the mountain, as people need access to water at all elevations. 

Upland forest streams and rivers were the sources of water for the Chagga irrigation 

canals – once tapped, the water would flow through the narrow channels and onto 

gardens and fields. Alliances and understandings were instrumental in deciding whose 

territory or land the water would pass through, as well as to ensure those living 

downstream would receive adequate supply (Moore, 2009). 

 
REGIONAL TRADE NETWORKS 
 

Cattle were important to the Chagga as well due to the milk, meat and manure 

they provided. The northeastern slopes provided better pasture land, allowing for greater 

numbers of cattle, while on the southern slopes, only a few cattle could be kept per 

household. There, the cattle are kept in stalls and are not allowed to graze. Instead, 
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women have traditionally gone to the lower slopes to retrieve large bundles of grass to 

feed the cattle (Moore, 2009). Trade between the mountain and the surrounding plain and 

Pare Mountains developed because the Chagga did not have access to everything they 

needed on the mountain. Due to the lack of clay, for example, the Chagga traded with 

peoples in the surrounding areas for clay pots used for cooking. The Chagga also had to 

trade for iron, which they could then make into hoes needed for cultivation (Moore, 

2009). 

This type of local and regional trade described by Moore continued until the 

beginning of the nineteenth century for most regions in the interior of Africa.  Abdul 

Sheriff (1980) argued that this type of trade that was able to develop independent of 

external global forces had a significant positive impact on the society:  

This means not only that they were politically independent but also that 
their economic and social development was closely in tune with their 
political development. Their economy was symmetrical and internally 
integrated, by which we mean that they produced what they consumed and 
the surplus was retained within the community to support the development 
of non-agricultural crafts and social differentiation. (p. 36)  
 
Once global trading forces began to influence regions in the interior, including 

Kilimanjaro, local and regional actors increasingly oriented their efforts to outside trading 

partners and networks. Local and regional needs and demands no longer determined the 

goods produced, and, increasingly, surplus was not being retained within the 

communities, but was being exported overseas. Walter Rodney (1972) maintained that 

this international trade “insured the transfer wealth from Africa to Europe” (p. 75). In the 

region of Kilimanjaro, international trade came from the international demand for ivory 

and slaves. 
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INCORPORATION INTO INTERNATIONAL TRADING SYSTEMS 
 

The ivory and slave trades of the 19th century brought Kilimanjaro into the coastal 

trade route system. The existing market system on Kilimanjaro was extended to include 

the plains when traders began to supply the caravans with provisions for their journey. 

The Chagga also became directly involved in the ivory trade, as Western demand for 

ivory increased.  

Industrialization in the West, made possible as a result of the cheap extraction of 

raw materials from European colonies, facilitated increased levels of consumption, and 

thereby production in the West. Piano production in the U.S. alone grew from 10,000 in 

1850 to 370,000 in 1910.  The demand for pianos, with their ivory-topped keys, resulted 

in two million pounds of ivory, from 60,000 - 100,000 elephants, coming out of Africa 

annually by the 1880s (referenced in Chachage & Mallya, 2005). The Chagga 

participated in the trade by obtaining ivory through trade and by hunting and killing the 

elephants themselves (Moore, 2009).  

However, trading for ivory was expensive, with one tusk costing 40 head of cattle 

and 40 goats. Cattle were often the preferred currency as they were highly valued because 

they could reproduce and generate wealth, as well as being durable and mobile. Cattle 

were also used to pay ransom for captured relatives and village members. However, the 

high demand placed on cattle as the preferred currency resulted in cattle shortages. As a 

result, cattle raiding began to take place as a way to gain political power and wealth 

(Moore 2009). The long-distance trade routes for ivory and slaves had introduced a 

means of acquiring greater wealth. Regions, such as Kilimanjaro, that held 
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geographically strategic positions were able to expand and gain control over those groups 

with less relative power (Sheriff, 1980). By participating in this international trade 

network, the Chagga changed the political economy on the mountain and surrounding 

areas. 

The Chagga were able to control the production of ivory in this area, trading it 

with the Kamba middlemen who would transport it to the coast. By the 1840s, an 

estimated 70,000 pounds of ivory were transported from Kilimanjaro to Mombasa (Gray 

in Moore, 2009). This trade brought significant revenue to the region, and it was in this 

context that Orombo, a chief on eastern Kilimanjaro, tried to conquer the rest of the 

mountain. Through an alliance with the Chagga chiefdom of Mamba, a center of 

ironworking, he was supplied with the arms he needed to conquer the eastern side of the 

mountain and then the southwest, at one point controlling more than half the inhabited 

area of Kilimanjaro (Maddox, Giblin & Kimambo, 1996; Stahl referenced in Moore, 

2009). Moore points out that this empire developed in the region of Kilimanjaro that 

today is the most economically marginalized.  However, in Orombo’s time, the 

northeastern region provided a source of economic wealth in the form of ivory; and even 

today, the region remains “elephant country” (Moore, 2009, p. 49).  

Orombo’s failure to expand his empire over the entire mountain can also be tied 

to a change in international trade networks. For example, as Zanzibar replaced Mombasa 

as the center of coastal trade, the Swahili began to come to Kilimanjaro themselves, 

leaving out middlemen such as the Kamba who had been involved in the Mombasa trade 

(Moore, 2009). Additionally, this trade came from the south and not the north. As a 
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result, southern chiefdoms began to dominate the Kilimanjaro caravan trade, which relied 

on provisioning supplies instead of ivory. The Chagga would provide caravans with food 

and animals for inland journeys and then re-supply them during the return. This trade 

contributed to the Chagga economy and increased the levels of food production either by 

individual households or corvee labor established by the chiefs (Moore, 2009). 

Integration into this international trading system resulted in social and political changes 

in the region. The portion of the map in Figure 16 shows the region as depicted by 

German mapmakers around 1856. The map shows the location of Kilimanjaro in relation 

to Mombasa and Zanzibar and different ethnic groups such as the Chagga (Jaga) the land 

of the Kamba (Ukambani) to the North, and the Pare and Usambara to the South. 

 
 

Figure 16. Portion of German map of East Africa, c. 1856 
Source: Afriterra Foundation http://catalog.afriterra.org/viewMap.cmd?number=2175 
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Sheriff maintains that Kilimanjaro’s incorporation into the global capitalist 

system, even at this early stage, led to greater social stratification between the rulers and 

the ruled (Sheriff, 1980). This stratification resulted from competition to gain control 

over the trade. Moore (2009) concludes that “stepped-up raiding over the course of the 

nineteenth century, elaborated systems of defence, increased food production, more and 

more competition over trade, and the development of an effective system for obtaining 

tribute labour and tribute cattle, all point in the direction of highly developed local chiefly 

power” (p. 51). This power was partially maintained through the growing trade in 

firearms that was taking place at this time. As Europe transitioned from muskets to rifles 

to repeating rifles from 1860 to 1880, Europeans saw African markets as a means of 

dumping their obsolete surplus of weapons (Arnold, 1980). As a result, guns were 

increasingly used as trade items by the Europeans, resulting in increased military 

competition for control of trade and politics on Kilimanjaro (Moore, 2009). Ironically, 

the arms trade also led to the establishment of the first missionary station on the 

mountain.  

In 1875, Mangi Mandara, the Chief of Moshi, invited the Church Missionary 

Society (CMS) to build a mission on Kilimanjaro in the hope that they would be able to 

supply him with arms to fight the neighboring Chief of Kibosho, Mangi Sina. The CMS 

eventually built the mission ten years later; however, when they failed to live up to 

Mandara’s expectations, they were met with resistance and not allowed to preach (Temu, 

1980). However, missionary societies soon established stations throughout the mountain, 

forming areas of Roman Catholic and Lutheran influence. Christianity spread quickly 
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throughout the early 20th century, and “the influence of the Church became as least as 

significant as that of the state” (Mercer, 2002, p. 105). In fact, the establishment of 

missions in the interior helped lay the groundwork for colonial German control of the 

region (Temu, 1980).  

 
GERMAN AND BRITISH COLONIAL RULE 
 

Groups in the region responded in different ways to the growing influence of the 

Europeans. Those in positions of power often allied with the Germans in an attempt to 

maintain their power and sovereignty. Some even tried to gain advantage. As mentioned, 

Mandara formed an alliance with the Germans in an attempt to gain advantage over the 

reigning political authority on the mountain. He even signed a treaty giving power over 

the mountain to the German East Africa Company (DOAG) in 1885, and within five 

years, colonial administrators began using Moshi as a regional administrative 

headquarters (Temu, 1980).  However, the Germans began to realize that Sina, not 

Mandara, was the representative authority with power to concede the mountain to 

German control. Furthermore, Sina remained more interested in maintaining sovereignty 

and control over trade than in engaging with or confronting the Germans. However, this 

sovereignty was challenged as missionaries began to encroach on his land and local 

chiefs allied with the Germans.  Armed with Maxim guns, the German soldiers along 

with Mandara’s soldiers were able to defeat Sina in 1891, ending the era of African 

sovereignty on Kilimanjaro (Temu, 1980). 

After militarily defeating the Chagga, the Germans stopped the provisioning of 

caravans and the economic benefits this trade provided the Chagga. Any long-distance 
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trade would now be controlled by Europeans (Moore, 2009). In fact, the control of this 

trade was a driving motivation for colonization. Under colonial rule, Europeans would be 

able to implement regulations to prevent the Chagga and other Africans from benefitting 

directly from the ivory and fur markets. For example, colonial authorities denied hunting 

licensing to any African. These regulations used the pretense that traditional hunting 

practices destroyed wildlife, even as the Europeans were killing these animals en masse 

to subsidize their conquest and settlement of African lands (Chachage & Mallya, 2005). 

By making it illegal for Tanzanians to hunt many animals, the colonizers ensured that 

they would be the only ones with access to the market for ivory and fur.   

By 1912, Germany had gained a firm control of international trade in the colony, 

supplying over half the imports and receiving an even higher proportion of the exports 

(Rodney, 1980). This change in international and regional trade was significant because it 

meant that the revenue was no longer being invested in the areas that produced the goods 

and resources. The colonizers controlled trade, and all the revenue, resources, and goods 

produced went towards the colonial endeavor. The economy in Tanganyika became a 

colonial economy, a means of providing raw materials for an industrializing Europe 

(Lugalla, 1995b). Sheriff argued that the diversion of Tanzania’s wealth into European 

industrial capitalism “was the most significant development of the history of Tanzania 

since the agricultural revolution …” (1980, p. 36). 

Rodney (1980) emphasized the difference in political power held by the 

capitalists, the white settlers and African peasants under colonial rule. Peasants held no 

political power. White settlers had connections to the colonial administration and 
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military, and their communities were given legal status as well as half the income from 

the hut taxes4. However, they were regarded as “petty bourgeois” in the capitalist system 

of colonial rule. The capitalists who owned the plantations held the greatest power. These 

individuals were backed by bankers, industrialists, shipping and railway magnates, 

commercial houses and rich landlords in Germany (Rodney, 1980). German capitalist 

enterprise in Tanganyika depended on government subsidies for its success as well. The 

imperial German state supported colonial endeavors with grants and loans, duty 

exemptions, tax concessions, freight rebates and other direct subsidies (Rodney, 1980).  

Additionally, Africans were also no longer allowed to serve as intermediaries in a 

trade network as the Chagga and Swahili had done. Under colonial rule in East Africa, 

Indian migrants often filled this role. Often these migrants were among the poorer strata 

of Indian society; however, in East Africa, they allied with the colonial state and trading 

companies as they built shops in the interior. By 1898, there were several Indian traders 

operating in the Kilimanjaro region, around Moshi and (Koponen, 1994). Koponen 

(1994) argued that these Indian shops were essential for the colonial economy, as it 

became the place where Africans could buy imported goods and sell their agricultural 

products. By bringing trade goods to the interior of the colonies, Indian traders served as 

“intermediaries between the European trading companies and the Africans; without them, 

commerce in the colonies would collapse” (Koponen, 1994, p. 295). Rodney (1980) 

argued, “the promotion of Asians was partly a conscious gesture to maintain an alien (and 

                                                
4 Hut taxes were a type of household tax that British colonizers used in their African colonies. Hut and poll 
taxes had to be paid in the colonial currency and they served to force Africans into the colonial labor 
economy in order to pay these taxes (Fjeldstad & Therkildsen, 2008). 
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hence politically more docile layer) to perform functions which otherwise would 

certainly have been carried out by Africans” (p. 158). For example, the African Credit 

Ordinance of 1923 was put in place in order to prevent Africans from being able to access 

the amount of credit that would let them compete with Asian merchants (Rodney, 1980). 

Through these practices, Africans were prevented from engaging in economic activities 

that would provide autonomy through local control and ownership.  

Additionally, many colonized Africans were further marginalized through 

taxation policies. European colonizers used taxation as a means of controlling the 

economic activities of the colonized. Colonial governments would often impose a tax to 

be collected in the colonial currency. In order to obtain this currency, people could either 

sell something they had produced or work as laborers in European-run plantations or 

colonial bureaucracy. In the latter case, people had to migrate to the plantation, the port, 

or the administrative urban center for employment (Lugalla, 1995b). Rodney (1980) 

noted that “taxes were imposed on Africans not so much for the revenue which resulted 

but as a means of propelling them into the labour market and the money economy, and 

thereby drawing off the surplus” (p.131). In Tanganyika, the first state-imposed taxation 

was mandated in 1897 (Lugalla, 1995b). In order to be able to pay these taxes, people 

often had to migrate to other areas to find employment, which was often in cash crop 

plantation agriculture. The plantation “was a socio-economic entity ideally suited to 

metropolitan capitalist investment in the colony, and it fitted in well with notions of racial 

and cultural supremacy which went hand in hand with the desire to exploit Africa’s 

resources” (Rodney, 1980, p. 133). The exploitation of these resources was also 
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facilitated through the development of a colonial infrastructure designed for resource 

extraction.  

 
COLONIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

Areas of greater colonial activity resulted in regional differentiation within 

Tanganyika. For example, areas with white settler communities or plantation agriculture 

generated money and investment for the construction of roads, schools and hospitals. 

Although these areas may have been more directly integrated into the colonial economy, 

all regions were part of the colonial economy, just in different ways. The areas that 

supplied the migrant labor did not receive investment in roads and social services, as 

these were not needed in these regions in order to facilitate resource extraction or provide 

services for white settler communities. Therefore, areas of growth and non-growth were 

both part of the dependent, underdeveloped economy characteristic of colonial rule 

(Rodney, 1980).  

Missionaries served to spread the colonial economy on Kilimanjaro, as well as the 

colonial education system and the cultural imperialism that this education entailed 

(Rodney, 1980, p. 142). On Kilimanjaro, this class stratification was also aided by the 

access to education. Upper primary and secondary education was needed to gain 

employment in the lower levels of the colonial civil service. This type of employment 

would provide a person with a higher salary that could then be used to invest in land or 

equipment (Rodney, 1980). Lugalla (1995b) argued that “while cash-crop production 

distorted the traditional economic structure on one hand, colonial education on the other 

had an adverse impact on the socio-cultural structure of Tanzanian society” (p. 2). While 
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the rural population was drawn into petty commodity production for the colonial 

economy, those who received a colonial education became part of the administration of 

the colonial enterprise.  

Following WWI, the League of Nations designated Tanzania as a British mandate 

territory. After 30 years of German rule, a colonial economic system was firmly in place. 

As a result, the British did not introduce major changes to German economic structures in 

the region. However, unlike the Germans, the British did not invest in Tanzania for 

several reasons: Tanzania was a mandate, and later trusteeship, territory and therefore 

less formally a British colony; many British colonial officials viewed independence 

among African colonial territories as inevitable; and the British were already investing 

heavily in Kenya (Lugalla, 1995b).   

Urban centers played a central role in the colonial process. Most towns did not 

develop as industrial or economic centers, but instead were created to serve as 

administrative centers to facilitate extractive colonial production (Lugalla, 1995b). 

Germany’s first established a military post on the slopes of Kilimanjaro, now known as 

Old Moshi. With the arrival of the railway, this urban center moved about 10 kilometers 

to the site of present day Moshi town. Under British rule, Moshi became the 

administrative headquarters and the commercial center of the Kilimanjaro region 

(Chapuis, 1999). Lugalla (1995b) argued that just as colonial policy led to class 

formation in rural agricultural regions, it led to class formation in urban areas as well.  In 

urban centers, Africans comprised the lower working class, European administrators 
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formed the upper class, and Asians working as merchant capitalists formed the middle 

class. 

As with other forms of infrastructure developed under colonial planning, urban 

centers were planned to serve European interests. European houses were large, well-built 

and surrounded by gardens. They were located in well-maintained, spacious areas of 

town that had water, electricity and sewage. Next to this area were the shops and 

businesses where the Asian merchants also lived. Africans on the other hand lived in 

densely populated unplanned settlements. These settlements lacked running water, 

electricity, sewage, and street lights. Social services such as hospitals and schools also 

followed this pattern of urban segregation, with better services located in the wealthy 

European areas (Lugalla, 1995b). Although Moshi has remained relatively small in 

comparison to the populations of Dar es Salaam or even Arusha, racial and class 

segregation can still be observed in the town. 

Moshi also became connected to colonial endeavors in the region due to its 

location along the railroad. Railway construction in European colonies served several 

purposes. For one thing, the railway was seen as a symbol of colonial development, 

demonstrating the viability or success of a colony. Building railways also served to 

further the “civilizing” mission of imperialism as railroads brought greater, faster 

connectivity. However, most importantly, railway construction also facilitated capital 

export (Koponen, 1994). The Germans built railways that would facilitate the extraction 

of these resources, linking the cash crop producing regions to the coastal port cities of 

Dar es Salaam and Tanga, facilitating the extraction of raw materials for German, then 
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British, industrialization. This practice was in direct contrast to a transportation network 

that would have increased growth and development internally, as it would have linked 

poorer regions in the south with wealthier regions in the north, while connecting more 

populous rural regions to each other. In this way, transportation networks became 

externally oriented and did not facilitate internal trade and development within the region 

(Lugalla, 1995b). 

The first railway line in German East Africa was built from Tanga to Usambara in 

order to connect the sisal plantations to the Tanga port. The extension northward to 

Moshi was later promoted as a means of increasing German settlement to the region for 

cattle raising and coffee farming. The Moshi line was completed in 1912, opening the 

region to increased European colonization and settlement (Soini, 2005). Lands that had 

been used for grazing were declared vacant and given to the European setters (De la 

Masseliere referenced in Soini, 2005). The railroads also facilitated the development of 

white settler estate farming and the timber industry around Kilimanjaro and Moshi. 

During the colonial period, the clearing of land for estates and timber resulted in the 

deforestation of the dry forest and rain forest areas on Mount Kilimanjaro (Blot, 1999). 

Due to the extractive nature of colonialism, industrialization was virtually non-

existent under colonial rule. The only industries that were allowed were those in-line with 

agricultural production. They mainly consisted of factories that processed products for 

exportation such as cotton ginneries, sisal decortication industries, and coffee curing 

(Lugalla, 1995b). Discouragement of local industry was a common practice in colonized 

regions because colonized peoples were viewed as a market for the export of the goods 
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produced in Europe from the very raw materials that came from the colonial territories. 

Local industry and businesses were unable to compete with the importation of mass-

produced goods from Europe. In Tanzania, these imported goods had destroyed most of 

the craft industry by 1920 (Coulson 1982 referenced in Lugalla, 1995b). The few 

industries that were allowed to serve local markets on a small scale were located in urban 

centers and served as a pull factor for rural migrants. However, because these industries 

were so small, they were unable to provide employment for all the migrants. As a result, 

most migrant workers ended up working in the service sector (Lugalla, 1995b).  

 
CASH CROP PRODUCTION 
 

The Germans introduced the cash crop production of coffee, sisal and cotton, the 

production of which was later continued by the British (Lugalla, 1995b). The Germans 

organized this cash crop production in three ways: white settler farming, foreign-operated 

plantation farming, and small-scale peasant cash-crop production (Lugalla, 1995b). In the 

early years of German rule, there were relatively few white settler farms, most of which 

were located in the Usambara Mountains in the Northeast. As a result, colonial 

agriculture was mainly geared towards plantation agriculture in the Usambaras, Tanga, 

Pangani, Lindi and Morogoro. (Rodney, 1980). Migrant labor was used in cash-crop 

production on plantations, while local labor was used to grow and sell food to the 

plantation workers (Lugalla, 1995b, p.3). 

Due to the harsh working conditions and low pay on the plantations, worker 

motivation was low and the turnover was high, resulting in low productivity. However, 

the system was still profitable to the colonizers due to the fact that they did not have to 
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provide a living wage to the workers (Rodney, 1980). This lack of a living wage meant 

that workers could barely provide for themselves and their families. They relied on 

subsistence wages and farming to support themselves and were unable to save any money 

for their families or to invest in their future. There was no surplus invested back into the 

areas supplying the migrant labor. People living next to the plantations often resisted 

plantation work, and instead grew food to sell to plantation workers. Conditions on the 

plantations were poor; however, an attempt to escape was a criminal offence that resulted 

in whipping or imprisonment (Rodney, 1980). Similarly, on Mount Kilimanjaro, coffee 

cultivation ultimately provided a means though which some Chagga could resist 

plantation work (Iliffe, 1980). 

 
COFFEE PRODUCTION ON MOUNT KILIMANJARO 
 

German and British colonial policies took lands from the local population on 

Kilimanjaro for European settlement and large farms and estates. This land seizure 

reduced the lands available to the local population for agriculture and grazing and also 

led to changes in land use among the Chagga (Misana et al., 2012). Missionaries and 

white settlers introduced Arabica coffee to Kilimanjaro in the 1890s (Rodney, 1980). 

Chagga farmers would get seeds from the missions or the settlers and establish coffee 

plots of their own. These growers were originally from the upper classes of chiefs and 

advisors as they were the ones with the means to provide for the needed inputs of such 

things as manure and land (Iliffe, 1980). Although the Chagga elite tried to maximize 

their production through land appropriation and consolidation, all farmers on the 

mountain eventually participated in coffee production as the dominant commercial 
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activity in the area (Mercer, 2002). African farmers were able to produce cash crops more 

efficiently than European settlers, and were able to compete with the large plantations, 

which had large amounts of capital investment. As a result, the Germans began to allow 

peasant cash crop production after 1906 (Rodney, 1980).  

By 1913, there were six Chagga with over 1,000 coffee bushes and several other 

Chagga with several hundred bushes (Iliffe, 1980). By 1932, the top 4% of Chagga coffee 

growers were able to not only support themselves through coffee farming, they were also 

able to invest in pulpers and still compete with the white settler farmers (Rodney, 1980). 

However, 84% of Chagga coffee farmers were unable to earn a living from coffee 

production alone, as most farmed less than an acre of land. Despite this, the Chagga 

involved in this form of colonial production preferred this work to the alternative of 

porterage or migrant labor (Rodney, 1980). 

In order to provide for white settlement on Kilimanjaro, the Germans tried to limit 

Chagga expansion into the lowland farming belt. Additionally, this practice was meant to 

provide a labor force for the white farms, as the growing Chagga populations would not 

have access to adequate amounts of land for farming. By 1913, settlers had taken 

approximately 200 square kilometers of arable land and 567 square kilometers of 

pastureland (Iliffe, 1980). During the 1920s, coffee became the best-priced agricultural 

export from Tanganyika. As a result, white settlers involved in coffee production tried to 

gain control of the production of Arabica coffee on Kilimanjaro in order to dictate the 

terms of trade for peasant farmers (Rodney, 1980).  
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The Kilimanjaro Native Planters Association (KNPA) formed in 1925 as a 

peasant cooperative. Peasant cooperatives were formed in areas that produced cash crops, 

such as coffee in the case of KNPA. A primary goal of peasant cooperatives was to leave 

out the middleman in the marketing of the product in order to increase the revenue that 

went directly to the producers. In 1933, the Kilimanjaro Native Cooperative Union 

(KNCU) was formed from KNPA (Mpangala, 1996). These cooperatives helped ensure 

competitive prices for cooperative members. The cooperatives also facilitated the 

intensification of coffee production among the Chagga farmers by making inputs 

available and affordable, and by helping to establish markets for coffee even in years of 

low demand, thus ensuring that farmers could afford to produce coffee and could stay in 

production during times of poor earnings (Misana et al., 2012). 

Soini (2005) argued that the profit from the colonial cash crop of coffee allowed 

the Kilimanjaro region to develop at a greater rate than other areas in Tanzania. Coffee 

income was invested in schools, roads, dispensaries, public works, farming, and 

household commodities (Moore, 1986; Soini, 2005).  However, Mercer (2002) argues 

that the original Chagga elite-led ‘land-grab’ resulted in areas of poverty among the 

poorer lineages that only deepened over time. The Chagga are often viewed within 

Tanzania as being affluent due to their integration within the global capitalist economy. 

However, this does not take into consideration the socioeconomic inequalities that 

resulted from that integration. For example, the region faces higher rates of malnutrition 

than other poor regions, as well as high levels of out-migration due to the lack of 

available land for farming (Mercer, 2002).   
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The adoption of coffee production resulted in significant changes to the Chagga 

farming system. Rangelands at higher elevations were used for growing coffee which led 

to the need to stall-feed cattle, which in turn cut milk production. Additionally, millet, 

bean, and sweet potato production was converted to coffee production, decreasing the 

availability of these locally consumed products and even the soil fertility in home gardens 

(Soini, 2005). A diagram of a typical Chagga home garden or farm can be seen in Figure 

17. The figure shows the variety of crops typically grown on a farm, as well as the 

irrigation channels or furrows used to supply water to the crops. 

 

Figure 17. Diagram of Chagga farm 
Source: Taken from Devenne & Bart 2006, p101. Redrawn by author. 
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POST-COLONIAL REGIONAL ECONOMY 
 

The Chagga farming system has faced several challenges, including population 

pressure that result in land scarcity and decreasing plot sizes that can no longer support 

families, as well as the fall in coffee prices since the 1960s which has made the banana-

coffee farming system unprofitable (Soini, 2005). Additionally, the structural adjustment 

policies of the 1980s included the liberalization of markets, price reforms, and subsidy 

removals on farm inputs. The removal of subsidies increased the price of coffee 

production, as it requires a heavy input of insecticides which farmers were now no longer 

able to afford (Misana et al., 2012). The decline in coffee prices coupled with the rise in 

production costs under the SAPs has led farmers to diversify their farms. This 

diversification has included a return to many of the products previously produced, 

including bananas, beans, vegetables, and milk (Soini, 2005).  

However, this traditionally sustainable system of agroforestry of trees, bananas, 

coffee and beans is also being replaced by monoculture, as coffee is increasingly being 

substituted with corn which does not grow well in the shade that is characteristic of 

traditional farming (Sebastien, 2010). 

People on Kilimanjaro have used migration and mobility to adjust to economic 

issues and population changes. The presence of local markets and a system of local 

transport has helped to increase the mobility of people in the region. For example, people 

can commute from the higher altitude slopes down to the lowlands in order to grow crops 

such as maize, beans, rice and millet, or to collect grass for zero-grazing livestock, or 

livestock that are kept penned and not allowed out to graze. Women are typically 
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responsible for collecting grass for these livestock and can be seen in Figure 18 carrying 

grass for this purpose. Traditional crops such as bananas, millet, beans and cocoyam are 

sold in local markets. Women dominate this activity while men sell livestock, clothes or 

domestic materials in the markets. In addition to commuting to these local markets, 

people also commute to Moshi town for work (Mbonile & Bart, 1999). This form of 

economic activity can be seen as a continuation of the vertical trade that has historically 

existed on the mountain.  

 

Figure 18. Women carrying grass on slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro 
 

Additionally, the population of Mt Kilimanjaro has been increasing for several 

centuries, with the largest increase occurring about 60-90 years ago (Mbonile & Bart, 

1999). Currently, the population is affected more through migration than rises in fertility 
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or mortality. Long distance migrants to the region first arrived during the 1950s and 60s 

at the peak of the coffee plantation economy. Since its decay, people either returned 

home or settled in the region. The few plantations that remain rely on labor from the 

surrounding region (Mbonile & Bart, 1999). Areas such as Moshi Rural and Moshi Urban 

experience in-migration to the region, while areas such as Hai and Rombo have seen 

decreased population (Mbonile & Bart, 1999). According to the 2012 Tanzania 

Population and Housing census, the population of Moshi was over 184,000, which was a 

28% increase over the 2002 census (referenced in Schmidt et al., 2015).  

As a regional capital, Moshi continues to attract migrants from the surrounding 

region. Most of these migrants find work in the informal sector of the economy. They 

also tend to maintain ties with their area of origin by sending remittances home and 

visiting during the holidays (Mbonile & Bart, 1999). Additionally, the economic 

activities of trade along the Nairobi – Arusha – Moshi – Dar es Salaam highway, urban 

centers such as Moshi, and large scale mechanized farming in the lowlands draw migrant 

workers from the Kilimanjaro highlands (Bart, 1999). The mountain is no longer the 

focus of major development projects that were once geared towards the coffee-banana 

belt, such as education and health institutions and cooperatives (Bart, 1999). However, 

many people still choose to remain living on the slopes of Kilimanjaro, resulting in 

increased socio-economic integration between the lowlands and the highlands as 

commute from the mountain to places of work in the low-land urban areas (Bart, 1999).  

Much of this commuting is facilitated by the regional bus or daladala system. 

Daladalas at the regional bus station in Moshi take passengers to and from different 
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towns on the slopes of Kilimanjaro. Figure 19 shows the regional bus station in Moshi 

with daladalas next to signs indicating area towns such as Machame, Sanya Juu, and 

Uru. An estimated 70,000 to 80,000 people commute to Moshi every day from the 

surrounding area, namely Mount Kilimanjaro (Schmidt et al., 2015). However, this 

migration is also due to land scarcity on the mountain. Increasingly, younger generations 

are no longer able to support themselves on the Chagga home gardens, and as a result 

seek employment in off-farm activities (Misana et al., 2012). One of these off-farm 

activates is the tourism sector in the region.   

 
 

Figure 19. Moshi regional bus station 
Source: Photo by author. 
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TOURISM AND THE RESIDUAL CULTURE 
 

The history of the region is utilized to some extent within different aspects of the 

industry in Moshi and Kilimanjaro. This incorporation of the past can be viewed as the 

residual landscape within the tourism sector. “A residual cultural element is usually at 

some distance from the effective dominant culture, but some part of it, some version of it 

– and especially if the residue is from some major area of the past – will in most cases 

have had to be incorporated if the effective dominant culture is to make sense in these 

areas” (Williams, 1977, p. 123). In the case of tourism, the residual cultural elements can 

be found in local tours to coffee farms, the changes adopted by a local industry, and the 

selling of souvenirs and imagery within the tourism industry. 

 
COFFEE TOURS AND CULTURE 
 

A tourist activity that draws on the residual culture of Mount Kilimanjaro is 

coffee tours. Coffee tours consist of visiting small-scale coffee farms located on the 

slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro. Tourists are then shown the stages in coffee cultivation and 

processing. The Kahawa Shamba (coffee farm) tour is a KNCU project that is meant to 

supplement the incomes of Mount Kilimanjaro coffee farmers. The project was 

developed in 2004 during a decline in coffee prices. KNCU currently represents around 

70,000 coffee producers on Mount Kilimanjaro and the tourism project income accrues to 

these members through the benefit sharing measures of the 92 village cooperatives with 

which KNCU works (KNCU, 2014). 

The KNCU tourism project also offers other tours in addition to the coffee tour. 

The Chagga History Hike takes tourists to a local Chagga farm and house where they can 
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see the traditional irrigation canals and cattle husbandry. They also visit Chagga caves, 

which were built as underground shelters to protect families and livestock from Maasai 

cattle raids. The Cultural Village Walk takes tourists to a local church, school, market, 

and a shop that makes mbege, or banana beer. The project also offers a Nature Walk 

along the outskirts of Kilimanjaro National Park, hikes to area waterfalls, and a campsite 

for those who want to stay overnight. 

I spoke with an individual who worked for the KNCU tourism project. She said 

that in the beginning from 2004-2007, most of the clients, about 95%, came from 

Holland. In 2007, they went to Karibu Fair to look for clients inside Africa, so now they 

get clients from different countries and also local tour operators. This has increased the 

number of clients they get from other countries, but about 65% still come from Holland. 

She said that Tanzanians do not really go on the tour; they are not interested. She said 

that they do employ staff for the tourism project. In Uru, they have 13 guides (men), 22 

cooks (women), in Lyanugu, they have 4 guides (men), 6 cooks (women), in Hai, they 

have 6 guides (men), 12 cooks (women). In addition to being in tourism through this 

project, they also supply coffee to some of the coffee shops and hotels in the region that 

are frequented by tourists.  
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Figure 20. Kahawa Shamba Coffee Tour flyer 
Flyer posted in a coffee shop popular among tourists 
Source: Photo by author. 
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Figure 21. Diagram of Kahawa Shamba Tour 
Source: Photos and diagram by author. 
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THE CHANGING PRODUCTIONS OF SHAH INDUSTRIES 
 

The residual culture of the region can also be seen in the case of a local company, 

Shah Industries, and how the company has changed its operations and production in order 

to stay in operation. The company had started out as a milling company, processing 

agricultural products from the region. It has since changed to producing leather goods for 

the tourist market. The company was started under British colonial rule by an Indian 

businessman at a time when Africans were not allowed to own such businesses. The 

company is emblematic of the wealth creation that a certain segment of society, the Asian 

middlemen, were allowed under colonial rule. Many of the shops and businesses in 

Moshi are still owned by those middlemen who were allowed access to these businesses 

under colonial rule. Although in a sense part of the residual culture, a legacy of 

dispossession remains a present reality for many in the region.  

 I spoke with the owner of the company and also attended an information session 

and factory visit that he hosted. He informed me that Shah Industries was one of the first 

industries in Moshi. It was opened in 1947 by another Shah, unrelated to his family, and 

it began as a milling company. Then in 1951, his parents bought the company. At the 

time, there were still several rice milling and coffee processing businesses around, 

although they have since closed down. He said he saw a need for livestock feed 

production due to the fact that all the feed was imported from Kenya, and he began 

learning how to make feed for livestock to be sold locally. However, he explained that 

this all changed in 1967, with Ujamaa nationalization policies. The National Milling 

Corporation stopped him from milling, from making livestock feed and from doing other 
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parts of their business. Before Ujamaa, his father had imported onion seeds from India, 

grown onions, sold seeds to other people, and then exported his onions. This was all 

stopped. He had a milk business that he also had to close down and he mentioned that 

now Tanzania imports its milk or people sell it on the road and it is unhygienic, as it has 

not been processed as well as his factory had processed the milk.  

His wife’s family business also suffered under Ujamaa polices. Her family used 

to own several buildings here, but they lost them when they were nationalized. She said 

they have since tried to get them back, but the government will not let them have 

anything back. She said her family used to own the Chui Traders building, which sells 

kitenge, kanga5, and similar items, but her mother lost this store and others with 

nationalization. They now have to rent the building space, and every year they raise the 

rent. They also lost a building that had eight flats in it, as well as their dairy, baking and 

soda factory buildings. She said during the time after nationalization, there was a 

shortage of milk, salt, and oil. “No one wanted to take care of anything anymore because 

it is the government that now owns it and is making the profit, not them. So the industry 

is failing and there are shortages, but the government doesn’t want to give it back. Many 

people left, but we had no capital elsewhere, so we stayed here.” 

Mr. Shah then got a new idea for his company one day when a Danish woman 

came in to buy feed and brought out her wallet to pay for it. He noticed that it was a very 

nice leather wallet and he asked her where she got it. She said she had gotten it from 

home. He realized that he could make things like this with his company. He started 

                                                
5 A kitenge is a wax print cotton fabric. A kanga is a printed cotton fabric with a border and Swahili 
phrases or proverbs. 
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making very small things at first such as key chains, but then he was given a leather 

making book by a friend and it became “like a Bible” for him. The first tannery in East 

Africa is located near his factory and is still in operation today. When he was starting out, 

he would go there and they would give him the little pieces of scrap leather, which he 

would then use to make the little items he started out making. He noted, “In those days, if 

you got an order for 100 key rings, it was a fortune.” Then they started learning how to 

do the embossing, like the designs of the animals. 

He said in the 1960s, he started with 4 people in the workshop, working for him. 

By the 80s, he had 302 people in the workshop. During this time, production was being 

sold out within two weeks. He began seeing his product everywhere, on flights, in 

different countries: “One time, I was in Zambia and I saw one of my bags, it even had my 

stamp on the back. I asked the store owner who made these. He replied ‘Oh, our people 

make it here.’” He said he is always glad to see his product in other places, or to see 

someone on a plane with his bag. 

However, he said that the success of his leather goods business changed when the 

government introduced a tax on leather goods. There was an 80% sales tax and another 

30% on bags. He noted that this was problematic because these are the very things that 

the tourists buy: “I tried speaking with the government about this, about how the tourists 

buy these items and if you raise the cost so much then they will not buy them anymore 

and it will hurt business, but they would not listen to me.” As a result, his business 

suffered. His employment in the workshop went down from over 300 people to 35 to 40 
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people, where it remains. Mrs. Shah also commented on the toll these taxes took on their 

business: 

We had employed 300 people, 75 with disabilities. The government had 
no appreciation for this. They put a tax on raw materials, 10 different 
kinds of tax. We had to reduce to 25 employees. It was so difficult. We 
used to make 60 bags every day and we would send our items to Japan, 
Switzerland, all over.  
 
She also mentioned an additional problem they faced with exporting their leather 

products overseas: “One of the problems we had was that these places wanted uniform 

leather and the local tannery here cannot make uniform leather, so we were not able to 

provide them with the items they wanted.” At the time of my research, they were selling 

their leather products out of the factory shop in Moshi (see Figure 22), a smaller shop 

they have in the center of town in Moshi, and in a shop that her daughter-in-law has at an 

Oyster Bay6 shopping center in Dar es Salaam.  

 

Figure 22. Our Heritage souvenir shop in Moshi 
Source: Photo by author. 

                                                
6 Oyster Bay is a wealthy neighborhood in Dar es Salaam where many Western ex-pats and Tanzanian 
government officials live. 
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The figures below show items that Shah Industries has produced. Figure 23 

includes items that are manufactured to be sold primarily within the tourist market. Item 

A is a large leather giraffe that is similar to the carved wooden giraffes for sale 

throughout much of East Africa. This leather giraffe has a hollow center and is much 

lighter and easier to transport. Photo C shows bottle openers made of cattle horns. 

 

Figure 23. Shah Industries products for tourists 
Photos taken from https://www.facebook.com/shahindtz/ 

Figure 24 includes items that are produced for hotels and restaurants within 

Tanzania. Although these items are not manufactured for sale directly to tourists, these 

items still support the tourism industry as many of the hotels and restaurants that would 

typically place an order for these types of items are frequented by tourists. Photo A shows 

a key fob for a room at the Kindoroko Hotel in Moshi where tourists often stay. Photo B 

contains a menu cover for a restaurant in Moshi that is popular among ex-pats, 
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volunteers, and tourists. The menu in photo C is for a hotel in Bagamoyo, indicating that 

the company produces items for tourism businesses throughout Tanzania. 

 

Figure 24. Shah Industries products for tourism businesses 
Photos taken from https://www.facebook.com/shahindtz/ 

 
SOUVENIRS AND IMAGERY 
 

The souvenirs or curios that are sold in the Mount Kilimanjaro and Tanzanian 

tourism industry often depict or incorporate part of the residual culture of the region. As 

noted by Jules-Rousette (1984), nostalgia for a real or perceived past often becomes the 

source material for paintings and carvings developed for the tourist market. Themes for 

this type of tourist art often include landscapes, flora and fauna, and village settings 

(Jules-Rousette, 1984). Dunn (2004) argued that there are three images at work in 

marketing and commodifying Africa for Western consumption: a “primitive paradise” 
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free from modernization; a zoo of wild animals; and traditional, undeveloped, “authentic” 

Africa. These images of Africa are marketed in tourism brochures and purchased by 

tourists through safaris to places like the Serengeti. Africans, regardless of their ethnicity 

or where they live, are often “portrayed as ‘natives’ in ‘traditional’ garb, often 

personified by the Masai” (Dunn, 2004, p. 488). This type of imagery dominates the 

paintings that are sold in many souvenir shops in Moshi.  

An example of a typical small, local shop that sells souvenirs in Moshi can be 

seen in Figure 25. As seen in the figure, the paintings that are for sale in Moshi often 

depict a traditional rural or village setting with Mount Kilimanjaro’s peak hovering in the 

background. The paintings may also include a depiction of shuka-clad Maasai. As 

mentioned, the Maasai have often been used to promote the tourism industry in Tanzania, 

and are often used to promote the image of authentic, traditional Africa. This image of 

traditional, unchanging and primitive Africa is also marketed and sold with the various 

drums and spears that are for sale in the shop. These items are largely ornamental and are 

meant to be used for display similar to the art that is found in the shop. 

Tinga-Tinga art can usually be found in these shops as well, either in terms of 

decoration on the shop itself or in the form of paintings for sale within the shop. Tinga-

Tinga art derives from the paintings of Edward Saidi Tingatinga who developed a unique 

style of painting to be sold in the Tanzania tourist market in the early 1970s. These 

paintings used bright enamel bicycle paint and depicted stylized animals for the most 

part. This style of art is practiced by hundreds of artists throughout Tanzania and Kenya 
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today, and Tinga-Tinga painting has been considered “one of the most vibrant and 

successful contemporary art movements in Africa” (Williams, 2005, p. 61). 

Tinga-Tinga paintings and Makonde carvings have become symbols of Tanzania 

within the tourism souvenir market. Owen (2005) argued that tourists who visit Tanzania 

“rely on the Makonde carvers to produce works that represent Tanzania as well as 

Eastern Africa. Some of the most common images are figures of safari animals, village 

life, and Masai warriors” (p. 26). The shelves inside the shop are lined with Makonde 

carvings in addition to those seen at the entrance.  

Owen (2009) noted that the Makonde have satisfied a unique market niche in their 

production of carvings for the tourism market:  

Although tourists demand simplicity, they also demand the exotic. Tourist 
art must clearly represent something foreign. […] This requirement of 
authenticity, combined with the need for simplicity and familiarity can be 
a contradiction in terms. It is a demand that requires balance and an 
experienced understanding of the tourist market. The Makonde have found 
imagery that answers both demands. One fascinating example is the use of 
Masai imagery. Western television and publications, such as those by The 
National Geographic Society, often highlight the Masai and use their 
images as representations of an authentic Africa. For that reason, carvings 
and paintings of the Masai are familiar representations of an exotic 
experience. Additionally, they are comfortable to tourists because they do 
not require any interpretation. (p. 27)  
 

As a result, Makonde carvings are a popular souvenir item in Tanzania. Alongside the 

Makonde carvings in the shop are other wooden carvings of giraffes. These carvings of 

animals or the paintings of animals also serve to further reinforce, promote, and sell the 

image of Africa as a zoo. Many tourists have come to the region to go on a safari to see 

wild animals and may be looking for a souvenir to commemorate their experience and to 

reinforce their perceptions.  
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Figure 25. Curio shop in Moshi 
Source: Photo and figure by author. 
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In contextualizing the images of tourist art, Dunn (2004) argued that the creation 

of African imagery should be considered within the international political economy in 

which the production occurs:  

The foreign capital accompanying Western travellers to Africa is an 
important part of many countries’ (and local communities’) economy. Yet 
there is a tremendous irony to this influx of capital, given the lengthy 
exploitation of the Third World by the First. In many ways it is a case of 
the capital returning to the scene of the crime. (p. 488)  

 
This relationship applies not only to the souvenir images produced for the industry, but 

also to the dynamics involved in the creation and promotion of the tourist industry as 

influenced by the dominant culture, which consists of the tour operators, businesses, and 

government that support and promote this type of image creation to further tourist 

promotion within Tanzania. 

Although the dominant culture in the tourism industry may benefit by selling a 

perceived image of a residual culture, this does not translate to actual inclusion or 

incorporation into the dominant tourism culture. For example, Williams (1977) argued: 

the dominant culture cannot allow too much residual experience and 
practice outside itself, at least without risk. It is in the incorporation of the 
actively residual – by reinterpretation, dilution, projection, discriminating 
inclusion and exclusion – that the work of the selective tradition is 
especially evident. (p. 123)  
 

This marginalization or exclusion of the residual culture on Mount Kilimanjaro can be 

seen further in the creation of Kilimanjaro National Park and Forest Reserve as a means 

of supporting the tourist industry. 
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CHAPTER 4 |  

THE DOMINANT CULTURE: THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF TOURISM 

 DEVELOPMENT ON MOUNT KILIMANJARO7 
 
 
 

The tourism sector in Tanzania relies predominantly on its natural resources as a 

means of attracting international tourists. These consist of coastal areas and beaches as 

well as inland game reserves and national park areas (Barron & Prideaux, 1998; Nelson, 

2004). Tourism often contributes to the creation of protected areas that serve as tourist 

attractions and a means of generating revenue through fees and taxes, in turn creating an 

interest in maintaining these protected areas (Gössling, 2003b). Political ecology can 

serve as a useful tool in understanding the dynamics of natural resource-based tourism. 

Bryant and Bailey (1997) saw political ecology as a means to inform how capitalist 

expansion and political interests have impacted peoples and environments in developing 

countries, which often results in highly unequal power relationships. These relationships 

are present in the tourism industry in Tanzania, as well. Government institutions that 

facilitate tourism and tourism businesses have been established to operate in or near areas 

set aside for tourism. These have a dominating impact in the areas in which they are 

                                                
7 This chapter was published in a shorter version as Chapter 12 The political ecology of tourism 
development on Mount Kilimanjaro in Political Ecology of Tourism: Community, Power and the 
Environment (2016), Mostafanezhad, M., Norum, R., Shelton, E. J., & Thompson-Carr, A. (Eds.) 
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located, as they often determine who can access certain lands, as well as what activities 

and places will be prioritized for tourism development.  

A political ecology critique can offer insight into the practice of creating parks 

and protected areas for environmental conservation. Political ecologists have recognized 

that environmental conservation can serve as a form of environmental and resource 

control used by the more powerful, dominant actors in order to take control of generated 

revenue (Peet et al., 2010). I argue that the dominant actors in Mount Kilimanjaro 

tourism have used the park for similar purposes while marginalizing and excluding local 

communities from tourism revenues. Additionally, the local communities must shoulder 

much of the costs of tourism development to the region due to the loss of access to 

resources in the protected area. 

 
OVERVIEW OF PARK FORMATION IN TANZANIA 
 

Park formation can be traced to colonial policies and practices under German, 

then British rule in Tanganyika. Under the premise of conservation, Germans created 

forest reserves, game reserves, and later national parks, effectively denying Africans 

occupancy and land rights in these protected areas (Chachage & Mallya, 2005). The 

creation of these parks meant that Africans would not be allowed to use their traditional 

land-use systems and further that it would be illegal for them to shoot animals for food or 

protection. By doing so, the colonizers were ensuring they would be the only ones with 

access to the market for such goods as ivory and fur (Honey, 1999). It was during this 

time that wildlife effectively became reserved for European hunters, while the costs were 

borne primarily by Africans (Neumann, 1998). As a result, people who had once counted 
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on hunting wildlife in order to meet their living needs would now be required to look 

elsewhere to meet these needs, or they would be forced to break the newly imposed 

colonial laws. 

These laws not only served to benefit the colonizers in terms of the extraction of 

resources, it also laid the groundwork for the formation of safari tourism to the region, 

which led to further marginalization of many Africans. The emergence of tourism as an 

industry to serve Westerners is exemplified in the creation of the protected areas such as 

Serengeti National Park and Ngorongoro Conservation Area. Their creation severely 

limited, and in places outlawed, local people’s access to the land that was needed to 

support pastoral lifestyles (Charnley, 2005). Much of the land alienation that was 

occurring under colonial rule took place throughout northern Tanyanyika where German 

immigrants settled. Many of these settlements were located in the north on fertile lands 

used for farming, such as the already inhabited slopes of Mount Meru and Mount 

Kilimanjaro. Colonial settlement on Mount Meru and the creation of Arusha National 

Park resulted in the alienation of Meru lands, and subsequently led to conflict between 

the community and park authorities after the Meru were denied access to lands and 

resources to which they traditionally had access (Neumann, 1998). On Mount 

Kilimanjaro, the Germans had created a game reserve by the early 1900s, while the 

British (who gained control after World War I) added a designated Forest Reserve on the 

mountain in 1921 (Durrant, 2009). The creation of these areas also resulted in the loss of 

access to resources for the people living on the mountain.  
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Often this loss of access was couched in terms of conservation, as national parks 

not only drew tourists and hunters, they also attracted conservationists from the West, 

who maintained that Africans were wiping out their wildlife populations and therefore 

needed someone else to oversee these resources. The conservationists were able to create 

a powerful lobby to remove the Maasai from the Serengeti by arguing that the soil and 

water reserves were too fragile to support them (Honey, 1999). A political ecological 

history of park formation recognizes that local landscape management practices have 

often protected environments at the expense of their original inhabitants, and that the 

exclusion of these groups and the often violent seizure of these lands has taken place due 

to the interests of more powerful actors (Peet, Robbins, & Watts, 2010, p. 27).  

 
PROTECTED AREA ENCLAVES 
 

Game reserves, national parks and other tourist attractions created under colonial 

rule were built on the seizure of natural resources and lands from the local communities 

who had lived in these areas and used resources that were now denied to them (Chachage 

& Mallya, 2005). However, after independence in 1961, the government of Tanzania 

created even more protected areas that continued to prevent ownership and use by the 

surrounding communities. The newly independent central government took control of the 

protected lands from the colonizers, while adding new areas and continuing many of the 

colonial practices. For example, government policies continued the practice of relocating 

people from parks, as well as the use of armed patrols and anti-poaching measures. 

Bureaucratically, authority and revenue remained concentrated at the top while local 

communities “were deprived of access to ancestral homelands, grazing land, water, and 
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wildlife, and saw few tangible benefits from either the parks or tourism” (Honey, 1999, p. 

222). Brockington (2002) referred to this forceful eviction or exclusion of local people 

from the lands in order to restore an imagined untouched wilderness as “fortress 

conservation.” 

This structure remained in place under Tanzanian socialism and through the 

economic reforms of the 1990s that were meant to decentralize control and provide 

benefits to local communities. However, these reforms often proved ineffective in 

providing more control and benefits to the local communities. In fact, Benjaminsen et al. 

(2013) argue that neoliberal reforms and conservation measures have helped prompt an 

increase in protected areas within Tanzania as the resources they enclose rise in value on 

the global market, at the same time dispossessing local communities. By protecting these 

areas through the use of conservationist discourse, the government has been able to create 

resource-rich tourism pockets or enclaves that exclude the local communities. Because 

the creation of these protected areas has helped facilitate tourism to the country, the 

Tanzanian government has increasingly set aside significant amounts of land for parks 

and other protected areas (Figure 26). By 2012, at least 40 percent of Tanzania’s land was 

conserved or protected in some form or another (Benjaminsen & Bryceson, 2012). About 

34% of Tanzania’s protected areas consist of national parks and wildlife protected areas, 

while forest reserves cover about 15 percent (United Republic of Tanzania, 2014). These 

protected areas consist of lands and resources that local communities can no longer 

access. Benjaminsen and Bryceson (2012, p. 336) argued that “these conservation 

processes result in dispossession of land and resources from local users, as well as capital 
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accumulation by more powerful actors,” creating a form of ‘primitive accumulation.’ The 

closing off of park and protected lands from the communities while at the same time 

concentrating the benefits of this industry to only the most powerful actors has resulted in 

an enclave system of tourism within Tanzania. 

 

Figure 26. Protected areas in Tanzania 
Sources: Tanzania GIS User Group and World Database on Protected Areas (redrawn by 
author), and Sémhur 2014b (modified by author). 
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Enclave extraction is often associated with the extraction of natural resources 

such as minerals, oil or diamonds. Ferguson (2005) argued that global investment in 

mineral resource extraction enclaves in African countries has served to enrich a few 

individuals, or those in the government, while providing little economic benefit to 

society. He noted that in the case of Angola’s offshore oil industry, neither the oil leaving 

the country nor the $5 billion coming into the country ever actually touches Angolan soil 

or reaches the Angolan citizens. The equipment, materials, and foreign workers who 

service the industry are imported as well, providing little to no linkage to other sectors of 

the Angolan economy. In cases where the enclave is not physically separated from the 

rest of the country as in the case of Angola, security forces or private armies must be 

hired to achieve this spatial separation. Many of the characteristics discussed by Ferguson 

with regard to mineral extraction can also be seen in the tourism industry in developing 

countries. 

Britton (1982) recognized the enclave nature of the tourism industry in many 

former colonies, due to both a reliance on visitors from developed countries to purchase 

the tourist product and especially to the spatial organization of the tourist services and 

infrastructure that segregates the industry from communities in the destination country. 

His analysis is applicable to Tanzania’s tourism industry in several areas. Tanzania relies 

on international tourists, primarily from Western Europe and the Unites States, to fuel its 

tourism sector, making the industry vulnerable to factors such as economic downturns in 

these countries or even a change in destination popularity. Additionally, the areas that 

Euro-American tourists frequent are spatially segregated from local community through 
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the restricted access to national parks or, for example, locals being priced out of high-end 

tourist hotels. With enclave tourism, the goods and services provided for the tourists 

often exclude local communities from their use, as they are unable to afford these 

services. Additionally, the weak economic linkages to the local economy often result in 

minimal economic growth or opportunities in the destination country. In this way, the 

natural resource base on which the industry relies primarily benefits outsiders, resulting 

in a form of “internal colonialism” (Mbaiwa, 2003). The result is the direct opposite of 

one of the supposed benefits of tourism that proposes increased linkages to, and 

economic growth in, other sectors of the economy – the so-called multiplier effect. 

In fact, Britton (1982) saw tourism as the continuation or natural progression of 

the resource extractive colonial economy, as the industry continued “to serve the 

economic interests of foreign capital and national elites” (p. 343). Often these interests 

must be maintained through forceful or coercive means, as seen in the restricted land use 

and forced removal of people from protected areas. These forced relocations and 

dispossessions are similar to Ferguson’s (2005) observation of the Republic of Sudan’s 

oil enclaves and its practice of disconnecting resource extraction from the population. In 

Sudan, paramilitaries drove local populations out of oil-rich areas and then declared the 

land to be “uninhabited.” Being uninhabited implies that no one has a claim to the land or 

to the resources on that land; therefore, no one is entitled to any benefit of that resource 

other than the company or government extracting the goods. This strategy is similar to 

the discourse of an uninhabited, natural landscape that was used by the colonizers to take 

‘uninhabited’ lands for themselves and that continues today in Tanzania as a means to 
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justify the land-grabbing that is taking place to create protected areas for tourism 

development. Brockington, Sachedina, and Scholfield (2008) argued that within 

Tanzania, conservation discourse, which results in the removal of people from lands, 

serves to “re-imagine” the landscape as a “wilderness restored,” and that this practice is 

driven by the economic incentive of tourism revenues that Tanzania, viewed as a remote, 

pristine wilderness, can provide.  

 
THE DOMINANT ACTORS IN MOUNT KILIMANJARO TOURISM 
 

The enclave nature of the tourism industry in Tanzania has been constructed and 

maintained due to the influence of foreign conservation NGOs, the government of 

Tanzania, and international corporations. These institutions have befitted from the 

continuation of the enclave nature of tourism and they comprise the dominant actors in 

the tourism industry in Tanzania. Together, they have created a dominant culture that 

serves to further the continuation of the enclave tourist system from which they benefit. 

Cosgrove (1989) defined the dominant culture as “a group with power over others.” 

However, a dominant culture does not simply mean a governing body; it can also 

encompass a group that has “control of the means of life: land, capital, raw materials, and 

labor power” (p. 128). On Mount Kilimanjaro, specific institutions, or dominant actors, 

that comprise the dominant culture can be seen in the College of African Wildlife 

Management (CAWM), Kilimanjaro National Park Authority (KINAPA), and the tour 

companies that take international tourists to Mount Kilimanjaro. 
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COLLEGE OF AFRICAN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT (CAWM) 
 

In Tanzania, Western conservation organizations continued to play an important 

role in wildlife management, and parks and tourism after the end of formal colonization. 

These organizations feared that if Africans were left to govern themselves and to manage 

their resources then all of the wildlife would be imperiled or die – a catastrophe for both 

conservation and tourism interests. As a result, they declared a state of emergency for 

Africa’s wildlife, urging newly-elected officials to place the care of Africa’s wildlife in 

the hands of Western conservation experts (Honey, 1999). However, with the transition 

to independence, there was also a need to break the colonial ties to and control over the 

newly independent state. As a result, Westerners could no longer be allowed to physically 

police the parks and wildlife areas in the former colonies. Therefore, as a means of 

“Africanizing” the game service, the African Wildlife Leadership Foundation (now the 

African Wildlife Association) founded the College of African Wildlife Management 

(CAWM) to train Africans to work as guards in the national parks (Neumann, 1995). The 

college (see Figure 27) was established in Mweka, a village located just outside the 

Kilimanjaro Forest Reserve.   

 
 

Figure 27. College of African Wildlife Management in Mweka 
Source: Photo taken from www.mwekawildlife.org 
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By the 1970s, colonial game wardens had been replaced by African wardens 

trained at the college (Garland, 2006). However, this positioning of Tanzanians and other 

Africans within the national parks of their respective countries did not necessarily ensure 

African autonomy. For example, funding and support of the college has relied on 

Western conservation organizations such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), which 

began supporting CAWM programs in 1968 (Levine, 2002). This Western influence was 

also maintained by placing European and American instructors in the college where they 

were able to continue to exert control and influence over the material and courses being 

taught. The U.S. even provided U.S. National Parks staff to work as instructors at 

CAWM. While there, they conducted a study that led to the creation of Kilimanjaro 

National Park in 1973 (Garland, 2006). This Western presence at CAWM has insured 

that conservationist discourse and ideals have been present and influential in national 

park operations in Tanzania.  

These international conservation organizations continue to play a significant role 

in the college (Levine, 2002). Neumann (1995) argued that the role these NGOs have had 

in training government officials “helped to create in Tanzania an elite class of 

conservation bureaucrats, trained in western ideologies and practices of natural resource 

conservation,” which in turn led to “an African administrative system which essentially 

replicated the top-down, repressive practices of colonial rule” (p. 366). Neumann’s 

argument is exemplified in the creation of CAWM and the subsequent practices and 

functioning of the college. For example, the college continues to promote identification 

with the state and its conservation ideologies. Therefore, it is somewhat telling that 
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CAWM students are required to take courses on anti-poaching tactics, law enforcement, 

firearms training, and basic military training (Garland, 2006). The continuation of these 

courses as part of the curriculum contributes to the continuation of a “fortress 

conservation” mentality of protected area management.  

Administratively, CAWM staff and students formerly were Tanzanian civil 

servants and employees. Although this is no longer the case, and most students or their 

families now pay for the college tuition themselves, CAWM still sees itself as an 

extension of the Tanzanian government (Garland, 2006). Additionally, the price of 

attending the college is high enough to exclude the average Tanzanian, thus ensuring 

education for only an elite group. This group is comprised of students who “seek to 

position themselves strategically in relation to the potential value to be gained from 

Tanzanian wildlife. Within the context of the national embrace of neoliberal capitalism, 

they see a career that simultaneously enables them to assert specialized technical 

expertise, associates them with state power, and brings them into close proximity with the 

nation's valuable natural resource base …” (Garland, 2006, p. 222). In this way, a 

CAWM education can provide members of the elite with access to the wealth generated 

from protected area enclaves through careers in the parks or government ministries. For 

example, these careers may be with Tanzania’s Ministry of Natural Resources and 

Tourism (MNRT), and the parastatal organizations8 that the ministry oversees, which are 

largely responsible for managing the country’s natural resource base.  

 
                                                
8 The four parastatal organizations that are managed by MNRT are: Tanzania National Parks Authority 
(TANAPA), Ngorongoro Conservation Area Authority (NCAA), College of African Wildlife Management 
(CAWM), and Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute (TAWIRI) (MNRT 2016). 
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KILIMANJARO NATIONAL PARK (KINAPA) 
 

Within MNRT, Tanzania National Parks Authority (TANAPA) is the parastatal 

organization responsible for the management of Tanzania’s 16 national parks. Among 

these parks, Kilimanjaro National Park Authority (KINAPA) is responsible for managing 

the national park on Mount Kilimanjaro. The park was officially created in 1973 and was 

comprised of the 75,575 ha above the tree line. The Kilimanjaro Forest Reserve consists 

of an additional 107,828 ha of forest surrounding the park. However, in 2005, at the 

urging of the World Heritage Committee, the park was expanded to include the Forest 

Reserve as well. (UNESCO, 2015). KINAPA is classified as an area that is protected 

primarily for ecosystem conservation and recreational purposes. As such, people are 

prohibited from utilizing natural resources located within the park boundaries (Mariki, 

2013). Due to the 2005 expansion, this restriction now includes the Forest Reserve as 

well. However, over eighty villages either border the park or are located within it 

(Durrant et al., 2003). These villages have traditionally relied on the forest for their 

livelihood and to meet their daily living needs. With the increase in restricted land area, 

these communities are increasingly being denied access to resources in return for 

tourism-generated development to the country, little of which they see themselves.  

This promise of development may not seem particularly unreasonable for the 

region as KINAPA is the highest revenue earner of TANAPA’s parks. Even though it 

receives fewer visitors than some of the other parks, it is estimated that KINAPA makes 

up 38% to 45% of TANAPA’s total income (Nelson, 2008; Mariki, 2013). This income is 

derived from various fees from tourists, tour operators and investors; these include entry 
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fees, vehicle permits, resident permits, hotel fees and camping fees (Chachage & Mallya, 

2005). In the case of KINAPA, there are an estimated 35,000 climbers who visit the park 

annually. These climbers typically enter the park through the entrance gate at Marangu 

(see Figure 28) and spend an average of six to seven days in the park due to the time it 

takes to climb and descend the mountain, and for each day spent in the park, the tourist 

must pay park fees. In 2014, the fees consisted of the following for international visitors: 

$70 per day conservation/entry fee, $50 per day camping fee, and a $20 per trip rescue 

fee (TANAPA, 2014). For the average six-day trip, KINAPA receives $740 in fees per 

person. At the rate of 35,000 climbers spending 6 days in the park, entrance fees paid 

directly to the park amount to over $25 million annually. 

 
 

Figure 28. Kilimanjaro National Park entrance gate at Marangu9 
 

                                                
9 This Wikipedia and Wikimedia Commons image is from the user Chris 73 and is freely available at 
//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Entrance_to_Kilimanjaro_National_Park.JPG under the creative 
commons cc-by-sa 3.0 license. 
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The people working in the industry, even at the lowest levels, are well aware of 

the revenue that the government receives from the tourism industry on Mount 

Kilimanjaro. Of the individuals surveyed for this research, 34 percent listed either the 

government or TANAPA/KINAPA as a primary beneficiary of tourism in the region. 

One respondent commented on the high park entry fee to climb Kilimanjaro, which is 

then compounded by the number of visitors to the park: “The government benefits the 

most from tourism. If someone goes to Kili, it is $600. It is owned by the government, 

and every day, every hour, people are going to Kili.” A porter noted that people working 

for KINAPA benefit the most from tourism in that “they charge for each activity 

conducted inside the park, and there are many penalties.” These responses suggest that 

there is recognition of the monopoly that the government has on the tourism income 

received through park fees. Additionally, the porter touched on the access to rents in the 

form of park “penalties” to which KINAPA workers have access.  Revenue through, for 

example, fines, penalties, fees and licenses comprise natural resource rents to which 

officials and tourism actors have access (Nelson, 2012). 

Another individual with whom I spoke also referenced this rent-seeking behavior 

from park officials through the misuse of funds. He explained that KINAPA is given a 

certain amount of money for different aspects of its park management. In the instance of 

forest fires, the government will give KINAPA money to fight the fires. He maintained 

that KINAPA officials sometimes started forest fires in order to receive more money. 

These officials are also given funds for road maintenance, as they are responsible for the 

roads going through Mweka village and up to the park. He said that the entire road from 
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Moshi to the park gate was supposed to be paved; however, KINAPA stopped paving the 

road just as it reached the outskirts of Mweka, immediately after the College of African 

Wildlife Management (CAWM) site. He believed that this was a way for the park 

officials to keep more of the maintenance money for themselves.  His beliefs about the 

use of park money and the corruption within KINAPA illustrate the degree to which 

some individuals may be distrustful of the park officials. For example, other residents on 

Mount Kilimanjaro have accused KINAPA “of practising an economic sanctuarization: a 

false protected area only designed to be profitable” (Sebastien, 2010, p. 6). However, 

these profits are only available to those who have access to the park and the tourism 

revenue that it brings.  

In line with the enclave nature of tourism in Tanzania, most of the villages around 

Kilimanjaro National Park do not receive tourists. There are no hotels or guesthouses on 

the mountain; these are all located in Moshi. There are also no campsites, as all camping 

must take place in the park. Small-scale, local businesses such as curio shops or 

restaurants are also not present around or within the park, but are confined to Moshi 

instead. Tourists are transported from their hotels in the towns of Moshi or Arusha and 

taken directly to the park gates. Once they have climbed and descended the mountain, 

then they are transported back to their hotels having never actually set foot outside of the 

confines of the hotel or the park. The Mweka route is one of the most common descent 

routes of the Kilimanjaro climb as it is thought to be the fastest and most direct route 

down from the mountain. As a result, large numbers of vehicles transporting tourists or 

porters drive through Mweka. However, the promised multiplier effect of tourism does 
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not reach the village in the form of service provision or small-scale business creation to 

meets the needs of these individuals passing through Mweka, as the tour company has 

already provided them.  

 
TOURISM BUSINESSES 
 

The majority of tourists who come to Tanzania arrive through tour packages they 

have purchased in their home country. In 2009, 78 percent of visitors to Tanzania who 

came for leisure and holiday arrived with a package tour arrangement (MNRT & BOT, 

2011). The tour company in the country of origin then contracts out to companies that are 

located in Tanzania. However, in many cases, Tanzanians may not own these companies, 

as there is a large amount of vertical integration and foreign ownership in the tourism 

sector. Chachage and Mallya (2005) argue that the ties between foreign and supposedly 

local tour operators, along with vertical integration, result in 75 to 90 percent of tourism 

revenues either leaking out of the country or remaining in the country of origin. Much of 

this leakage through foreign ownership can be traced to the structural adjustment and 

privatization policies implemented in the early 1990s. At this time, many of the large 

hotels in Tanzania were acquired at “throw-away” prices during privatization and are 

now either fully or partially foreign owned (Chachage & Mallya, 2005). As a result, 

foreign ownership within the tourism sector in Tanzania is often very high.  

In a 2001 MNRT report, data from All Africa Travel and Tourism Association 

(AATTA) showed that in Tanzania, foreign ownership accounts for 99 percent of air 

travel, 95 percent of hunting, 80 percent of land and hotels, and 50 percent of recreation 

and leisure (Ranja, 2003; Salazar, 2008). This high level of foreign ownership results in 
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much of the tourism revenue leaking out of the country in various ways. Okech (2010) 

estimated that out of every tourist dollar spent in Tanzania, 20 cents goes to the 

government, 40 cents is leaked out of the country on imports, and another 40 cents goes 

to privately-owned hotels and other tourism businesses. Additionally, when these 

businesses are foreign-owned, there is an even greater amount of leakage. For example, a 

2005 UNCTAD study of tourism in Tanzania found that locally-owned businesses source 

locally within Tanzania for 85-90 percent of their supplies while foreign-owned 

businesses import over 80 percent of these supplies (UNCTAD, 2008). Therefore, when 

there is a high level of foreign ownership, there is a low level of linkage between the 

tourism sector and other sectors of the Tanzanian economy such as agriculture and 

manufacturing. 

In addition to the high level of foreign ownership, foreign-owned businesses often 

receive much of the tourism business. Chachage and Mallya (2005) found that most of 

the hotels and tour companies in Tanzania were either foreign-owned or had foreign 

connections, and that a handful of the large foreign-owned operations received 50 percent 

of the tourism business. In fact, these businesses dominate the tourism industry in 

Tanzania to the extent that 71 percent of tourism’s tax revenue comes from foreign-

owned companies (UNCTAD, 2008). Chachage and Mallya (2005) argued “what is 

involved in this industry, given the dominance of foreign concerns is not simply a 

question of leakages, but that of companies making super-profits, without benefiting the 

people and the country in general” (p. 23). This argument is reflected in my survey 

results of workers in the Mount Kilimanjaro tourism sector. For example, 80 percent of 
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the tourism workers surveyed listed tourism business owners, tour companies and/or 

hotels, as benefiting the most from tourism in the region. Some respondents also 

commented on the leakage that occurs in tourism. A guide explained, “more generated 

income goes back abroad since airways, some of the equipment and even tourists come 

from abroad.” 

As mentioned, the funneling of money away from the destination country is often 

exacerbated with package tourism. After purchasing the tourism package in their home 

country, tourists may only bring a small amount of money to buy souvenirs in the 

destination country (Chachage & Mallya, 2005). However, in some cases, the foreign 

operator provides even these small items as well. For example, one of the large curio 

shops and tour companies in Moshi receives most of its customers through ties to a tour 

company in the U.S. The curio shop started out as a tour company and is still at least 

partly foreign-owned. The company receives all of its customers via the U.S. company 

through which customers have to book their tours. The curio shop was created as a way 

to further corner the tourist market by meeting their customers’ demand for souvenirs. 

Instead of taking their clients around to various tourist shops, or letting them go on their 

own, they are encouraged to go the curio shop owned by the tour company as part of their 

tour package.  

However, the Tanzanian workers who do not have such connections are often 

negatively affected by the implications of this type of arrangement. One street vendor 

noted that the owners of the tour companies benefit “as they are the one who has tall 

influence in tourism. Some sell handicrafts to tourists instead of leaving us to do that.” 
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By cornering the market and providing an all-inclusive tourism package, these large, 

often foreign-owned companies are pushing Tanzanian tourism workers out of work. 

Additionally, this inclusiveness of the tour package serves to isolate the tourist 

experience and further exemplifies the enclave nature of the tourism experience in 

Tanzania, an occurrence that is especially true of the larger tour companies. In reference 

to the above tour company and curio shop, one respondent stated: 

The big tour companies are all foreign owned. Tourists come here and can 
spend their money just with this company and all the money goes back to 
the owner’s country. No one here gets any business. Even if the Western 
shops that they take them to may have very high prices, much higher than 
on the street, they will tell the tourists that it is a good price and they will 
trust them because they are white, too. 
 

The respondent observed that a level of trust exists between the predominantly 

white Western tourists and the foreign owners of large tour companies due to the fact that 

they have similar ethnic backgrounds. She implies that even though the tourist can 

receive a better deal from a local, Tanzanian-owned shop, the typical white Western 

tourist may be more likely to trust someone from a similar ethnic background. As a 

result, it may be more difficult for small-scale, Tanzanian businesses to enter into and 

profit from the tourism industry. However, the distribution of tourism-generated wealth 

and benefits is important in considering tourism’s role in development. When certain 

actors receive the majority of the benefits, while others receive none, a tourism oligopoly 

may result (Gössling, 2003b). In fact, Nelson (2012) argues that the political-economic 

order in Tanzania places barriers to local communities and ordinary citizens’ ability to 

enter the tourism market due to the fact that the state owns and controls the resources that 
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draw the tourists. As a result, “state interests often actively compete with or displace local 

initiatives to capture tourism revenues” (Nelson, 2012, p. 363). Once this occurs and 

local, small-scale actors are unable to benefit from the tourism industry, it can become 

increasingly difficult to argue for the benefits of tourism and its multiplier effects, 

especially when the multiplier effects do not reach those who have disproportionately 

borne the costs of conservation for tourism development. In this sense, the postcolonial 

structure of the tourism industry that has been created in the region privileges elite and 

Western access to the benefits of tourism while denying access to non-Western and non-

elite actors, thus perpetuating the inequalities between the two. 

 
 
IMPACTS AND IMPLICATIONS OF PROTECTED AREAS FOR TOURISM 
DEVELOPMENT ON MOUNT KILIMANJARO  
 

The geographic expansion of parks and protected areas into communities that 

have relied on those lands to maintain their livelihoods has led to conflicts and 

antagonisms between the parks or government and local communities (Neumann, 1998; 

Mkumbukwa, 2008). This conflictual relationship has resulted from the dispossession and 

displacement of local communities due to park expansion. Even when people are not 

forcibly removed from an area, they can still be subject to displacement if they are 

excluded from areas upon which they rely for their economic activity. By being denied 

access to and use of protected areas, people are excluded from their economic activities 

and are unable to continue their lives in the same way they were before (Brockington & 

Igoe, 2006). The creation of national parks has taken land out of production in Tanzania 

in order to generate revenue through tourism. A consequence of this is that local 
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communities are being denied their “moral right to subsistence” because they can no 

longer access these lands and resources (Neumann, 1998, p. 43). On Mount Kilimanjaro, 

much of this conflict is centered on access to the forest reserves and an area known as the 

Half-Mile Strip. 

 
LOCAL ACCESS TO RESOURCES AND REVENUES 
 

The Half-Mile Strip is a belt of land along the southern and eastern edge of the 

Forest Reserve (see Figure 29). This area of the mountain is more heavily populated, and 

the strip was meant to provide for local use of the forest. The Chagga who live on the 

mountain have historically used the strip and the forest reserve area of the mountain in 

order to survive and to maintain their livelihoods (Durrant et al., 2003). The strip was 

established by the Chagga Council in 1941 after the colonial government created the 

Kilimanjaro Forest Reserve and prohibited the local communities from using this land. 

The Chagga Council managed the area for 20 years, during which time local people 

contributed to its management by planting and thinning trees and fighting fires in return 

for the use of the area for forest products. However, in 1962 the management of the strip 

was turned over to the District Council, which in turn emphasized commercial use of the 

strip over local needs (Misana, 1999). Misana (1999) argued that due to the fact that “the 

local people no longer had any right or sense of ownership of the forest strip, they started 

mismanaging the resources that they had successfully managed for twenty years” (p. 55). 

For example, it was claimed, villagers would not participate in government forestry 

development programs such as fighting fires due to their resentment at being seen as the 

enemy of the forest by the government. This ultimately led to increased degradation of 
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the strip, and people being further marginalized from using the area when the central 

government took control in 1972 (Misana, 1999).  

 

Figure 29. Map of Kilimanjaro National Park and Half-Mile Strip 
The population represented in the map was taken from the 1988 census and does not 
reflect current higher population levels in the area. However, it does accurately indicate 
that the population is concentrated on the southern and eastern slopes of the mountain, 
which is also where the Half-mile Strip of the forest has been designated. Sources: Bart, 
Mbonile and Devenne, 2006 (redrawn by author); Sémhur, 2014a and Sémhur, 2014c 
(modified by author). 
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As part of the decentralization of the late 1980s and early 1990s, Tanzania’s 

MNRT adopted more new approaches to the management of natural resources. 

Management of the strip was again returned to the District Council that granted permits 

to use the strip to collect firewood, fodder and other products (Misana, 1999). In 1994, 

the Community Conservation Service (CCS), which was initiated by TANAPA and the 

African Wildlife Foundation, was adopted by KINAPA (Mariki, 2013). A goal of the 

CCS was to help create ujirani mwema or “good neighborliness” with the communities 

living next to the park (Chachage & Mallya, 2005; Mariki, 2013). The idea was to 

involve the local community in conservation efforts and to allow them to benefit by 

receiving some funds for improvement projects in the community, such as the 

construction of schools, feeder roads, dispensaries and water pumps (Chachage and 

Mallya, 2005). However, most of Tanzania’s park revenues have continued to be remitted 

to the park headquarters, with only 7.5 percent of the TANAPA budget set aside for local 

communities through programs such as CCS. Of this percentage, political influence and 

leakages through corruption and mismanagement serve to further diminish the amount of 

money entering local communities (Mariki, 2013). In fact, Benjaminsen et al. (2013) 

argued that these attempts by the state to promote “community-based conservation” were 

never intended to actually give up the state’s control of these resources, and that these 

measures have only served to consolidate the wealth and rent-seeking power of the state 

in conjunction with foreign investment. This analysis is supported by Ferguson’s (2010) 

observation that the neoliberal reforms imposed on African countries in the 1980s were 

largely unsuccessful due to the emphasis on market reforms and privatization, but not 
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issues related to governance and accountability. Additionally, Peck and Tickell (2002) 

argued that “actually existing neoliberalisms” vary from place to place as they are created 

within different institutional and political contexts.  

Additionally, even when this money is set aside for social and infrastructural 

investment, Mariki found that often “local people have no power or influence over its 

allocation” (Mariki, 2013, p. 11). As a result, the projects that are funded by the CCS 

may not actually be addressing the needs of the villagers living next to the park. 

Chachage and Mallya (2005, p. 38) have even argued that “these so-called contributions 

are mere palliative” in that they do not work to address the root causes of why these 

services are needed, and instead have been used to justify the continuation of policies that 

led to the need in the first place. An individual who has been working in Mount 

Kilimanjaro’s tourism sector for several years underscored this sentiment when asked 

what benefits tourism brings to the people who live on Mount Kilimanjaro:  

Villages on Kilimanjaro do not get anything. KINAPA can say that they 
will help build a school in a village and they do, but the school fees still 
need to be paid and this is very difficult for people. Why not make school 
free? KINAPA depends on porters and guides because tourists cannot 
enter the park without them, but they get nothing. The children of 
KINAPA officials go to schools that cost maybe 300,000 tsh [$250] a 
year, and he just sits in the office. But the porters and guides who freeze in 
the cold to take tourists up the mountain, they get nothing. Tourists help 
only a few people. The local people, we get very little and we do the hard 
work. The people who sit in the office, they get all the benefits. 
 

In his study of natural resource management and local people’s support of 

conservation on Mount Kilimanjaro, Mariki (2013) also found that the communities 

surrounding KINAPA did not find the park to be beneficial. In fact, Mariki argued that 
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“the failure of the park to allow meaningful local participation and equitable sharing of 

the park's benefits with affected local people, is leading to hatred, resentment, and illegal 

harvest of natural resources from the park” (Mariki, 2013, p. 1). Additionally, the 

members of the District Council that is responsible for managing the half-mile strip area 

of the forest may be seen as benefitting from the restrictions placed on the forest. For 

example, Sebastien (2010) found that “these local politicians are criticized for being 

corrupt, for not supporting the villagers and for transforming the social forest into a 

commercial forest” (p. 6).  

Additionally, implementing “community-based” conservation measures has 

created a foothold on village lands whereby subsequent dispossessions by the 

government could take place (Benjaminsen & Bryceson, 2012). For example, after CCS 

had been adopted by KINAPA in 1994 and implemented for several years, a report in 

2005 claimed that the greatest threats to Mount Kilimanjaro came primarily from local 

resource use such as charcoal burning, livestock grazing, farm practices, and logging 

(Mariki, 2013). As a result of the report and at the urging of the World Heritage 

Committee, the park boundaries were changed to include the Kilimanjaro Forest Reserve. 

Conservation measures of this sort rely on and perpetuate the narrative that local 

communities have caused the problems. This narrative then serves to justify the 

dispossession of land or access to resources (Benjaminsen, 2012). The continued 

dispossession on Mount Kilimanjaro has come in the form of park expansion to include 

the forest reserve.  
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However, when the park boundaries were changed to include the forest reserve, 

there was little involvement of local people during the process. As a result, some of the 

surrounding villages’ farmlands were now within the boundaries of the park. 

Additionally, there was not clear communication about changes in restrictions, access, 

and use of the forest (Mariki, 2013). The CCS is meant to educate individuals about the 

legal use of park resources and conservation policies. However, KINAPA staff 

responsible for this education stated that the “villagers are expected to know the half-mile 

strip, Forest Reserve, and national park boundaries themselves” (Durrant et al., 2003). 

Knowing these boundaries can prove difficult when there are no physical signs or 

markings of the park boundaries and when the boundaries are often changed without 

notifying the surrounding residents. In fact, a 2002 study conducted by CAWM and 

Brigham Young University found that the changing regulations, “along with poor 

communication between KINAPA and the villagers is contributing to general confusion 

and inconsistency concerning legal resource use for residents … and the definite 

boundaries where different types of resource use are allowed” (Durrant et al., 2003, p. 

494). This confusion can be especially problematic when coupled with the “fortress 

conservation” mentality of park operations and boundary maintenance. 

 
POLICING THE PARK 
 

Maintaining park boundaries is essential in natural resource extractive enclaves. 

Although these enclaves may be closely linked to multinational corporations and urban 

centers, they are kept separate from the surrounding society, often through violent means 

(Ferguson, 2005). As mentioned, the training of park officials at CAWM includes 
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coursework in law enforcement, as well as firearms and military training. This attitude is 

also reflected in the running of the parks, as TANAPA has adopted a military stance in 

terms of protecting national parks against local communities (Neumann, 1998). 

Additionally, Malthusian arguments based on population growth or scarcities, such as 

those used to justify the expansion of the park, are often used by states to justify violence 

against their citizens (Peluso & Watts, 2001). On Mount Kilimanjaro, the confusion over 

park boundaries, coupled with the police-like enforcement of forest conservation, has 

resulted in a zone of conflict and danger for local communities. 

In 1999, even before the forest had been placed under KINAPA control, Misana 

found that the management of the forest reserve “has often been police-like, with the 

local people not involved at all in its management” (1999, p. 52). By 2005, 300 of the 

350 KINAPA employees working in the park and forest were armed guards who 

constantly patrolled the area for any trespasser who was not a tourist (Sebastien, 2010). 

One of the individuals with whom I spoke in Mweka explained the history and nature of 

the village’s relationship with KINAPA. He explained that the Forestry Department used 

to manage the land and forests that are in the park. The department would let the villagers 

come into the park to gather firewood, as they rely heavily on the deadwood of the forest 

for cooking and heating their homes. However, the relationship between the community 

and the park authorities changed when the government handed the management of the 

forest reserve over to KINAPA. After this transition, villagers were no longer allowed 

into the park to collect firewood. Additionally, he said that KINAPA would annex new 

lands into the park without notifying the residents of Mweka. As a result, people 
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collecting firewood often unknowingly venture onto KINAPA lands. When caught, the 

villagers, including women and children, would be beaten or taken to jail. Due to these 

types of occurrences, the relationship between the KINAPA and Mweka residents is 

tense.  

The effects of this tense relationship were also brought up during a community 

group meeting in Mweka in 2009. In this region, women are primarily responsible for 

household activities and chores, including the gathering of firewood for cooking and 

heating purposes within the home. Fulfilling these activities often entails the collection of 

firewood that is located within the park boundaries. As a result, women are often more 

vulnerable to the repercussions of illegal park entry due to their need to obtain resources 

located within the park boundaries. In fact, one of the most pressing concerns of the 

community group was the treatment of women who went into the forest to collect 

firewood. Often, when women go into the forest, TANAPA officials rape them for 

collecting, or being suspected of collecting, firewood. These government employees were 

using direct violence against women’s bodies as a coercive and punitive tactic to 

“safeguard” the forest reserve, and they continue to do so. Mariki (2013) spoke with 

individuals who reported that women were sexually harassed or raped and that men were 

beaten or arrested for trespassing in the park. The reports of rape became so widespread 

that in 2014, MNRT Minister Lazaro Nyalandu called for an investigation into the 

accusations of KINAPA workers raping women who go into the park to gather firewood 

or grass (Daily News, 2014, October 27). However, this practice may not stop if this form 

of violence has indeed become a state-sanctioned strategy used to control a resource 
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(Peluso &Watts 2001). In fact, these occurrences may support Neumann’s (2001) 

argument that “state violence and the new community-oriented initiatives are integrated 

forms of social control designed to meet the needs and goals of international conservation 

organizations and the tourism industry” (p. 324).  

This means of social control through violence has also taken the form of deadly 

force. In 2009, two men from Mweka went into the forest to collect firewood. They were 

reportedly caught cutting a tree in the forest instead of collecting dead wood. The 

KINAPA rangers shot at them, killing one and injuring the other. The rangers responsible 

for the shooting were immediately taken into custody and placed in jail. This measure 

may have been taken to both reduce community outrage at the shootings and to protect 

the rangers from any retaliation. However, people in the village were still angered by the 

shooting and seemed unconvinced that the rangers would be punished for the man’s 

death. Additionally, they did not see the individual rangers as being solely responsible for 

the incident. They also seemed to fault KINAPA and the exclusion and dispossession that 

the park’s presence has in their daily lives. This was exemplified in the retaliatory action 

that some individuals took by tearing down the access bridge in Mweka that allowed 

KINAPA vehicles and personnel to enter the park. The retaliation was not directed at the 

individuals responsible for the shooting, as the KINAPA officials perhaps expected it to 

be. Instead, the retaliation was directed towards park operations and the prevention, or at 

least hindrance, of their daily operations.  
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

The communities adjacent to Kilimanjaro National Park shoulder much of the 

cost of natural resource protection policies for tourism development through a loss of 

access to resources and the violent maintenance of park boundaries. When violent tactics 

are used to coerce groups who challenge or contest the state’s authority to control natural 

resources, “local resistance to what are perceived as illegitimate state claims and controls 

over local resources is likely to increase” (Peluso, 1993, p. 216). This resistance to the 

control and dispossession of resources may come in the form of sabotage as seen in the 

tearing down of the KINAPA access bridge. The bridge provided access to the protected 

area enclave of the park from which the surrounding communities have been excluded 

physically and economically. 

This enclave system of tourism on Mount Kilimanjaro has been created and 

maintained by the dominant actors in tourism. International conservation organizations 

have helped to establish the idea that conservation must consist of protected, unpopulated 

areas. The Tanzanian government has in turn been able to benefit from the creation of 

these government owned and managed natural resource areas by using them to draw 

international tourists to the country. This tourism has increased government earnings and 

provided opportunities for tourism companies. Political ecology stresses the importance 

of the relationship between environmental protection or conservation, global capital and 

power. Peet, Robbins, and Watts (2011) argued that conservation initiatives “can 

frequently be a mechanism for (or more cynically a “cover” for) powerful players to 

actually seize control of resources and landscapes, and the flow of value that issue from 
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these” (p. 27). This flow of value in Tanzania has been controlled through the 

establishment of an enclave tourism structure that separates the protected area tourist 

destination from local communities while funneling revenue to the more powerful 

players, namely the Tanzanian government and the primarily foreign-owned tourism 

companies.  

As a result, tourism on Mount Kilimanjaro has not brought increased 

opportunities and development for those communities living next to the park. Instead, 

these communities bear the costs of conservation measures, as they are no longer able to 

access the forest resources upon which they depend for their livelihood. This has resulted 

in resistance to park policies through the illegal use of resources such as venturing into 

the forest for firewood and fodder. This practice in turn has been met with violent 

methods of park boundary maintenance, which further increases the costs borne by 

neighboring communities. 

This chapter has provided a political ecological analysis of tourism on Mount 

Kilimanjaro by looking at the historical and political-economic context of tourism 

development in Tanzania and the region in relation to conservation and access to land and 

resources. Such historical and political-economic analyses are central to political ecology 

research (Neumann, 2014). This case study contributes to the literature on tourism 

development, communities, and conservation by providing an example of how 

communities that have not necessarily been physically relocated from a protected area are 

still directly impacted through their loss of access to resources needed to meet their daily 

needs. The loss of access to resources can result in significant hardship for individuals, 
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causing them to risk their safety and well-being in order to survive. This risk results from 

the fact that resources that were once available to and managed by communities have 

been designated as being in need of protection and conservation by the dominant actors 

involved in tourism promotion and management in the area. Although these dominant 

actors may benefit significantly from tourism revenues, there is little evidence that these 

revenues are in fact trickling down to those areas most impacted by the protected areas on 

Mount Kilimanjaro. 
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CHAPTER 5 |  

THE EMERGING CULTURE: “ALTERNATIVE” TOURISMS 

 
“Tourism is not a charity; it is a business. If you increase the pie, then the poor will get 
more.”  

- Nicolas Hubert, Tanzania MNRT consultant, 2010 
 
“…so you needn’t let that slightly funny feeling you have from time to time about 
exploitation, oppression, domination, develop into full-fledged unease, discomfort; you 
could ruin your holiday.” 

- Jamaica Kincaid, A Small Place, 
1988 

 

Within the tourism industry in Tanzania, the emerging sector can be understood 

within the context of the discussions that are taking place among those involved in the 

tourism sector as to the direction in which the tourism industry should be headed. 

Williams (1977) argued that an emergent culture occurs due to the fact that “new 

meanings and values, new practices, new relationships and kinds of relationship are 

continually being created” (p. 123). These new relationships and practices can be seen in 

the tourism industry in Tanzania, and these new initiatives are often presented as a way to 

in some way rectify a shortcoming or negative impact that tourism has had in a 

community or region. In fact, Cosgrove argued that an emergent culture presents a 

challenge to the dominant culture, providing an alternative to what currently exists within 

the dominant landscape. An emergent tourism culture in the Tanzanian tourism industry 

would therefore provide an alternative to the dominant tourism culture as discussed in 

Chapter 5. However, Williams (1977) also stressed that what may appear to be an 

emerging culture may not actually present a new and alternative approach to that of the 
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dominant culture. In fact, those views that are most oppositional to the dominant culture 

may never reach the point of being a truly emerging culture, as the dominant culture 

attempts to incorporate the emerging culture in order to limit its impact. 

 
EMERGING TOURISMS IN TANZANIA 
 

To examine the emerging discussions concerning tourism and tourism initiatives 

in Tanzania, I attended the 2010 Arusha Round Table on Responsible Tourism 

Partnerships held during the Karibu Fair in Arusha. The Karibu Fair (now the Karibu 

Travel Market) is a three-day event organized by the Tanzania Association of Tour 

Operators. The Karibu Travel Market is Africa’s second-largest tourism event, attracting 

overseas and regional tour operators and stakeholders in the Central and East African 

tourism industry for formal and informal networking. The event offers the chance for 

various exhibitors such as tourist boards, wildlife lodges and hotels, in-bound tour 

operators, camping and safari companies, local and regional airlines, and equipment 

manufacturers to connect with each other, providing “a major business platform and 

contracting opportunity for long established businesses in Tanzania and across East 

Africa - reflecting ongoing growth in the industry on the global and domestic scene” 

(Karibu Travel Market, 2015).  

The 2010 Arusha Round Table on Responsible Tourism Partnerships: A 

Stakeholders’ Dialogue Forum was offered at the Arusha Hotel during the 3-day Karibu 

Fair. The Round Table conference was presented and organized by Round Table Africa 

(RTA), a collaboration between the Sustainable Development Centre of Maastricht 

School of Management (MsM) in the Netherlands and the Eastern & Southern 
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Management Institute (ESAMI) in Arusha. Conference presenters included Tanzanian 

government and business stakeholders in the Tanzanian tourism sector as well as NGO 

and CBT representatives (see Table 4).  

 

Table 4. 2010 Arusha Round Table on Responsible Tourism Partnerships: A 
Stakeholders’ Dialogue Forum list of presenters 
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I attended the Arusha Round Table on Responsible Tourism Partnerships 

conference and took notes over the presentations. Attendees were also emailed a copy of 

the notes, which were composed by the organizers. I reference both sets of notes in my 

analysis. I focused my analysis on the topics and discussions that were relevant to Mount 

Kilimanjaro tourism, and I have also brought in my own research findings to inform 

topics of discussion that were brought up at the conference. In my conversations with 

tourism workers in Moshi, I took note of an emerging form of tourism that my interview 

respondents had brought up during my research: volunteer tourism, also known as 

voluntourism. This chapter will focus on the discussion of emerging or new tourisms as 

discussed at the Karibu Fair and will also discuss voluntourism as it relates to tourism in 

the Moshi and Mount Kilimanjaro area. 

 
EMERGING ‘ALTERNATIVE’ OR ‘NEW’ TOURISMS 
 

Mowforth and Munt (2009) noted that there has been a lack of consensus on the 

definitions of new forms of tourism that are often meant to be an alternative to mass 

tourism. This is in part due to the various stakeholders involved in tourism, such as 

service providers, government officials, and conservationists, who may all have different 

views due to the roles that they have within the sector. However, advocates for these 

‘new’ forms of tourism have common concerns despite their different roles or positions 

in the tourism sector:  

Suffice it to say they share, in varying degrees, a concern for ‘development’ 
and take account of the environmental, economic and socio-cultural impacts 
of tourism. They also share an expressed concern, again with varying levels 
of commitment, for participation and control to be assumed by ‘local 
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people’ and the degree to which they engage and benefit the poor 
(Mowforth and Munt 2009: 98).  
 
Table 5 presents an overview of some of the different forms of ‘new’ tourism. 

Also, present in many of these alternative or emerging forms of tourism is the presence of 

ethical values in tourism initiatives, as opposed to solely economic values and measures. 

Smith and Duffy (2003) argued that the ethical turn can be found in contexts where 

profits have been favored over the social or environmental impacts of tourism, and that it 

is part of “a growing resistance to the processes of commodification entailed by tourist 

developments” (p. 31). In regard to the new tourisms listed in the table, this chapter 

primarily focuses on Pro-poor tourism (PPT) and Responsible tourism (RT). However, 

there is also an overlap with other forms of new tourisms such as discussions of ethical 

and sustainable tourisms. This discussion of ethics in tourism was also seen in the 

concept of Responsible Tourism, which was a main focus of the tourism conference in 

Arusha.  
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Table 5. Tourism and development: Defining new tourisms 
Sources: Ecotourism through Pro-Poor tourism definitions taken from: Mowforth and 
Munt (2009, pp. 99-100), Responsible tourism definition taken from: Frey and George 
(2008, p. 109).  
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At the conference, Responsible Tourism was presented as encompassing 

Community-based tourism (CBT) and Pro-poor tourism (PPT) initiatives. Although there 

is no set definition of CBT, “most understand CBT as encompassing the active 

participation of communities in the planning, implementation and management of 

tourism, providing wider benefits for the community (Goodwin and Santilli 2009 

referenced in Novelli, 2016, p. 71). Spenceley (2008) defines Pro-Poor Tourism (PPT) as 

tourism activities that are meant to generate benefits for the poor while ensuring that 

tourism growth also assists in reducing poverty. Both PPT and CBT ideally encourage a 

wide range of stakeholders, such as the government, civil society, the private sector, and 

the wider community, to actively participate and engage in the tourism development and 

management process (Novelli, 2016).  

Volunteer tourism is also seen as a type of alternative tourism that is ideally 

meant to be more beneficial to local communities than mass tourism (Wearing, 2001; Sin, 

2009). Drawing from Telfer and Sharpley, Hannant (2015) observed that voluntourism 

has followed a neoliberal pattern in that “what used to be a relatively informal, 

inexpensive and altruistic alternative to a traditional holiday has evolved into a highly 

expensive participation activity where long-haul journeys to exotic and remote 

destinations and self-development seem to be the core priorities” (p. 24). 

Mostafanezhad (2014) uses the term humanitarian gaze to describe current trends 

in tourism. She draws on Urry’s (1990) concept of the tourist gaze, which is a learned 

way of seeing that includes viewing the world through a filter of ideas, expectations and 

desires that originate from one’s nationality, gender, social class, education and age. 
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Similar to Urry’s concept of the tourist gaze, “the humanitarian gaze is a relational act, 

not of an individual, but a field of relations that is mediated by discourses of institutions 

as well as cultural, political, economic, social and historical experiences of the gazer and 

gazee” (Mostafanezhad, 2014, p. 7). This humanitarian gaze can be found in many 

tourism development initiatives including pro-poor, responsible, social and sustainable 

tourism. In these types of initiatives, characteristics such as personal ethics or empathy 

have been promoted as the solution over public or political responses to a problem 

(Mostafanezhad, 2014). 

Duffy and Moore (2010) argued that often these new forms of tourism such as 

eco-tourism, responsible tourism and nature-based tourism do not actually challenge the 

existing global tourism industry, and in fact serve to further expand neoliberalism 

globally. They relate this to the concept of “actually existing neoliberalism.” Brenner and 

Theodore (2002) present a framework for understanding “actually existing neoliberalism” 

by looking at “the contextual embeddedness of neoliberal restructuring projects insofar as 

they have been produced within national, regional, and local contexts defined by the 

legacies of inherited institutional frameworks, policy regimes, regulatory practices, and 

political struggles” (p. 351). The embeddedness of neoliberalism within the Tanzanian 

tourism industry can be seen at the Round Table conference. I argue that the “new” or 

“alternative” tourisms presented at the conference are discussed within a neoliberal 

context and therefore do not really present a true alternative to the dominant tourism 

culture as outlined in the previous chapter.  
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A “ROUND TABLE” OF EMERGING TOURISMS 
 

The degree to which emerging tourism is being incorporated by the dominant can 

begin to be gauged by observing that the conference was held during a large trade event 

and that speakers at the conference included tourism ministry officials. As Williams 

(1977) noted, “much incorporation looks like recognition, acknowledgement, and thus a 

form of acceptance” (p. 125). This recognition and acknowledgment of emerging 

tourisms was reflected in the opening remarks of the Assistant Director of Tourism from 

MNRT, Ernest Mwamaja. He noted that the existing tourism policy in Tanzania is 10 

years old and that it is time for the policy to be reviewed. This statement seemed to 

indicate that the government was open to hearing the views and opinions that would be 

expressed at the RTA Forum. He even went on to state that the Ministry welcomed the 

involvement of stakeholders, from big ones to small ones, and that this forum would 

produce input as to what the Ministry considers in its tourism policies (RT notes).  

However, this involvement of stakeholders seemed to be conditional upon their 

views being in sync with the dominant culture, or government-held views and initiatives 

within the tourism industry. Mwamaja stressed that the tourism industry is a leading 

sector in Tanzania with over 800,000 visitors in 2009 that brought in 1.3 billion USD in 

revenue compared to 700 million USD from the previous year (RT notes). Even though 

profits from tourism have been on the rise, he pointed out that according to SADC, East 

Africa is not doing very well in competitiveness in terms of responsible tourism. He also 

added that the government and ministry confirmed their support of these processes and 

what would be discussed in the Round Table Forum (RT notes). These comments show 
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overall government approval and support of the emerging issues in the tourism sector that 

were being presented in the forum. He also noted that stakeholder views, both big and 

small were welcome and that these views would be considered in Tanzania’s tourism 

policy. However, the nature of the venue largely excluded any meaningful participation 

by the so-called small stakeholders. Additionally, his statement was couched in terms of 

business and the revenue that the government receives from tourism. He stressed the fact 

that Tanzania needs to find ways to become more competitive in an area in which they 

are not. This seemed to indicate that the government would support an initiative if it 

would make Tanzania more competitive as a tourist destination, but not necessarily if the 

initiative were just more responsible or ethical.  

Round Table Director Dierdrik de Boer also echoed this market-focused approach 

to addressing tourism issues when he briefed the conference on the objectives of the 

Round Table Africa program, which is “to link research with sustainable business 

development in the areas of agriculture, mining and tourism through: education, research, 

round table meetings, and projects” (RTA). RTA defines sustainable business in terms of 

people, planet and profit, terms originating from the Brundtland Report of 1987, as well 

as a consideration of ethics in tourism, ideally making it more responsible. The RTA 

program focuses on bringing together three areas of competitiveness: regional and 

institutional, value chain development, and partnerships in order to create a competitive 

strategy for responsible tourism. De Boer stressed the business aspect to this strategy for 

responsible tourism and focused on assuring tourism markets, as well as the reliance on 

the private sector for leadership and sustainable growth. During their introductory 
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speeches, de Boer and Mwamaja set the framework for what would be open for 

discussion or debate at the conference. Both speakers clearly focused on the role of the 

private sector as a means of addressing any shortcomings in the tourism industry. 

Additionally, shortcomings were discussed in terms of being able to maintain 

comparative advantage within the sector, as opposed to negative impacts of the industry 

or its role in poverty alleviation or development. 

In the keynote address, Anna Spenceley provided an overview of Responsible 

Tourism. Drawing on the 2002 Cape Town Declaration, Spenceley maintained that 

Responsible Tourism “emphasizes the need for greater economic benefits for local people 

from tourism, involving local people in decisions that affect their lives, and making 

positive contributions to the conservation of natural and cultural heritage” (RTA, p. 3).  

She went on to indicate that there is a rise in demand for responsible tourism within the 

tourism market, and in order to meet this demand, some tourism businesses market 

themselves as responsible. However, there is industry and business confusion around 

these types of responsible tourism marketing or branding strategies due to the fact that 

there are often many different certifying agencies at various levels, with no clear 

consensus on what qualifies something as being responsible tourism. Spenceley proposed 

that a certification scheme could address these issues and that such a scheme “should 

provide clients with credibility, market access, point of differentiation or market 

advantage and business development” (RTA, p. 3). Additionally, she noted that the 

criteria for such a scheme could include labor standards, health and safety, skills 

development, community benefits, cultural sensitivity, environmental measures, quality 
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and reliability. These measures were discussed to some degree during the next two 

portions of the conference that sought to understand the basics of responsible tourism and 

to look at responsible practices that had already been adopted by some companies or with 

some initiatives (see Table 4).  

 
 (IR)RESPONSIBLE PRO-POOR TOURISM 
 

At the Round Table, Birgit Steck of Stichting Nederlandse Vrijwilligers or 

Netherlands Development Organization (SNV) discussed the role of the organization in 

the tourism industry in Tanzania. SNV has operated in Tanzania for 40 years and has 

been involved in tourism since the mid-90s, specifically in the area of what they term 

sustainable pro-poor tourism. In this initiative, SNV focuses their attention on where the 

money is going and whether it is contributing to economic development and increasing 

opportunities for poor people. Pro-poor tourism includes any kind of tourism that can 

benefit the poor such as community tourism and ecotourism, and sustainable pro-poor 

tourism programs involve Destination Management Areas (DMA) and Value Chain 

Analysis and Development (VCA/D). Steck argued that tourism is a drive for local 

development and that increasing overall opportunities also increases the opportunities for 

the poor (RT). She explained that in Tanzania, only about 10% of tourism revenue is 

income for the poor. However, with more tourism, income is increased, which will 

increase the income of the poor as well (RT Notes).  

This approach to tourism revenue reflects the sentiment of the dominant culture, 

which was expressed well in a statement by Nicolas Hubert, a consultant to MNRT, 

“Tourism is not a charity; it is a business. If you increase the pie, then the poor will get 
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more” (RT Notes). This way of thinking about tourism revenue does not challenge the 

current system of how revenue it allocated; it simply calls for growth and enlargement of 

the current structure with the assumption that some share of the benefits will trickle down 

to the poor. However, if the issue is the degree to which revenue is being distributed, in 

that those communities that bear the brunt of the costs of tourism development are not 

benefitting proportionately from tourism, as discussed in the previous chapter, simply 

increasing tourism development initiatives without changing this structure serves to 

further marginalize those communities. Even assuming these communities receive 10% 

of the revenue, if this amount does not offset the costs borne by them under current levels 

of tourism, then it is also not likely to do so by further enlarging a system that does not 

adequately compensate people. Steck did go on to propose that the portion of revenue to 

the poor could also be increased up from the 10% (RT notes). However, this would 

require the political will to do so, and under the current dominant culture of tourism 

development in the country, this does not appear to a likely scenario. 

Kilimanjaro Tourism 

In the Round Table presentation, Steck focused on tourism in Zanzibar. However, 

SNV has also worked in the Kilimanjaro region with its “Tracing the tourism dollar in 

Northern Tanzania” study. According to their findings, no country comes up to their 30% 

pro-poor guideline. However, mountain climbing is considered to be relatively high on 

their list in terms of benefits to the poor and they consider it to be a very pro-poor tourism 

activity within Tanzania. Their findings estimate that 28% of tourist spending that takes 

place in-country reaches poor people around Mt. Kilimanjaro (Mitchell et al., 2009). 
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However, what SNV defines as “pro-poor” revenue can be problematic. As mentioned, 

the study only looked at income spent in-country, which leaves out a large portion of the 

money being spent. As discussed in the previous chapter, much of the revenue within the 

tourism industry in Tanzania leaks out of the country, flowing back to those countries 

from which many tourists originate. 

The charts in Figure 30 are taken from the SNV Tracing the Tourism Dollar study 

of Mount Kilimanjaro tourist climbs. Figure A shows the costs of an average Mount 

Kilimanjaro climb. Figure B breaks the tourist expenditure into pro-poor and non pro-

poor spending.  
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Figure 30. SNV Tracing the Tourism Dollar figures 
Source: Taken from Mitchell, J., Keane, J., & Laidlaw, J. (2009), figure A from p. 4, 
figure B from p. 6. 

 

SNV recognizes that most tourists book their climb with a tour company in their 

home countries. However, they did not consider this price in their pro-poor analysis; they 

only considered the subcontracted amount of about $1,205 to a Tanzanian tour company. 

They added this amount to $171 of discretionary spending and came up with a total of 

$1,376 spent in-county for a Kilimanjaro climb. The largest expenditure (47%) was for 
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park fees and the second largest (18%) was for climbing staff payments. Of the $1,376 

spent in-country, SNV considered 28% to be pro-poor. They argued that the main 

beneficiaries of tourism are the climbing staff who receive 62% of the spending 

considered to be pro-poor and the hotel staff. Other beneficiaries include those supplying 

food and beverages and cultural goods or services to tourists. The study estimated that 

50% of spending on cultural goods and services was pro-poor income because they 

estimated a 50% mark-up price on the items made by poor producers and then sold in 

curio shops. However, this mark-up may in fact be much more than 50% in many stores, 

as discussed in the next chapter. The study also indicated that 5% of park fees were pro-

poor due to TANAPA’s community projects initiatives, to which it contributed $1.4 

million in 2006. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, these types of initiatives 

may not be very beneficial to the local communities, especially in consideration of the 

costs they have borne for tourism development to the area. 

 
KILIMANJARO CLIMBING STAFF 
 

The SNV study recognized the issues that have arisen around the treatment and 

pay of porters, noting that porter wages range from $3.50 to $10.60 per day. However, 

the authors set the annual income of porters at $842 for their study, arguing that it places 

porters’ incomes well above the gross national income of $300. Even taking a wage from 

the middle of this range at $7 per day, a porter would have to work 120 days of the year 

as a porter or make 17 trips up Kilimanjaro each year, which is not likely considering the 

recovery time after a climb and the seasonality of climbing which limits year-round trips. 

Additionally, many porters are responsible for supporting others in addition to 
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themselves, therefore lowering their GNI per capita to an amount closer to the average, if 

not below, considering they often help support other adult family members, such as a 

wife or parents.  

The harsh working conditions of the porters on Mount Kilimanjaro have been 

recognized by the Kilimanjaro Porters Assistance Project (KPAP, 2016), which is a non-

profit organization whose “mission is to improve the working conditions of the porters on 

Kilimanjaro” (KPAP, 2016). KPAP is an offshoot of a U.S. organization, the 

International Mountain Explorer’s Connection (IMEC) that began its operations in Nepal. 

The organization moved to Moshi in 2002 because Kilimanjaro had become a popular 

destination place for climbers. During that year, three porters died during a late storm on 

Kilimanjaro because they did not have adequate clothing for the climb and the severe 

weather conditions on the mountain. Their deaths resulted in the realization by the 

organization that there was a need for this type of NGO in Moshi to advocate for the 

porters working on the mountain. 

I spoke with the KPAP representative who is in charge of the operations in Moshi. 

She is an American citizen who has been living in Moshi due to her work and 

involvement with the organization. She indicated that KPAP has undertaken a number of 

initiatives in order to try to improve the lives and working conditions of the porters. To 

address the issue of insufficient clothing, the organization takes donations of clothing that 

is suitable for climbing the mountain. The clothing is then stamped with the KPAP logo 

and checked out to porters who need the clothing for a climb, after which they then return 

the clothing to KPAP for others to use. 
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The KPAP representative also discussed the different classes that are provided for 

porters, such as money management, HIV/AIDS awareness, worker rights, and 

conversational English. She noted that the conversational English classes help porter to 

be better able to interact and communicate with the tourists: 

A lot of the climbers that climb Kilimanjaro are far removed from the 
porters. Often they do not eat together or sleep in the same area. Many 
porters do not speak English, so even if they did hang around together, 
they would not be able to communicate with the climbers. This is one of 
the reasons why we offer the English classes for the porters.  
 

Part of the idea behind teaching English is that porters will be able to communicate 

directly with the tourists instead of going through the guide. A lot of times the guide 

takes a large cut of the tips, as discussed in next chapter, and the porters are unaware of 

the tip that was meant for them. The idea behind the English classes is to cut out the 

middleman role of the guide within this business transaction so that the porters can 

receive more money. However, this is an example of the individual worker being held 

responsible for a structural issue. In addition to their heavy workload for low pay, they 

are also expected to learn English to help ensure they are not being taken advantage of 

even further. The responsibility and the solution is placed on them, as opposed to reform 

within the system or government oversight of these practices. Additionally, the money 

management classes focus on an implied a lack of ability or knowledge to manage 

income as opposed to addressing the lack of sufficient income for the work provided. 

This is again an example of trying to address the impacts of a problem without focusing 

on its structural causes. 
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The KPAP representative stressed that the organization also works to improve the 

lives of porters. Much of their success in this area has come as a result of its initiatives to 

educate climbers about the working conditions of the porters. KPAP has implemented a 

Partner for Responsible Travel Program that is based on porter surveys and the 

monitoring of tourism company practices. They include the findings of their research on 

their website and also in the guidebooks for Moshi and Kilimanjaro. The KPAP 

representative acknowledged, “the most success we have had in terms of improving the 

porters’ working conditions has been in the Partner for Responsible Travel Program.” 

She noted that the impact of this initiative began to be felt in 2009 when companies 

began to recognize the value of being a part of the program and now want to work with 

KPAP: 

There have really been big changes here and it has all been on a shoestring 
budget. Our main objectives have been to educate people, to monitor 
companies, and to highlight those companies who have good practices … We 
are currently the only organization here reporting on these companies’ 
practices. We have 22 responsible companies and expect to have 30 soon. 

 
In order to be certified as a partner organization, there are several monitoring 

activities that companies must go through to be considered responsible: “This includes a 

representative from our organization being present at climber briefings, a tipping 

ceremony, and salary distribution, as well as interviews with the porters. The reports are 

then submitted to the government and tour companies.” Climber briefings include an 

overview of porter treatment, tipping, what the porters are supposed to carry. The tipping 

ceremony insures that tips are not given to the guide and then distributed to the porters, as 

the guides usually do not distribute equally, but take a cut first. Interviews with porters 
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are conducted to ensure that the company is paying them the minimum wage as set by the 

Tanzanian government. However, this program has not come without costs for the 

organization: 

With this program has also come some problems for the organization. Local 
companies who are not featured as one of the companies have actually given 
us problems. Their business may have suffered because they are not on the 
responsible travel list but then this consumer pressure has actually done a lot 
to finally push businesses to implement some of the measures we are pushing 
for such as higher wages.  
 

This method reflects a reliance on the market to fix the problem as opposed to more effort 

and regulation of these companies by the Tanzanian government or the governments of 

those countries where the companies are based. However, this reliance on the market can 

be problematic when the role of businesses and governments are heavily intertwined 

within a dominant culture of tourism development and promotion. In fact, KPAP received 

a negative response from the Tanzanian government for publicizing their list of 

companies they considered responsible: 

We had a list of our supported companies on the website, but we were 
ordered by the government to remove this list because of pressure from the 
companies that were not on the list. We then put the list on IMEC’s 
website with a link to it on ours because it is a U.S. website and cannot be 
ordered to take it down.  
 

Although KPAP found a way around this directive, they were required to operate within 

the dominant system. 
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(IR)RESPONSIBLE COMMUNITY BASED TOURISM 
 

The Netherlands Development Organization (SNV) also started the Cultural 

Tourism Program in Tanzania in 1995. According to the program website, the aim of the 

Tanzania Cultural Tourism Programme (2016): 

was and is to develop and promote cultural excursions, organized by local 
people in their natural environment where they live today. Cultural 
Tourism development took an approach of Sustainable Pro-poor Tourism. 
This is a way of doing tourism so that it focuses specifically on unlocking 
opportunities for the poor to benefit more within tourism, rather than 
expanding the overall size of the sector. Sustainable Pro-poor Tourism 
goes well beyond ecotourism and community based tourism. It is an 
approach that attempts to maximize the potential of tourism for eradicating 
poverty by developing appropriate strategies in co-operation with all 
major groups/stakeholders, central government, local governments, 
tourism operators, and local communities to have a fair distribution of 
benefits. 
 

The villages initially selected for these programs were located near tourist attractions and 

70-80% of their economy relied on agriculture or forest products. SNV funded all the 

initial training, marketing, and management costs. The tours include such activities as 

forest walks, home visits, observing agricultural activities, visiting craft enterprises, and 

camel treks. Daily costs for these programs are relatively cheap for the tourist, ranging 

from $10-25. In 2001, direct income from this type of tourism was $59,756, with $25,609 

going to the village fund to support such things as schools, education trust funds, and 

health clinics (Zeppel, 2006). More than 19 villages participated in this project, providing 

jobs for over 100 people. However, when SNV withdrew their support in 2001, 

cooperation between the villages and the tourism packages declined (Zeppel, 2006).  

The program is still in operation today and it has over 41 Cultural Tourism 

Enterprises (CTEs) that have been established with help from the Tanzania Tourist Board 
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(TTB) (see Figure 31). Most CTEs include a cultural component such as “experiencing 

people’s way of life, traditional dances/ceremonies, sampling of local cuisines, home-

stays, daily homestead chores, handicrafts, community development initiatives, 

indigenous knowledge, historical heritage, nature walks, and local folklores (Tanzania 

Cultural Tourism Programme, 2016).  

 

Figure 31. Tanzania Cultural Tourism Programme sites 
Source: Taken from (Tanzania Cultural Tourism Programme 2016) 
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Henry Waruhiu, a graduate of the ESAMI MBA Program presented several 

concerns regarding Community-based tourism (CBT), including its meaning and its 

impact on the individuals in the community, leading him to pose the question of whether 

CBT can be considered as a responsible form of tourism. He had observed that many of 

the tourist attractions in Tanzania are in very high poverty areas. As a result, it was 

necessary to identify the key actors within the tourism value chain. He noted that tour 

operators tend to wield a lot of power, which can then influence the partnerships that are 

formed between the operators and the communities. He argued that ideally, CBT should 

sustain the well-being of local people and be rooted in the local community in order to 

address economic needs and involve local people in the management of the tourism 

initiatives. However, he argued that the majority of CBT sites have limited success and 

fall short of these ideals. 

As a result, he posed the question of whether these are actually occurring in 

practice, suggesting that the term CBT may have been over-romanticized. In fact, he 

argued that many CBT initiatives have had limited success. They are often characterized 

by high leakages and questionable motivations of different actors involved in the project. 

Additionally, different actors, including operators, academics, and communities, may all 

have different definitions of what CBT is and what CBT outcomes should be. In terms of 

market access, many communities have not made progress in this respect, since only a 

small amount, perhaps 10%, of global revenue in tourism actually reaches the 

communities involved in tourism. If the other 90% is going elsewhere, then what makes 
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CBT responsible tourism? In his view, tourism has not been responsible, neither has 

CBT, so can it really become responsible? 

He argued the current value chain within the tourism sector must be taken into 

consideration when discussing a certification scheme for responsible tourism. For 

example, if there are 125 indicators that have been developed for sustainable tourism, one 

needs to consider who has developed these standards, for whom have they been 

developed and for what end? These factors have political and social motivations and 

implications and many cannot be monitored. 

 
BRANDING RESPONSIBLE TOURISM  
 

The second session of the conference focused on the positive and negative 

implications of developing a certification scheme for Responsible Tourism in Tanzania. 

Harro Boekhold of Contour Project, a consultancy company working in environmental 

audits and eco-certification in tourism presented the pros and cons of certification. He is 

also the founder of PASEO, a brand for fair trade initiatives. He primarily viewed RT 

certification as problematic, largely due to the simplification that would be required for 

implementation. For example, Boekhold pointed out that the criteria would need to be 

reduced to roughly 20 because 160, for example, would be unmanageable. Waruhiu 

reflected his skepticism of a certification scheme in his presentation as he noted that one 

should ask who would be responsible for cutting this list down to 20? Who would benefit 

from the indicators selected, and what would be prioritized in the criteria? He noted that 

these factors are social and political in nature, which poses additional problems in terms 

of monitoring the criteria (RTA notes). 
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The problematic development and application of these criteria was exemplified in 

the Ndutu Lodge presentation from the previous session. The lodge is located in the 

Ngorongoro Conservation Area along the rim of the crater. The owner of the lodge, Colin 

McConnell, gave a presentation of what he considers to be responsible practices 

undertaken at the lodge; for McConnell, these responsible practices were primarily 

related to environmental impact. He noted that the lodge strives to be low-impact by 

building cabins with local, renewable materials; having low or limited fuel consumption 

through the use of small generators; heating water with firewood in “friendly” burners or 

with solar panels; and by using rainwater, which is then boiled and filtered. He also 

mentioned practices which he considered to be socially responsible as well, such as 

employing people locally from Karatu and providing them with training to work in the 

lodge. The lodge also has arrangements with a few small villages where they get their 

firewood.  

However, this form of social responsibility largely ignores the marginalization 

and dispossession of people from the land as previously discussed, most notably the 

Maasai who once had rights and access to all the area included in the Ngorongoro 

Conservation Area. The Maasai were removed from this area as conservation and tourism 

development initiatives took precedence over Maasai land rights (McCabe, 2003). The 

process of their removal from these lands under accumulation by dispossession of 

modern capitalism has served to marginalize them within Tanzania and significantly limit 

their access to any supposed benefits of tourism to lands which were once theirs. In 

comparison to the autonomy and self-determination these individuals once had, receiving 
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a menial job in a tourist resort can hardly be viewed as socially responsible. The ability of 

non-Tanzanian individuals to come to Tanzania and set up a lodge on lands previously 

belonging to the Masaai, when Masaai themselves do not have the opportunity to do so, 

demonstrates the extent to which definitions of “responsible tourism” may vary according 

to different actors. However, a difference in representation of these views can be seen in 

the fact that McConnell was presenting his version of “responsible” at the conference, his 

voice was considered as part of a stakeholder dialogue, while those of the Maasai or his 

workers were not. Although McConnell expressed a desire to have written policies to 

help him make his business more responsible, he was interested primarily in 

“responsibility” as it pertained to environmental issues.  

That is not to say that environmental issues should not be of concern. In fact, the 

environmental impacts of tourism development initiatives often serve to further 

exemplify the marginalization of people who depend on the environment for their living 

as discussed in the previous chapter. Stefan Gössling (2003) has studied the impacts of 

tourist hotels and facilities on the environment of coastal areas in Zanzibar and Tanzania.  

He found that these hotels use significant amounts of water for laundry services, 

swimming pools and gardens, accounting for much of the water consumption in these 

regions. He found that the maintenance of the gardens is actually where most of the water 

is lost in order to grow non-native plant species that appeal to the tourist and this high 

level of water usage by hotels in Zanzibar has resulted in a drop in the water table. This 

drop is problematic as it puts the coastal areas at increased risk of salinization of 

groundwater and also makes it necessary for villagers to travel farther distances in search 
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of water. Although tourism may be generating revenue for these mostly foreign-owned 

hotels, the costs of maintaining these facilities in terms of environmental and social 

impacts is not always considered in the promotion of tourism as a means of creating 

economic development.  

It is within this context that Nicolas Hubert, consultant to MNRT discussed the 

eco-certification project in Tanzania. The aim of the project is to develop guidelines for 

businesses trying to be more environmentally friendly and to reward those who follow 

the guidelines: 

Anyone today can say they are eco-tourism, but the idea is to reward those 
who really are. As an industry, there will never be zero impact, but it can 
show the way to be more sustainable. 

 

However, Boekhold questioned the usefulness of creating this type of reward system:  

I was in Dar the other day and I stopped at a red light. A cop approached 
me ….  he gave me 20,000 tsh. I asked him why and he said that I had 
stopped at the red light and he just wanted to reward me for obeying the 
law. I know most of you don’t believe this story, probably because it’s not 
true. 
 

The point of his story was to convey the message that this type of reward system is not a 

common practice in society. Just as people are expected to obey the law, businesses 

should be held accountable to the same expectations instead of being rewarded when they 

choose to obey the law.  

Additionally, Boekhold noted that it is difficult to cover the complexity of tourism 

with a certification process. Although certifying accommodations may be relatively easy, 

it would be difficult to work with and certify airlines, and just staying at a RT hotel is not 

responsible tourism (Boekhold in RTA notes). Due to the fact that much of the revenue 
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involved in tourism in Tanzania is leaked out of the country and into Europe and the 

United States, dealing solely with tourism on the ground within Tanzania would only be 

reaching a portion of the industry. The companies located in these sending regions would 

also need to be held accountable to the same standards as those within Tanzania. 

However, this was not what was being proposed, advocated or even discussed at the 

conference. Failure to take into account the role of the companies located in these regions 

could impact the success of certification initiatives. For example, the KPAP 

representative I spoke with in Moshi noted that the challenge 

is in educating people overseas, the consumers overseas; this is where the 
impact is. In France, there is a Responsible Travel Association, but I came 
to find out that even companies there may contract to an operator here 
who is not a responsible operator and is not paying porters well. I have 
told the association in France this and they have not been interested to 
address it. 
 

A business may be reluctant to address such an issue due to the cost involved. For 

example, if a company in Europe contracts to a company in Tanzania at a rate where they 

will make a good profit, the company may be hesitant to ask about ethical practices that 

would raise the rate and diminish their own profit. However, the KPAP representative 

also pointed out that there was an instance where there was 

a local company that was doing good on all the points except for porter wages. 
They really wanted to pay porters more but were just not able to because 
prices were being set by the contracting company in Boulder, Colorado. So, 
this was an instance of where we had to go to the company outside of 
Tanzania and really advocate on their behalf and explain the work we were 
doing and how they could help us pay porters a better wage, and it worked. 
 

Those businesses that do comply or may be interested in complying with certain 

standards could face added cost if they sought certification. For example, businesses 
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would face the administrative costs from audits every few years to maintain RT 

certification. This burden would be compounded with the low promotional value of RT 

certification due to tourists choosing a destination based on location, price and other 

factors before ethical issues that, according to Boekhold, rank 7th or 8th. KPAP on the 

other hand did view the KPAP certification as providing an economic incentive to 

businesses:   

Right now, there might be 30 companies out of 100 with good practices. 
Together with the other companies who want to work with us, it might be 
closer to 50. The small companies want to work with us because they may 
want to get a good name. The larger companies see it as a way to get more 
customers because of the consumer pressure. 
 

However, good practices and bad practices are often very relative terms. For example, a 

company that pays higher wages to a porter might be seen as adopting good practices 

because the company pays more than another company. The wage might not be an ideal 

wage or even a living wage, but it is considered to better a better wage than what other 

companies pay. In terms of a certification scheme, Boekhold also addressed his concept 

of relative Responsible Tourism when he asked whether rewards should really be given 

simply for being less bad than one’s neighbors, for using 300 liters of water/bed/night 

instead of 500, when both amounts of water could be considered extremely wasteful in 

relation to the amount of water an average Tanzanian uses. 

Boekhold also argued that branding tourism as responsible, green, sustainable, 

etc. actually makes tourists lazy. Once a trip or package has been certified, the tourists do 

not have to think about their role, input and behavior within the tourism value chain; 

everything is already done for them. His point relates to that brought up by Waruhiu 
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when he described responsible tourism as simply a marketing gimmick in that it rarely 

measures up to its proposed outcomes. Instead, it is something that is used to sell a 

product or service. Although not discussed at the conference, volunteer tourism can be 

seen as a similar marketing gimmick as it often fails to provide promised services or 

address structural issues. However, simply being labeled and marketed as “volunteer” 

implies that a service or good is being delivered to those in need.  

 
 (IR)RESPONSIBLE VOLUNTOURISM 
 

As mentioned by Boekhold, branding tourism as “responsible” or in this case 

“volunteer” discourages those participating in such a program from thinking too much 

about what impact they are actually having in the destination community, and whether 

they are contributing in the way they may have initially thought. Mostafanezhad (2014) 

argued that the logic of neoliberalism influences the volunteer tourism experience by 

reframing structural inequality in terms of individual morality. As a result, “the problems 

that volunteer tourism seeks to address are the outcome, rather than the cause of 

underdevelopment,” and are therefore unsustainable (Mostafanezhad, 2014, p. 4). The 

desire to address the outcomes rather than the structural causes and the business that 

arises from that desire relates to Teju Cole’s (2012) concept of the White Savior 

Industrial Complex. He describes this industrial complex as “a valve for releasing the 

unbearable pressures that build in a system built on pillage,” namely American foreign 

policy that strives to achieve the most beneficial economic and political arrangements for 

the U.S. regardless of the harm and destruction that may result in other countries. When 

supposedly well-meaning Americans become aware of these adverse economic or 
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political situations, they often feel the need to intervene and “make a difference.” 

However, their efforts often do not address the structural conditions that gave rise to such 

conditions and are instead often a means of assuaging their own perceived guilt or 

sentimentality. However, Cole stressed “there is much more to doing good work than 

‘making a difference.’ There is the principle of first do no harm. There is the idea that 

those who are being helped ought to be consulted over the matters that concern them” 

(Cole, 2012). 

VOLUNTOURISM IN MOSHI 
 

Volunteer tourism or voluntourism has occupied an increasing role in tourism in 

Tanzania and in Moshi in particular. I spoke with an individual who used to work with 

Cross-Cultural Solutions (CCS) in the U.S. as a representative and an interviewer for 

volunteers coming to Tanzania. She currently works with a small NGO and family center 

in Moshi. The center assists families in taking care of children relatives who have lost 

their parents. She does not like to take volunteers at the center due to the volunteers’ lack 

of experience, but occasionally agrees to take a few. A local hostel where volunteers stay 

often refers some volunteers to her, but ultimately it is up to her and the center to decide 

if they want the individual or not.  

She stated that CCS started sending volunteers to Moshi in 2006 and 2007. In 

2007, over 4,000 people volunteered with CCS and one-quarter of them came to 

Tanzania. She pointed out that 2005 was the start of what she referred to as the 

“volunteer boom” in Moshi: “It started with about 250 volunteers per year and now there 

are thousands of volunteers here in the high season.” However, she also said that CCS 
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was planning to scale back its operation in Tanzania. They plan to close half their 

locations and reduce their staff by 40%.  

The CCS volunteers pay in program fees 4 times the amount of what it would cost 

to live in Moshi for the same amount of time, as it costs about $5,000 for 3 weeks. 

“People in Moshi know how much money is being earned from these volunteers being 

here, even just in terms of the money they pay to immigration to be able to stay in 

country. The community sees this as money the government is getting and that it is not 

going to them.” Additionally, more volunteers for the organization means more money 

for the organization, and the organization often acts in a manner that will bring in more 

revenue, regardless of what might be best for the receiving area. 

When the individual I interviewed worked for CCS, she spoke with the partner 

programs in Moshi and all of them said that they wanted longer-term volunteers. She 

asked CCS headquarters in New York if they could send long-term volunteers instead, 

but they said no because then they would not make as much money. People may be able 

to afford paying a few thousand for a couple of weeks, but they are not able to pay that 

amount for longer periods. If they offer a discount for longer periods, then they will be 

losing money that they could have gotten for the shorter-term volunteer. 

 
ORPHANAGE TOURISM 
 

Another issue that the respondent brought up was that of orphanage tourism. 

Orphanage tourism includes the donation of money and goods to orphanages, watching 

performances at orphanages or volunteering at orphanages during a short-term visit or 

holiday, and it includes aspects of poverty or slum tourism and volunteer tourism (Guiney 
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& Mostafanezhad, 2014). She indicated that this phenomenon has been on the rise in 

Moshi, and that many of the CCS site offerings are at orphanages. She ties this back to 

her experience working for CCS in the U.S. when she was responsible for interviewing 

applicants who wanted to volunteer in Tanzania and Africa in general:  

So many people wanted to come and volunteer in an orphanage. Some 
didn’t want to come unless they were in an orphanage. I wanted to tell 
them that if they work in a school, then they will actually be helping more 
orphans than if they were in an actual orphanage. The understanding of 
orphans here is much different than our understanding. Most kids who are 
considered orphans still have a parent. And if they are not able to pay 
school fees for their children, they can register them as orphans so that 
when NGOs or aid organizations come in and want to help orphans, the 
government gives them a list of registered orphans so that they can pay 
their school fees. It is the government’s way of pushing off their 
responsibility to provide education to its citizens off onto the donors and 
NGOs. 
 

The respondent’s observations of the orphanage industry in Tanzania indicate that a state 

withdrawal from the provision of social services under neoliberal adjustments may result 

in reliance on the private sector to come in and take over these services. These market-

oriented solutions are indicative of a continuation of the policies and solutions advocated 

by the dominant actors, as opposed to any true emergent solutions to tourism and 

development.  

Guiney and Mostafanezhad (2014, p. 5) found similar impacts in Cambodia where 

they argue that orphanage tourism has resulted in “the marketization of children and 

commodification of child care” as part of the country’s broader policies of economic 

neoliberalization. They refer to the commodification of children in orphanages as a 

“dolphin show” in that the children are expected to put on a show or performance for the 

visiting tourists. This show can be in the form of a dance or song, or it can simply be 
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playing their part by being on display (Guiney & Mostafanezhad, 2014, p. 11). A similar 

commodification of children in orphanages can be seen in Tanzania. In fact, a Tanzanian 

NGO worker with whom I worked referred to one orphanage in Dar es Salaam that relied 

on Western aid donations and catered to visits from international tourists and volunteers 

as a “kid zoo.” This term implies that the children are kept in an orphanage to be put on 

display. These orphanages are seen as a business that is meeting a demand from 

international visitors.  

In Moshi, the presence of a large number of volunteers is seen as a way to make 

money for these orphanage businesses. Often, there is also some degree of performance 

that the children must provide as well. The former CCS employee with whom I spoke 

indicated that at one of the orphanages in Moshi, “the kids sing a song in English to the 

volunteers when they arrive. They sing ‘give us money, give us food.’ It is a very corrupt 

organization that uses the volunteers and the money they provide as income generation, 

but the operators pocket a lot of the money.”  

The respondent mentioned that a couple of the orphanages in Moshi have made a 

lot of money off the volunteer boom. Although volunteers may think that a significant 

part of the CCS program costs go to support the orphanages, the placement organizations 

often use the majority of this revenue for overhead costs, with minimal amounts going to 

the orphanages. Even when money does reach the orphanages, much of it goes to the 

directors of the orphanages who need to make a profit in order to make the orphanage a 

viable business. In this way, orphanage tourism operates like other forms of capitalist 
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accumulation as orphanage directors reap the profit of what can be considered the 

emotional labor of the children workers (Guiney & Mostafanezhad, 2014). 

 
IMPACTS ON HOST COMMUNITY 
 

Volunteer tourism is often associated with negative impacts on the host 

community including:  

the lack of applicable skills among volunteer tourists, the insufficient 
training provided by volunteer tourism organizations, the potential to foster 
dependency, the conceptualization and reinforcement of Western 
superiority, and lack of attention to host desires and knowledge. (Guiney & 
Mostafanezhad, 2014, p. 3) 
 

The respondent also reflected many of these concerns when addressing the impacts of 

volunteers in Moshi. She thinks there are too many volunteers in Moshi and that this has 

negatively impacted the community and even NGO work. She also stressed that a 

volunteer’s expectations are often different than a community’s. Most of the time 

volunteers do not even attempt to ask the community what they need. Also, volunteers 

will often make donations to an organization or group without actually thinking through 

the long-term practicality of the donation. For example, “one volunteer bought a water 

pump for women, but then it broke. Another bought pigs and all of them died because the 

women weren’t told how to take care of them.” 

She also said that the volunteers and the organization are not really interested in 

taking the time to understand an issue: “They just want to see results in three weeks. 

Their attitude is to come and change things. And CCS is all about volunteer satisfaction. 

It is about customer service, just like any business. There is no effort to work with the 

local people and organizations and to see what they want; they are not their customers.”  
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She also noted that volunteers often leave without understanding the negative 

impact they have had on a place that can result from their desire to get their own needs 

met through their volunteer experience that often leaves out the needs of the local 

community. The lack of willingness to work with local people and organizations was also 

reflected by one of the tourism workers with whom I spoke: “Volunteers do not really do 

anything. They may come and volunteer in a school and teach a, b, and c and then leave 

and the next person comes and teaches a, b, and c all over again. It doesn’t really do 

anything.” Instead, it makes the classroom a tourist site. The children are the object of the 

tourism experience that has been purchased by the volunteer. The voluntourist’s 

experience and satisfaction has been prioritized over any real learning on the part of the 

student. 

 
VOLUNTOURISM AND THE TOURISM SERVICE SECTOR 
 

I spoke with a woman who was currently running a batik shop on a side road off 

of Mawenzi Road in the center of Moshi about her experience with volunteers. She had 

started her business out of her house in the Kiboriloni neighborhood where she made and 

sold clothes and material primarily to local Tanzanians. She said she had heard about 

CCS so she spoke to someone who worked there about getting a volunteer to help her 

because at the time she was not making any profit. CCS did send her a volunteer, an older 

woman in her 50s who advised her to make and sell other things than just material and 

“free” dress (a style of a dress typically worn in Tanzania). Another volunteer advised her 

that because she was selling things in her house in the Kiboriloni neighborhood, it was 

very difficult to get people to come out that far to buy stuff. So, she put up a shop, which 
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was still in Kiboriloni, but located on the major road through town, the Arusha-Himo 

highway. The location along this road meant that there was more traffic and also it would 

be easier for people to find her shop and to get to it here. She stayed at that location for 2 

½ years. Then CCS stopped sending her volunteers; they said that she was now able to 

stand on her own as a business.  

She eventually went in to making and selling clothing and items made from batik 

material which she learned how to make. She did not credit the volunteers in helping her 

with this change in product. However, her interaction with the volunteers and their 

growing presence in Moshi may have led her to see a more lucrative business opportunity 

by providing items geared more towards the tourist market, which also led her change in 

location to the center of town. She said that she had only been in her current location for 

a year. When asked about the volunteers and the organizations sending these volunteers, 

she said that volunteers do not always do the work they are supposed to do, and instead 

they do other things. As a result of this tendency, she said “There should be 

accountability in the organizations bringing in all these volunteers.” She added that she 

had a lot of good experience with the volunteers from CCS and they gave her a lot of 

encouragement, but she reiterated the need for accountability.  

I also spoke with a street vendor in Moshi who discussed his profits in regard to 

tourists and voluntourists. He sells items such as t-shirts, Kilimanjaro maps, hats, and 

banana leaf pictures. He said that both tourists and volunteers buy these items, but the 

volunteers buy them for a very cheap price. For example, he will buy something for 4,000 

Tsh and sell it to a volunteer for 5,000 Tsh, but can sell it to a tourist for 7,000-10,000 
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Tsh. Another street seller also experienced this difference in revenue that could be earned 

from volunteers and tourists. He buys batiks from Arusha for 1,000 Tsh and sells them 

for 3,000 Tsh for volunteers compared to 10,000 Tsh for tourists. He also provided a 

rationale for accepting a lower price from volunteers: “Business is good when it is with 

tourists, but not with the volunteers. Sometimes they are friends and you can’t sell it for 

expensive.”  The lower prices paid by the volunteers result in less income for these street 

sellers and smaller scale entrepreneurs working in tourism. An individual with a small 

curio kiosk remarked on the loss of income he has experienced as a result of the increase 

in voluntourists. He observed that before volunteers began coming to Moshi, tourists 

would come and they would buy from him, sometimes they would even give him more 

than the asking price. However, since the arrival of voluntourists, there has been an 

increase in both voluntourists and tourists asking for lower prices: 

You would tell [the tourists] something was 5,000tsh and they would give 
you 10,000tsh just so they could help you out. Now all the tourists try to get 
the price down. Even if something is only 1,000 tsh, they will ask you to go 
down to 500tsh. This is because now there are too many volunteers. 
 

He viewed the rise in voluntourists as having changed the nature of purchases and 

transactions within the tourism sector as now tourists are even beginning to ask for the 

prices that volunteers are receiving.  

In addition to the negative impact that voluntourists have had on his business, he 

also commented on the impact of volunteers in the community and their work roles:  

And they do not really contribute, or help hotels, and even then, they want 
things cheap. They may always be bargaining and asking for cheaper 
prices and wanting cheap trips. We help the volunteers but they do not 
help us … There is no big tourist benefit from them. And everyone now 
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pretends they are a volunteer. They say they came here to help and have 
no money and they use it to try to get things cheap. 
 

In terms of an emerging or new tourism, voluntourism has not altered the existing 

relationships within the tourism industry. The organizations sending many of the 

volunteers are businesses that are trying to profit from the tourism sector in the region. As 

such, voluntourism does not contribute to the creation of a truly emergent culture of 

tourism development in the region, much like the 2010 Arusha Round Table on 

Responsible Tourism Partnerships.   

 
DISCUSSION 
  

The 2010 Arusha Round Table on Responsible Tourism Partnerships forum was 

held at Arusha Hotel, an elite venue for a round table/stakeholder forum. The location 

and the fact that at least half of the presenters and attendees were Westerners or non-

Tanzanians can be seen as indicative of who is considered to be a stakeholder in the 

tourism sector. Slocum and Backman (2011) noted that even though the official 

government stance on tourism policy includes the involvement of local participation, the 

implementation of tourism policy allows for local communities to be bypassed by 

investors and the government in the development of tourism initiatives. As a result, local 

communities and individuals are not allowed to be actively engaged in decision-making 

processes, rather as a means of lending support to established tourism policies and 

initiatives. 

This practice of exclusion does not go unnoticed or without criticism. During a 

post-session question and answer at the conference, a Tanzanian man stood up and posed 
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a question to the MNRT officials, and arguably to the organizers of the conference as 

well:  

The new wildlife act restricts local people from benefiting, so is it too late 
to be discussing Responsible Tourism? If there is no room for 
communities to be involved in this discussion, then let us not waste time. 
Tell us now whether they will be involved. (RTA, p. 9) 
 

The mediator then asked if the Ministry would like to respond, and there was no reply. 

However, the individual had brought up a valid issue of concern. He did not see the 

“round table” discussion as inclusive of all of the stakeholders involved, namely the 

communities who may bear the cost of tourist development initiatives that restrict their 

access to resources or even the supposed benefits of increased tourism to the country. In 

response, the Ministry official was dismissive of his concern, as if it was not valid and 

did not need to be properly addressed. This dismissive attitude in a forum promoted as a 

dialogue is indicative of the relative power that the two individuals have within the 

tourism industry. The government official who is part of the dominant culture that in part 

determines who has input into tourism initiatives had no interest in hearing the concerns 

of an individual who questioned the merits of those initiatives. The individual in turn can 

be considered as belonging to the excluded culture of tourism in Tanzania in that even 

though tourism initiatives may have a direct impact on his life and his community, his 

voice is not welcome in a discussion of stakeholders in the tourism industry.  

In fact, the limits discussion had already been effectively set and determined 

before the forum ever took place due to the location in an elite venue and the participants 

who consisted mostly of businesses, industry consultants, and NGOs, as opposed to 

communities affected by tourism or tourism service sector workers. However, by making 
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the claim that new tourism initiatives should be responsible to local communities or 

tourism workers, these actors are effectively speaking for these communities and workers 

if none of them are involved throughout the process, including the forum of discussion. 

This type of exclusion can be seen as part of a continuing colonial relationship when 

certain groups are left out of a dialogue or if others claim to represent their interests. 

Thomas (1994) notes that the production and assignment of meaning within a 

colonial relationship or culture can be used to justify oppression, but they can also 

provide insight into the nature of that relationship. Applying this analysis to postcolonial 

relations of economic power and the role of culture, Gregory (2004, p. 8) asked “who 

claims the power to fabricate those meanings? Who assumes the power to represent 

others as other, and on what basis?” He answered these questions by drawing from Said 

(1978) and Spivak (1988), noting that those in power protect and maintain their positions 

by declaring that “the sub-altern cannot speak,” therefore someone must speak on their 

behalf. The meanings that in turn underlie this representation of others, of the silenced 

subaltern, is rooted in the maintenance of the political and economic power of those who 

are formulating the discourse. As a result, the discourse will reflect a reality conducive to 

an environment in which these relations can continue to thrive. 

The discourse of emerging tourisms in Tanzania as represented by the 2010 

Arusha Round Table on Responsible Tourism Partnerships and the rise of voluntourism 

in Moshi does not effectively challenge the dominant culture of tourism. In fact, when a 

challenge is offered, there is usually a backlash or resistance to it, such as when the 

individual voiced concern at the forum. Or when KPAP developed a list of companies for 
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their Partner for Responsible Travel Program and received negative feedback from the 

government and the companies not on the list. The list was created from the information 

received from porter surveys, and those companies who the porters indicated they would 

prefer to work for due to such things as wages, tips and overall treatment were the 

companies who made the list. The porter surveys and use of the information from the 

surveys can perhaps be viewed as a genuine challenge to the dominant culture in that it 

represented the experiences and voices, at least to some degree, of those who have been 

largely excluded from the tourism conversation or debate. 
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CHAPTER 6 |  

EXCLUDED LANDSCAPES IN MOSHI: THE TOURISM SERVICE SECTOR 
 

 

Once international tourists began coming to Moshi to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro, a 

service sector industry arose in the area as well.  These individuals were employed in the 

hotels as maids and cooks, on the mountain as guides and porters, in restaurants as 

waiters, and in shops as artisans and sellers of curios. Due to the presence of increased 

employment opportunities, real or perceived, individuals began migrating to Moshi for 

work. Some would come from surrounding regions and towns in Tanzania, while others 

would travel from the slopes of Kilimanjaro to work either as day laborers or as 

permanent migrants. 

I argue that the existing discussion of tourism development is unrepresentative of 

the excluded culture in Tanzania that consists of the poorer, more marginalized 

individuals who comprise the majority of the population, yet who may not have access to 

emergent discourse channels. This omission is significant; for as previously discussed, 

one of the goals of Tanzania’s tourism policy is to improve the livelihood of Tanzania’s 

citizens. In determining the extent to which this is being accomplished, it is necessary to 

examine the impact this sector has had on such things as employment opportunities, 

patterns of infrastructural development, and social implications of the industry on 

Tanzanians. Within Tanzania, research into the impacts of this sector has focused on a 

variety of topics, including tourism-related migrations for employment (Gössling, 2003; 

Gössling & Schultz, 2005). Often, the research on economic issues in Tanzania stresses 
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the impact that structural adjustment programs (SAPs) have had on the economy, such as 

the movement of workers from the formal to the informal economy (Tripp, 1989; 

Mackenzie, 1992; Mukangara & Koda, 1997). This growing informal sector has drawn 

rural migrant workers to urban centers, many of which offer employment in the tourist 

service sector.  Although both men and women tend to migrate for economic reasons, 

women often face increased economic, legal, or social hardships that factor in to their 

decision to migrate (Mbonile & Lihawa, 1996; Lugalla, 1990).   

 Schilcher (2007) argued that an increase in the volume of tourism does not 

necessarily lead to increased revenues and employment opportunities for people living in 

destination communities. Blake (2008) found that in East Africa, industries in the tourism 

sector provided less benefit than other export industries to those households living in 

poverty. As a result, he argues that increasing tourism to countries in East Africa is not an 

effective means of reducing poverty, and it may in fact lead to increased poverty for 

already poor households. Tourism’s detrimental impact on the real incomes of poor 

households occurs when tourism causes an appreciation in the exchange rate, as well as a 

subsequent decline in the country’s other exports (Blake, 2008). These types of problems 

arise from the nature of the tourist industry itself: 

The sector is premised on the destruction of other sectors – such as 
agriculture, livestock keeping, fishing and other rural and coastal and 
marine based resources – by encroaching on resources that are 
indispensable for the survival and prosperity of the rural dwellers.  
Moreover, the exploitative and dehumanizing working conditions of those 
employed in the sector are not considered at all. (Chachage & Mallya, 
2005, p. 25) 
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The impacts of these forms of employment for those who must engage in them are 

often not considered when formulating the dominant policies. Additionally, the creation 

of these jobs has taken place in conjunction with the removal of individuals from land 

marked for tourist development, which can further marginalize them as they migrate to 

other regions. When the industry depends on this marginalization of the excluded 

landscapes, it becomes more difficult to argue that the sector is bringing development and 

prosperity to Tanzanians.  This is not likely to change as long as the discourse of the 

excluded culture remains excluded from the dialogue surrounding tourism. 

For my research, I surveyed and interviewed people working in the service sector 

of Mount Kilimanjaro tourism. The survey participants consisted of 20 porters, 25 guides, 

25 hotel workers, 17 flycatchers, and 15 other workers in tourism. I also conducted 18 

semi-structured interviews with key informants I had identified and selected based on my 

observations and connections throughout my time in Moshi. For the key informant 

interviews, I spoke with 4 small-scale guides and/or flycatchers, 7 curio store owners or 

sellers, 2 porters, 1 tailor, and 4 people working with either an NGO or a community 

group. Of the individuals surveyed, 49% had lived in the Moshi region since birth. Of the 

46% of surveyed tourism workers who were not originally from Moshi, 84% had 

migrated to Moshi in search of employment. In order to better illustrate this process of 

seeking employment in the tourism or entering the tourism workforce in Moshi, I will 

focus on the experiences of one of the key informants with whom I spoke in depth. 

Samwel currently works as a guide for both safari tips in the Northern Tourism 

Circuit and for climbs up Mt. Kilimanjaro. He works independently and also for a 
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company based out of Moshi. He has held several positions within the Tanzanian tourism 

industry since 2005, and his experience can provide an example and a foundation for a 

better understanding of work in the tourism service sector in the region. About 40% of 

the individuals surveyed had also previously done work in the tourism sector. This 

number was the highest for guides, with 68% of the respondents indicating that they had 

done other forms of work in tourism. For Samwel, he began his work in the tourism 

souvenir or curio sector. 

 
TOURISM SOUVENIR SERVICE SECTOR 
 

Samwel’s family was originally from the Moshi and Kilimanjaro region, from the 

village of Materuni located on the slopes of Kilimanjaro; however, he grew up in Same, a 

town about 50 miles from Moshi, where his father worked. After finishing secondary 

school, he planned on entering the Tanzanian military, but his mother discouraged him 

from doing so because she was concerned for his safety. He tried to think of other things 

he could do for a living and since he had always been a fairly good artist, he began 

making necklaces and selling them locally. A friend then suggested that he could take his 

necklaces to Moshi where he would be able to sell them for a much better price to the 

tourists there. He then began making trips to Moshi about once a month to sell the 

necklaces he had made. He would go around to curio shops in Moshi to sell the necklaces 

to them, which would then sell the necklaces to the tourists. At first, he went around to 

many different curio shops in order to sell his necklaces.  Sometimes the shops would 

turn him and others down. One large curio shop began doing this frequently: 
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The owner used to get a lot of people who would bring things to him to 
buy, even from Arusha they would come here to sell things. But he would 
turn them away, even big companies, and say that he did not have time 
today. And it is frustrating for people. I would come all the way from 
Same and wait to sell things for a few hours and then he would turn me 
away and I would have to come back the next day. Eventually, people 
stopped bringing things to him. So now he has to go and search for things. 
He even goes to Bagamoyo to get things because no one will bring him 
business anymore. 

 

In Moshi, many of the curio shops do contain items from local artisans.  However, this 

does not necessarily translate to increased incomes for these individuals. Often the 

amount paid to the artists by the shop owner is very minimal. The shop owner will in turn 

sell the item at a huge mark-up in the shop, pocketing the difference.  

When the owner of a large shop asked Samwel to move to Moshi and work just 

for his shop, Samwel accepted this work opportunity, and he was even given a place to 

work in the back. However, soon after the move, Samwel realized he did not like the 

work and that he could not stay in the position due to the way his employer behaved in 

his business transactions. For example, Samwel would make a necklace and sell it to the 

owner for 800 TSh ($0.50). The owner would then sell it in the shop for 5,000 TSh 

($3.00) and keep the difference for himself. Samwel began to see that all the shops, not 

just the one he worked for, were making a huge profit off the items they bought from 

local artisans. Additionally, these owners often resented it when the artists or other 

employees tried to make a profit or commission as well. Samwel related an incident that 

had taken place in the store where he worked: 

One time there was a guy working in his shop who sold an item for $15, 
pocketed 5 and told the owner he sold the item for $10. He gets caught 
because the tourists then come back the same day because they have a 
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friend who wants the same thing. They ask the owner how much it is, and 
he says $20. They say no it’s not; they just bought it here for $15. He gets 
mad and as soon as they leave he goes and finds the guy somewhere in the 
shop and asks him how much he sold the item for. He says $10. He replies 
that the tourists just came back and told him it was $15. Where is my 
money? He knew he was caught so he gives him the money and the owner 
tells him to never come back. 
 

In this incident, the shop owner saw the employee as having robbed him of what he 

considered his money since the item was sold from the shop that he owned. However, 

Samwel saw this incident as being unfair to the worker who had sold the item. He seemed 

to think that as long as the owner was getting the amount he needed for the item ($10) to 

make a profit, then the worker should be allowed to make a profit as well since he was 

the one who had sold it. Samwel viewed the money the worker had taken as a form of 

commission.  

Gibson (2009) noted that the spatial fixity of tourism encourages larger or 

stronger individuals or companies in the tourism sector to dominate the market, resulting 

in these stronger players outmuscling smaller players for space and control in the tourism 

market. This topic was discussed at the larger, more global scale in Chapter 4 with the 

focus on international corporations and foreign ownership. However, this can also be 

seen at the local level as well, such as the store owner in Samwel’s account, who try to 

dominate the market. He went on to describe the actions of this particular store owner: 

He is so Babylon now. He wants all the business for himself. If there is a 
shop that is vacant close to his, he will buy it and rent it to someone who 
does not sell curios so he will not have competition. Even the guys who 
sell in the street, he will chase them away from the street outside his store. 
Even though it is city property, they are not on his property. He has left 
clients, even 20, alone in his store to go chase after a guy selling in the 
street because one client went to buy from him. And these are tourists who 
have enough money to buy from the guy in the street and from him too. 
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Why not let other people have some business too? So he chases these guys 
selling in the street. And he has even been taken to jail before, to court, for 
fighting in the street with people. How does that look, as a business owner, 
to be fighting in the street with those who have to sell their stuff in the 
street? 

 
 
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING SERVICE SECTOR 
 

After Samwel’s experiences working for the tourism curio shops, he was still 

interested in remaining in tourism work. However, he thought he might have more 

success if he went to school and became certified as a guide. He enrolled in a course at a 

college in Moshi where he could receive certification as a tour guide. The course lasted 

one year, and during this time he worked as a porter on Kilimanjaro to pay for his school 

fees. He was able to live with his mother’s relatives in town, so he did not have to put his 

income towards paying rent. However, this is not the case for many porters who have 

their own families to support and bills to pay. Any earnings from work must go to these 

types of daily living expenses and not towards school fees for a program that would 

provide them with the qualifications for better paying work as a guide instead of a porter. 

In fact, of the guides I surveyed, only 28% had previously worked as a porter. This may 

be indicative of the mobility within the sector and the level of difficulty in being able to 

move from a porter to a guide. Additionally, 70% of the workers surveyed indicated that 

they were able to save some money from their earnings; however, this number was 

lowest among porters at 55%, with 35% indicating that they had no savings at all. 

However, savings would be needed in order to pay for and attend the trainings needed to 

become certified as a guide. 
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PORTERS 
 

There is no formal qualification or training required to work as a porter; anyone 

can do the work. However, the work is typically done by men. During my research, I only 

heard of one woman who worked as a porter on Mount Kilimanjaro. Most of the porters 

live in and are from Marangu, which was the initial route up Kilimanjaro. Porters are also 

from Moshi, Arusha, other villages around Kilimanjaro like Machame, Rongai, and 

Rombo. Porters do not work for just one company. Instead, they must go around town, 

approaching companies and asking for work. They are always looking for a company that 

will give them a higher wage. However, even when porters are able to find a company 

that may pay more, the pay usually depends on the route the tourist will be taking up the 

mountain (see Figure 32). There are three primary routes up Mt. Kilimanjaro, and each 

has a different level of difficulty and consists of a different number of days (see Figure 

33).  

 

Figure 32. Ahsante Tours map of the different Kilimanjaro climbing routes 
Source: Brochure, scanned by author. 
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Figure 33. Ahsante Tours list of Kilimanjaro climbing routes with the number of days 
required per route 
Source: Brochure, scanned by author. 

 
As a result, companies do not charge the same rate for all the routes, and they do 

not pay the porters the same salary for all the routes. For example, a porter indicated that 

he typically works for three different companies: Ahsante Tours, Zara Tours and 

Tanzania Journey. He explained the difference in pay between companies and routes, and 

the decision-making process involved in taking work: 

Tanzania Journey pays 5,000 TSh per day for the Marangu Route while 
Zara pays 6-7,000 TSh per day, so I will try to get Zara and not Tanzania 
Journey. But both companies pay the same for the Machame Route. So, if 
you turn down the Tanzania Journey job to wait for Zara, it would not 
make a difference in that case. You might just lose work. And you never 
know before the trip which route you will be taking. 
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This lack of information can cost the porters who must constantly be calculating the costs 

and benefits of a particular climb in order for the work to at best bring a small income, 

and at worst to not cost him too much money. Another porter also commented on the 

unreliable work and the uncertain wages that are characteristic of this kind of 

employment: “To me it looks like tourism has not given more work. It is just by luck that 

you get work. And then you are never sure what your pay will be either.” The respondent 

indicated that even with the knowledge of what the salary should be for a certain climb 

with a particular company, the money that a porter will receive at the end is still 

uncertain. This is due to several issues in the way that porters are treated as marginalized 

workers within the tourism industry. For example, they are responsible for carrying the 

supplies and equipment for the tourists and do much of the labor-intensive work 

necessary for the climb; however, they are often paid very low wages for their work. 

Interestingly, in the surveys, 60% of porters, on par with 58% of all workers surveyed, 

indicated that they received an average wage for their work. However, in the open-ended, 

short answer question asking about changes they would like to see in the tourism 

industry, 62% of porters indicated that they would like their salary to be increased to 

reflect the difficult nature of their work. Perhaps the porters saw their pay as average in 

comparison to what other porters were making for the same work; however, they were 

still very much aware of the fact that this pay was not fully compensating them for the 

amount of work they do on the mountain. 

Many of the individuals interviewed and surveyed were not able or only just able 

to meet their needs through their respective types of employment in tourism. Porters 
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typically have been among those most stressed to meet their basic needs from the salaries 

paid to them. They may run up debt for basic necessities such as food in anticipation of 

work. However, this debt must in turn be repaid after the job has been completed. One 

respondent described this situation: 

It is like a game. You go to a restaurant with no money and say you will 
pay them in a week. Then you pay them your salary from the mountain 
and you end up with no money in your pocket. 
 

Additionally, after completing a climb, porters may actually end up with no profit for 

their work after having accounted for all their expenses related to the climb.  They are 

effectively working for no income in these cases: 

Some companies will not provide you with enough food, so you will 
spend maybe 10,000 TSh on food and supplies. Then after you come down 
from the mountain, you might get sick. So now you have to pay to get 
treatment. You end up with no money, no wages. With tourism you do not 
get anything, so you have to find other work. 

 

Another issue that affects the income that porters receive are the tips that are paid 

to the porters and the role of the company in facilitating the payment of wages and tips. 

Tips are not necessarily paid directly to a porter; the tip will sometimes be given to the 

guide or the company, which will then be responsible for paying out the tips and wages to 

the porters. There is often some confusion on the part of the tourists as to whether or not 

they should tip. They may think it is included in the price of the trip for which they have 

already paid: 

A lot of times people do not understand that they are supposed to tip, or 
they think it is included in the price. So when the porters expect tips, the 
tourists do not want to pay, they feel like they already have paid enough 
and they may complain, and then the porters get in trouble and are told not 
to ask for tips. But the porters are not making much at all. They are 
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supposed to be paid 8,000 per day, but the guide is in charge of paying 
them and he will end up paying them 5,000 or 6,000 a day and keep the 
difference. 

 

Additionally, when tourists do not tip, it is considered very rude. The porters have just 

made a difficult climb, carrying the tourist’s luggage as well as the extra luggage needed 

to provide food for the tourists and a more enjoyable climbing experience for them. As a 

result, when the tourists do not acknowledge this work that has been done by either 

failing to tip altogether or by only giving a small amount, it can be seen as a slight against 

those individuals who completed the difficult work for the climb: 

It is like the porters climbed the mountain for nothing. Or if they give just 
1,000 TSh, it is better for them to say ‘sorry I have no money to spare right 
now’ than for them to do this. 

 

In addition to the variability of the immediate income that can be made through tipping, 

porters’ wages are often made even more vulnerable due to delayed payments from the 

tour companies as porters are not always paid immediately after a climb and may be 

unaware of the amount of wages and tips they should be receiving: 

Porters do not know how much they should be paid. They do not know what 
the minimum wage is, and often it is not enforced by the companies. They 
only know what they get paid at the end of the trip. And sometimes they do 
not get paid for awhile afterwards, so they are glad to get the little money 
they do get. 
 
I would like to get paid immediately after completing a climb. Instead, 
porters have to wait a week or two to get the money. 

 

Waiting a week or two for pay could be problematic for those individuals who have 

incurred debts for the climb or who have daily expenses that must be met. There can also 
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be issues when the company gives the porters’ wages to the guide to distribute. One 

respondent noted that with this practice, the guide is then responsible for giving the 

money to the porters, but he takes a cut first. As a result, the porters’ pay is significantly 

less, amounting to 5,000 TSh per day instead of 6,000 or 7,000 per day. I asked about the 

level of contact he has with the tourists during the climb. He replied: 

Most tourists want to get to know the porters, but the guide always tries to 
stop this because the guide wants the money from the tourists, he does not 
want them giving it to us directly. Also, there is the problem with 
communication because they do not know Swahili. 

 

The KPAP representative with whom I spoke was also aware of the challenges of porters 

reporting unfair working conditions and pay: 

A lot of time, porters are also afraid to say anything against a company in 
case they won’t be hired again. They need to work. They can go to the park, 
to KINAPA and report unfair pay or practices, but there is not the follow up 
on the part of KINAPA with the company right now and the porters are 
afraid they may not be hired again if they do go there. 
 

This also reflects the relative power between the porters and the companies and 

KINAPA, the dominant actors in tourism. There is not a system in place that the porters 

feel comfortable using in order to voice their concerns with working conditions.  

Even when the situation might seem more conducive to voicing concern over 

working conditions or pay, a worker might choose to remain quiet for other reasons. For 

example, Samwel told about an experience he had with a worker for I to I, one of the 

large volunteer organizations in Moshi. The organization also arranges climbing trips up 

Mount Kilimanjaro, and the worker who had started out as a cook for the company now 

arranges these climbing trips. Samwel said that with this organization, “tips are not given 
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directly to porters, they are given to this guy. So, he will keep most of them for himself, 

and this is when they do tip.” I asked him why he did not tell the management of the 

organization about what this individual was doing. He replied, “It is not for me to ruin 

someone else’s living.” I followed up on this by pointing out that this individual’s actions 

had negative impacts on the lives of the porters who had worked with him. He replied, 

“That is not how we do things here. I cannot do that to someone else.” I then asked if he 

would be likely to go to KPAP and talk to them about it instead. His response indicated 

that an organization such as KPAP may not actually be seen as an option for helping to 

improve the working conditions and pay for many porters: 

They [KPAP] can’t do anything. Most people here do not even know about 
them. We don’t use them. The way we do things is we know what we can 
get paid at one job, we will look for something better, a company that pays 
better. If you can work for 5,000 TSh [$4] a day, then you take it because 
you may really need it one day. A friend of mine really needed work one 
day and I knew he got work for I to I. I did not tell him of the problems I 
had with them because he has a family to support and he needs money. Why 
disappoint him with these stories when he needs this work to support his 
family?  
 

This lack of alternative work was also reflected in the responses of other porters with 

whom I spoke. About 62% of the porters interviewed indicated that they would rather be 

doing other work, but the majority of them indicated that there was no alternative work 

available. One respondent explained how he began working as a porter:  

I had no work and I was looking and I heard there was work on the 
mountain. The first time it was so hard and I swore I would never go back. 
But then I had no money and I had to go back. Eventually I got used to it. 
 

Another porter also stressed the difficult conditions of the work. He said the first time he 

got work as a porter, his friend gave him advice and told him to just get warm clothes. He 
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said that the climb itself was not hard, but the load they gave him to carry was too heavy; 

it was over the limit of 25 kilos (55 pounds).  

The difficult nature of the work together with the low pay often make it difficult 

for porters to meet their basic everyday needs. Although Samwel has since moved on 

from being a porter and is now a guide, his experiences seemed to stand out as unique 

among the porters with whom I spoke and interviewed. He had been in a position where 

he was able to use his work as a porter to save money to pay for his schooling that would 

allow him to work as a guide and continue working in the tourism service sector in a 

position that would ideally pay more money and give more autonomy. However, other 

porters do not necessarily share the desire to remain working in the tourism sector. One 

respondent said that he is not satisfied with being a porter. He indicated that maybe if he 

is able to save some money he will be able to get a license to drive a truck, but he is not 

really interested in going further in the tourism sector. 

Additionally, using one’s savings to pay for additional schooling or certification 

may not always translate into better employment opportunities. For example, Samwel’s 

work as a porter and student did not pay off as he had anticipated: 

After I graduated, I found there to be a lot of people with the same 
certification as me, all trying to get a job. And all the companies wanted 
experience. They did not care that you had a certificate. But the problem 
was how then do you get experience if they will not hire you? It was so 
hard. There was no chance to get work. 
 

Another respondent indicated that there was market saturation in the tourism sector in 

Moshi:  
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Tourism work in Moshi is not good now like it was before. It has gotten 
worse because there are a lot of people who are doing the same work right 
now and there is not enough work to go around.   
 

 
FLYCATCHERS 
 

Unable to find work as a tour guide, Samwel started going around on the street 

trying to find his own clients. This is commonly referred to in Tanzania as “flycatching.” 

The term flycatcher refers to individuals who approach tourists on the street and ask them 

if they would like to set up a safari trip to the local parks, a climb up Mt Kilimanjaro, or a 

day trip to an area attraction such as a waterfall, Lake Chala, or the Kikuletwa Hot 

Springs. The term also applies to individuals who sell paintings, jewelry and other curios 

on the street to passing tourists. Often these two activities will coincide and the flycatcher 

will be involved in selling both. However, in order for a flycatcher to be successful, the 

tourist must not have purchased a package deal that encompasses all these items. The 

flycatcher is looking for tourists who are traveling independent of a company, possibly as 

a volunteer or a backpacker. I asked Samwel about the background of the term flycatcher. 

He explained that the tourists targeted by flycatchers most often do not have a guide with 

them and are unfamiliar with the area. As a result, they often look confused and may be 

wandering around without purpose, like flies. Therefore, it is up to the flycatcher to catch 

them and take them on a trip or arrange one for them. Figure 34 shows a postcard 

advertisement for Chagga Tours, a tour company in Moshi. The advertisement depicts a 

tourist to Tanzania who has no guide and therefore appears lost and confused. Such an 

individual would attract the attention, perhaps unwanted, of a flycatcher; the 
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advertisement is playing on these types of experiences and concerns and proposing that 

the tour company can provide for the person’s needs instead. 

 

Figure 34. Chagga Tours postcard advertisement for Moshi city guides 
Source: Postcard, scanned by author. 

However, flycatchers often work for or in conjunction with tour companies. For 

example, in Samwel’s case, if the tourists wanted to climb Kilimanjaro or go on a safari, 

then he would then take them to a tour company and get a commission from the company 

for bringing them clients. However, the company would make a profit of around $400 

from the tourists, while he would only receive $40. He then started taking tourists on day 

trips himself when he was able to get the clients. This way, he could keep the profit 

instead of settling for such a small percentage. These day trips most often included the 

Materuni and Marangu waterfalls and the caves on Kilimanjaro just below the park 

boundary. He said that he led these types of trips for some time, during which he was 
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able to develop his guiding skills and knowledge. He credited these types of trips with 

helping to make him into a better guide as he was able to gain experience working with 

tourists and providing them with the information, services and experiences they wanted.  

Another individual who worked as a flycatcher also stressed that it is easier to 

find work if you have experience. He said that his ability to meet his needs from this 

work is very low, just enough to eat and get clothes, but he cannot rent a room by himself 

so he stays with his brother. A third respondent also indicated that he is not able to meet 

his needs working as a flycatcher. He only has a little savings that he is able to send 

home, about 10% of his earnings. He thinks that he does not get paid enough for the work 

that he does. 

Samwel tried working with just one company instead of taking clients around to 

different companies. He said he stayed with this company for a year because the director 

did not cheat him on the commissions for the clients he brought to the company. The 

director trusted him and even let him take some clients around. However, Samwel had his 

own ambitions as well and he wanted to have more ownership and control as a guide: 

After a year, I wanted to move on and find a place where I could take my 
own clients, instead of always getting clients for someone else. The problem 
was that people wanted to see an office to know that you could be trusted 
and were good at your business.  
 

He wanted to find an office where he could take clients and where they would be able to 

come and contact him and meet with him. He was eventually able to get this opportunity 

through a tour company that had been in business at one point, but that was essentially 

non-functional when Samwel approached them. The original owner had passed away, and 

his son had taken over the business. However, the son soon passed away as well, at which 
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point the sister began running the office. By this time, the office was not managed very 

well and the company was no longer able to afford the $3,000 per year fee required by 

the government to remain in operation. Effectively, there was no longer any company, 

but there was still an office. As a result, Samwel was able to use the office as a place he 

could bring clients so they could see the trappings of an actual business in order to give 

him and his business credibility in their eyes. In fact, when I first met Samwel, the 

business card he gave me was a card with the tour company logo on it, even though the 

company no longer existed at that time. However, the card and the office gave him the 

credibility he needed to arrange safaris, mountain climbs and days trips for tourists. He 

was then finally able to take the tourists on these trips himself instead of finding and 

arranging trips that other people would lead.  

 
GUIDES 
 

In March 2009, Samwel took the guide training that is offered by KINAPA once 

every 3 years. This training is required to become a guide in the park. He attended the 

three-week training, took the exam, and he got his license for the mountain. This license 

allowed him to work as a guide instead of a porter. His work experience on the mountain 

has consisted of his being able to move from porter to assistant guide to guide. In 2010, 

Samwel was working as a safari guide and a mountain guide for another company and for 

himself. The company he works for is also a porter’s association. They pay 9-10,000 TSh 

per day to porters, 23,000 TSh per day to assistant guides, and 27,000 TSh/day to the 

guides. If he takes clients to the mountain himself, and not through a company, he has to 

buy a voucher from a tour company which is $300 per year. He was able to receive this 
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voucher from the tour company he works for so he is now able to take clients up the 

mountain by himself as well as with the company. However, he said that people on the 

mountain just know him as a guide, and not as an independent operator. It is $3,000 per 

year for a license to be able to take people on the mountain and to be “official” and 

licensed as an independent company. He said that he could not afford that amount right 

now. 

Samwel told me about a person who works with I to I, an international volunteer 

organization, and who sets up their climbs. He actually works as a cook for I to I, and 

Samwel does not know how he started setting up the climbs. Samwel said that he had 

taken a job with them three different times and he got ripped off each time, so he will 

only take employment with them when he is desperate. He said that the individual uses 

Samwel’s permit to take clients on the mountain. He will not tell I to I that he has anyone 

else like Samwel working with him either; he also tries to keep everyone separate from 

the tourists, mostly so they do not give items or tips to the porters directly so that he can 

take a cut, or all of it. He also uses Samwel’s permit to take clients on a climb or trip to 

the mountain. Samwel has taken the certification course needed to be a guide on 

Kilimanjaro, but this guy has not. As a result of this arrangement, they will go to the 

mountain and all the guards will know that Samwel is the guide, and all the tourists will 

think this other guy is the guide, and he is the one getting all the money from them. 

Samwel told a story of one trip up Kilimanjaro he had gone on with this individual:   

One trip I was on with him, he actually left the group a day into the journey 
and went home to his wife and relaxed. He then shows up at the exit gate the 
day we are coming down. All the porters and guides are exhausted and he 
takes all the credit and takes the clients back to the I to I hostel himself so it 
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looks like he did the work. Then the volunteers give him their boots to give 
to the porters as a thank you gift. They had told the porters they would give 
them their shoes, so when the porters ask him he said that they had not given 
him anything. Within a few days, the porters see the shoes being worn 
around Moshi by other porters. They ask them where they got them and they 
say they bought them off of someone in town. 
 

The person working for I to I had taken the shoes, or the tip intended for the porters, and 

had sold them in town and had kept the money for himself.   

 
SURVEY AND INTERVIEW FINDINGS AND THEMES 
 

As part of both the surveys and interviews, I asked an open-ended question: Do 

you think tourism has brought benefits to Moshi? If so what? The answer that most 

respondents (80%) gave for this question was that tourism had brought employment 

opportunities to Moshi. Other benefits included the growth in town infrastructure (35%) 

and increased foreign exchange (18%). However, the employment or job creation may 

benefit some more than others.  

For example, one of the individuals I interviewed remarked that tourism has 

brought more jobs to Moshi, but that it also depends on who can benefit from it. In his 

work, tour companies or guides may take clients to his stand. The guide will ask him the 

price and he will say 1,000 TSh. The guide will then turn around and tell the client it is 

5,000 TSh so that he can pocket the 4,000 TSh. Then he is left with very little income 

while the guide has made a high commission. This observation reflects the experience 

that Samwel had within the industry as well. The individual went on to state: 

Tourism is just like Tanzanite, who does it help? I worked in Tanzanite 
mining for two years. It only benefitted the owner. They take you in and 
guard you with guns so you cannot take any of the nice pieces and you get 
searched every day. 
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The worker’s claim that tourism, like Tanzanite, only benefits the owners was also 

reflected in the surveys. The surveyed workers were asked the open-ended question: Who 

do you think benefits most from the tourism industry? The majority, 73%, said the tour 

companies are the ones who benefit the most. 

In conducting the surveys, I also asked for the education levels of the workers. 

There appears to be a correlation between the education levels and the jobs that are 

available within the sector to people with different levels of education (see Figure 35). 

For example, 72% of guides have vocational training or higher education, while 100% of 

the porters had either primary or secondary education levels. This could indicate a barrier 

in terms of movement from working as a porter to a working as a guide, which also pays 

more. Most of the hotel workers (68%) also had vocational training or higher learning as 

well. The category of Other Workers in tourism had the highest percentage in the higher 

learning category. This group consisted of a mix of workers including 2 accountants, 2 

tour company directors, and 3 tour company secretaries or receptionists, which indicates 

that the higher positions in the tourism industry often require some form of additional 

education.  
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Figure 35. Education level by profession 
Source: Figure by author. 

In fact, one of the porters interviewed stated, “Tourism supports those who are 

more educated. If you ask me what I get out of tourism, I will say nothing.” He said he is 

not satisfied with his work as a porter, but there is no opportunity for other work because 

he does not have the education to do other things. 

 
REASONS FOR GOING INTO TOURISM WORK 
 

Often people working in the tourism sector work in more than one job at a time, 

or pluriactivity. This livelihood strategy may be particularly important to workers who 

are subject to the seasonality of tourism work (Gartner & Cukier, 2012). However, this 

strategy was not really reflected to a high degree in the workers that I surveyed. For the 
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porters, 29% were currently engaged in other work such as selling charcoal and firewood, 

farming maize and rice, and selling items on the street or in a small shop. For the 

flycatchers, 24% were working other jobs, including small-scale farming, selling goods in 

a small shop, and working as a taxi driver. Only 8% of the hotel workers had other 

employment, one in retail and the other owned a taxi that she rented out to another person 

to drive. In fact, the guides had the highest percentage of pluriactivity with 48% engaged 

in more than one job. These jobs consisted of owning mini-supermarkets, curio shops, 

stationary stores, butcheries, and a pub. The number of people engaged in pluriactivity 

was also high for the people working in the “other” category at 46%. However, those 

engaged in additional work were those who were staff members with post-secondary 

education, such as accountants or tour company directors. Their other work included 

owning a stationery shop, a grocery store, and a small store at the Mweka exit gate. Two 

people also owned business that employed other people, one a hair salon and the other a 

taxi service. Another individual had a salaried job of 300,000 TSh per month and kept 

cattle and chickens.  

Some people may prefer to work in tourism to other jobs that are available, such 

as agricultural work. Often this decision in made within a complex situation, as 

“tourism’s hybrid and contradictory economic formations are matched by intricate 

mosaics of terrible and less exploitative circumstances” (Gibson, 2009, p. 4). For 

example, even the porters surveyed indicated fairly high levels of job satisfaction, with 

62% rating it average and 24% high on a scale that included very low, low, average, high 

and very high. This rating was above those for hotel worker (56% average, 40% high) 
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and flycatcher (59% average, 29% high) ratings. Guides ranked the highest in job 

satisfaction levels with ratings of 25% average, 67% high and 4% very high.  

 
TOURISM WORK AS AN OFFSHOOT OF OTHER WORK OR HOBBIES 
  

Many of the individuals I interviewed were drawn to this work because it related 

to a hobby or interest of theirs. For example, Samwel had begun selling jewelry in the 

tourism sector because it was something he was already doing and also liked doing. 

Another individual with whom I spoke who was working as a guide said that he first got 

into tourism work because of a hobby he had. He said in 2003, he had just bought a 

bicycle to use for exercising. While out biking one day, he met some German volunteers 

who also liked to bike. They gave them the idea that he could start a company that 

offered cycling tours around Kilimanjaro. He said he thought about it and decided that he 

could do this. He then started going around to high schools to look for people, mostly 

volunteers, who might be interested in this type of tour. There were a lot of people 

volunteering at these schools, and he was able to get some clients this way. He said his 

first payment was $25 for local day trip to Marangu waterfall about 50 km away. He said 

the owner of the waterfall is a good friend of his dad, so he was able to get a good rate for 

the tourists. He started out just offering these short day-trips or trips around Kilimanjaro, 

both of which were just cycling tours. However, he then expanded to include safaris in 

the Northern Circuit and climbs up Mount Kilimanjaro.   

 One of the street tailors I spoke with also said that she got into this work because 

she liked it. She said she has been sewing since she was young and that is why she had 

the idea to start this kind of work. She said she started sewing by hand and then after 
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finishing primary school, she went to a mission school to learn to make clothes. She did 

this for one year. She said she was a very fast learner and she became a teacher. The 

school even sent her to Marangu to teach others for three years. She was then sent to 

another college in Moshi to teach for six years. After doing this for some time, she felt 

she was getting older and she decided to leave because she wanted to do something for 

herself. She bought two sewing machines and started working on clothing items in her 

village on Kilimanjaro and then brought them to Moshi to sell them. She had a friend 

who sold things in the area where her stand is now. Her friend was leaving, so her friend 

asked her if she wanted to replace her. 

 After she moved to Moshi to work, she was also able to teach others how to sew. 

She has worked 17 years as a teacher. When people want to learn how to sew, they come 

and stay with her for about a year and she teaches them to sew. She has been here in this 

location doing this for over 20 years now. After people learn how to sew, they buy 

machines and then they go somewhere else to make stuff, usually on the street like she 

does. She mentioned that when she started, there were only a few other people on the 

street sewing; the others have come up since she has been here. She then began pointing 

out all the people she had taught, indicating at least three on the nearby street. She said 

that about half of her business is from tourists and half from Tanzanians. She said that 

she likes her job, but “even if I get another job where I can make more money, I will take 

it. But for now, I like it.” This last statement could actually be indicative of another issue, 

which is the limited availability of other forms of work.  
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LIMITED WORK OPTIONS 
 

A low employee turnover rate does not necessarily indicate a high job satisfaction 

rate, as is often assumed. Instead, a low employee turnover rate could be an indication 

that other employment options are limited (Gartner & Cukier, 2012). This relates to the 

previous discussion of the porters who indicated that there were not a lot of other work 

options for them, and that is why they were currently working as porters. For the 56% of 

workers who rated their job satisfaction as average to low, an open-ended follow up 

question was asked about what they would rather be doing. About 25% said anything that 

would earn more money, 21% listed a specific occupation, and 18% said they wanted to 

further their education. However, 36% either said they did not know (9%) or did not 

respond (27%). This could be an indication that even though someone may not be 

satisfied with their job, they may not necessarily have other job options that would either 

increase their earnings or that they are able to find work in at this point. Additionally, the 

lack of a response could also indicate that people are engaged in this type of work 

because they have limited work options. 

An additional follow-up, open-ended question was asked: why they stayed in their 

line of work. The majority, 59%, said that there was no alternative work for them to take, 

followed by 20% who said that it at least met some of their basic needs and 16% who 

said that they were trying to save money to further their education, and thereby expanded 

work options.  
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One of the women working and studying under the first tailor I spoke with said 

that she came to study under her after she was unable to find employment in the formal 

tourism sector: 

I went to school and studied hotel management but I could not find work 
in that field. So, that is why I am doing this work. I could not find work in 
the hotel. 
 

Instead of working in the field where she received her education, she has turned to 

another form of tourism work, making bags to sell on the street to passing tourists.  

People may also turn to tourism work because they are unable to become 

employed in the field in which they received their degree. For example, the person who 

offered cycling tours went to college for a year and received a certificate in accounting.  

During his year of college, he continued offering his bike tours so that he could earn 

money to pay his school fees. However, upon graduating, he was unable to find work in 

an office with his accounting credentials. Instead, he took employment as a cook at a 

local restaurant serving Tanzanian street food and marketing to both locals and tourists. 

After working there for nine months, he began to concentrate more on his tour operations 

as he was able to gain clientele from working at the restaurant. He eventually left his 

work at the restaurant in order to devote all his time to the tours. However, he still kept in 

contact with the owners of the restaurant as he refers clients to them and vice versa. 

 
FORMAL AND INFORMAL SECTOR 
 

Although difficult to calculate, the informal sector, including unpaid agricultural 

labor, has been estimated to make up one third of Tanzania’s GDP (Kweka et al., 2003). 

Much of the labor force involved in the tourism industry in Tanzania is self-employed, 
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with estimates at 62.3% in 2003. Additionally, only about one-third of the tourism 

workers in Tanzania are thought to be working in the formal sector of the economy, while 

two-thirds of the workers operate in the informal sector (Kweka et al., 2003). Drawing on 

previous research, Gibson (2009) noted that characteristic low entry barriers to work in 

the tourism sector results in the emergence of space “for small operators, itinerant 

stallholders, artisans, sex-workers, drug dealers and musicians to seek livelihoods, a 

function of slippages across capitalist and non-capitalist and formal and informal sectors” 

(p. 2). Within Tanzania, the informal economy is considered a means through which 

people can take advantage of employment opportunities in the tourism service sector. 

Additionally, these jobs might not be available or plausible for them in the formal sector 

(Slocum & Backman, 2011).  

 
FLUIDITY IN THE FORMAL AND INFORMAL SECTORS 
 

As seen in the aforementioned experiences that Samwel has had in the tourism 

sector, an individual can have various occupations in the sector, both formal and 

informal. Samwel began his work in the informal sector selling his handmade jewelry to 

curio shops and then took a job as an employee of a large curio shop in the formal sector 

after he had first proven his ability to perform the work within the informal sector. 

Entering into the formal sector can be challenging as shown by Samwel’s pursuit of 

becoming a guide. Even after receiving certification to become a guide, he was unable to 

find work in the formal sector. As a result, he turned back to the informal sector and 

began working as a flycatcher. Although he has official certification to work as a guide, 

at the time of the study, he did not have the resources to be able to afford certifying his 
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business. The line between formal and informal has effectively become fluid and blurred 

as he regularly moves from informal individually-led tours to being hired as the requisite 

certified guide for a tour or climb from a formal business. 

Other respondents also commented on their experience operating and moving 

between the formal and informal sectors. One respondent from Muungano Makonde 

Carvings and Handicrafts (see Figure 36) said that before coming to this site she had been 

making and selling clothes in the informal sector. She then met someone who was 

making batiks and the individual asked her to come and sell the batiks. While working 

there, some of the customers wanted to buy clothes like the kind that she had been 

making, so she started selling those, too. Soon another friend of hers who made clothes 

started selling with her as well. At this point, they were still selling their things on a table 

outside of one of the shops and putting it inside at night. They began to think of ways 

they could be able to have a shop so that their things did not get destroyed outside. They 

decided to go to the Moshi Municipal Council to ask them for approval to build a shop. 

The Municipal Council agreed to let them build and they now had a shop located in the 

Muungano Makonde Carvings and Handicrafts area with five women working and selling 

their items in the shop along with items purchased from individual sellers. 
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Figure 36. Muungano Makonde Carvings and Handicrafts 
Source: Photo by author. 
 
 

However, this transition from selling on the street to selling from a shop may not 

always be the most viable option for people. This can be seen in the prevalence of the 

street tailors that line the main street in Moshi. This area is in the center of town and a 

prime location for attracting business from tourists, unlike the Muungano Makonde 

Carvings and Handicrafts area which is not located within a comfortable walking distance 

for the average tourist. One of the tailors with whom I spoke said the government does 

not stop them or bother them where they are located. This may be due to the arrangement 

or approval she has with the business owner in front of whose store she operates on the 

sidewalk. She said she initially spoke with the owner of the shop and developed an 

arrangement, which includes paying him every month in exchange for the place on the 

sidewalk in front of his store. She is even able to keep her equipment and items inside the 

shop at night. At the beginning of their arrangement, which was about 20 years ago, she 

paid 4,000 TSh per month, now she pays 20,000 TSh. She remarked “He still can raise 
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the price when he wants to. He sees that I get a lot of customers and maybe he doesn’t.” 

Figure 37 depicts street tailors in Moshi located outside of formal shops. At night, they 

can store their equipment and items inside the store as part of the rent or payment they 

are giving to the store owners. 

 

Figure 37. Street tailors on Mawenzi/Nyerere Road in Moshi 
Source: Photo by author. 

Another individual with whom I spoke had transitioned from the informal sector 

to the formal and then back to the informal. At the time, he was selling jewelry and curios 

from a small stand in a gas station (see Figure 38). He said he started in this line of work 

by selling biscuits and similar items in the bus stand. Then after a while, he was able to 

save some money and was able to do other work. He started selling jewelry in the street, 

but it was jewelry, flashlights, combs, etc. from China. Then, a friend of his who made 
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jewelry or pictures from banana leaves taught him how to make these things as well. He 

first put these items in a box near the local bus station to sell them. The Municipal 

Council did not like him doing business in the street or in the bus station. They would 

chase him away and even take his stuff. He then tried renting space for his store, and 

moving into the formal sector. For one year, he had big store in the area for shops above 

the bus stand. However, no customers came to his store in that location and there were a 

lot of taxes to pay on it, so he closed it. He said most of his customers are actually 

Tanzanians, and they come to his stand on the street because they do not want to go into a 

shop because they think the price will be too high. 

 

Figure 38. Curio stand in gas station parking lot 
Source: Photo by author. 
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He also said that the Municipality no longer bothers him at this location because 

he is off of the street, set back a little and in a gas station parking lot. When he was being 

harassed, he went to the municipal office and spoke to an official who told him he was 

not able to sell things in the street because people are not able to pass by while walking. 

He then asked why can people sell cigarettes and magazines in the street. The official told 

him that he should just try to build a stand to sell his things. He then approached the 

person who manages the gas station, and he agreed to let him put a stand in the parking 

lot as long as he leaves when the owner comes into town, which was only once or twice a 

month. He said that his business has been doing okay here. 

 
NEGATIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE INFORMAL SECTOR 
 

However, people who are working in the informal sector in tourism are 

sometimes viewed unfavorably. This negative opinion can come from people working in 

the formal sector. A person I spoke with who rented store space in town discussed some 

of the difficulties with her work. She said she was not sure what to do to make her 

business more profitable, as she is struggling at earning enough to pay for overhead costs 

and still make a profit to live on. She wants ideas on how to make things that she can sell 

in her store. She said she tries to see what people like in her store, by trying new things 

and seeing what items sell. She then said that other people selling on the streets actually 

copy her designs. She started making the bags and now everyone is making bags. She 

says it is hard because people do not want to create things, they just want to copy. I asked 

her why she thinks that people are not creative and don’t want to try to come up with or 
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trust their own designs. She said, “People aren’t creative because they don’t want to use 

their heads, they just want money now.” She said that the people selling things on the 

street do not pay taxes or rent, but she is paying all of these.  

This individual was expressing her frustration at the difficulty she was having 

making ends meet in her store. She stressed that she was doing everything that she could 

like trying hard, working hard, being creative and was still having difficulty. In looking 

for a reason for her struggles, she suggested it was because others (the people selling in 

the street) were not playing by the same rules that she was; they had an advantage in that 

they did not have the costs of taxes and rent, and they also copied her creativity and 

designs. Her ideas reflect a belief that there is a solution, a way to make a profit in the 

tourism industry that just has to be figured out. However, she is only looking at the 

immediate environment or excluded culture in which she is located for the source and 

solution to her problems. Often it is those most marginalized within this culture who are 

blamed for problems. 

Flycatchers, in particular, are often viewed and discussed in a negative way. They 

are often seen as nuisances and considered bothersome to Tanzanians and tourists alike. 

For example, one of the workers surveyed thought “the government should think on how 

to reduce the number of flycatchers since they are the ones who cheat and lie to tourists 

and they are also the thieves.” In part to combat the prevalence of flycatchers and street 

sellers, the city of Arusha developed a central location where people could rent stalls to 

sell their curios and souvenirs to tourists, known as Mount Meru Curios and Crafts or the 
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Maasai Market10. In 2014, the market consisted of 223 shops and 2,000 sellers and 

workers (Tanzania Daily News, 2015). Within Moshi, Muungano Makonde Carvings and 

Handicrafts is sometimes seen as a similar option to address the presence of street sellers 

and to formalize their work by requiring them to operate out of a designated place where 

they pay rent and taxes. However, Muungano Makonde Carvings and Handicrafts is not 

in a central location, as it is far from the main street of Moshi. The site is also much 

smaller than the market in Arusha, with only a handful of vendors and shops.  

I spoke with one individual whose comments reflected the recognition that she 

occupied a place within the excluded culture, yet also sought to justify or rationalize her 

position. I asked her what changes she would like to see in the tourism industry in Moshi 

and she replied, “I cannot do anything, I am only a craft maker. No one will hear me.” 

She then added, “But people in the streets should have shops so that they pay taxes. We 

cannot lower our prices like they do because we pay taxes. The town councilor needs to 

help organize people selling on the road. They do not pay taxes and they should.” This 

individual’s comments show that she is aware of her marginalized position in it the 

tourism value chain, as it currently is, as part of the excluded culture where she is unable 

to impact the other components of the tourism value chain, such as the dominant culture. 

Instead of trying to address something over which she has no control, she is focusing on 

what she can impact, which in this case is another person just like her, struggling to 

survive or make it in the industry. She is in a sense stressing the desire for an equally 

disadvantaged playing field by suggesting that everyone play by the same rules, or pay 

                                                
10 The market burned down in November of 2014. As of March 2015, TANAPA was planning on providing 
money to rebuild the market (Quire 2015). 
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the same amount of rent and taxes. She could be choosing to focus on something she 

knows is not the real issue, but is a “problem” she can focus on because it is located at a 

similar level of exclusion as she. However, somewhat in contradiction to her attitude 

towards flycatchers, this individual also said that she uses over 50% of her earnings to 

help support other individuals. In fact, many workers in tourism use their earnings as a 

form of social support. 

 
TOURISM WORK AS A FORM OF SOCIAL SUPPORT 
 

Earnings from work are often used to support other people. This is also the case 

for people working in tourism, as 54% of people surveyed said that they send money to 

help support other people or extended family. Of those who help support other people, 

50% use 10-25% of their earnings for this purpose. Often this assistance comes in the 

form of direct payments, and these payments may go to regions throughout Tanzania, 

depending on where the worker has family or people to support (see Figure 39). For 

example, one respondent said that his brother is not well and has had mental health issues 

for several years. He said that he uses about 20% of his earnings to care for his brother in 

Morogoro. Another worker said that he sends a little money home to help support his 

young sister in secondary school and he has to buy items for his family whenever he is 

able to return home for visits. 
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Figure 39. Remittances to regions in Tanzania11 
Sources: Figure by author, base map by Sémhur 2014b (modified by author). 
  

Workers in the tourism sector can also use their role to help provide social 

services support to people. For example, I spoke with an individual who works with an 

                                                
11 The number of people who indicated that they help support people in Kilimanjaro region may be low due 
to the fact that the survey question specifically asked about support sent to other regions. Therefore, some 
people may not have included support to people in the region while others did. 
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organization that provides jobs to deaf women. The organization was started by a woman 

who is a speech therapist for deaf children. She helped the parents organize and build a 

school for deaf children, which was the first in Moshi. However, because many deaf kids 

do not get a chance to go to secondary school, there are not many teachers for them. This 

makes it difficult for them to receive training or a skill that will allow them to become 

more independent or to help support themselves and their families. The founder of the 

organization wanted to ensure there was something for them to do so that they could earn 

money, and she came up with a weaving program for those who were interested in 

learning how to weave. The organization now sells the items that the girls weave to help 

support them. The items are mostly marketed to tourists. 

Additionally, a curio shop owner in Moshi said that she likes to help the women 

in the villages who make bags and different items. She says she sells these items from 

women’s groups with just a little margin of profit. There is one group that makes the 

bags, and another group makes the toy animals out of African cloth. She also said there is 

another group of women who have been abused who make bags from jeans that she also 

sells in her store. She says she likes to create business for these groups and the other 

people she buys from, so she does not sell these things for a very high price or mark them 

up in her store. She stressed that she does business honestly; she does not like to get 

money that is not hers. She also mentioned the watchman outside. She said he has been 

working here a long time and is very clever, but the company does not pay him very 

much. She asked him about school and if he wanted to go. He said yes, but he did not 

have the money, so she helped him find a school and has been paying his tuition for 3 
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years and he is now in Form 4. She said he has a brother, but other than that, he is all by 

himself.  

 
CHANGES IN TOURISM 
 

One of the open-ended questions asked of the surveyed workers was: Would you 

like to see any changes in the tourism industry in Moshi? If so, what? The most frequent 

response at 32%, indicated that workers wanted to see an increase in salary to reflect the 

work that was being done, with 22% specifically pointing out that porters and the lower 

positions in the industry did not get paid enough for the work they were doing:  

There should be an equal distribution in terms of wages to the porters 
since we are doing our jobs in difficult conditions, a harsh environment. 
Salary for porters need to be improved. They are paid low compared to the 
toughness of the work. It is why I quit. 
 
I want the industry to assist people who are working at lower positions for 
the development of Moshi. 
 
I want the sector to recognize people who are working at lower posts in 
the tourism industry as we receive lower wages. 

 
There should be good follow up in terms of job security to the workers, 
also to consider the level of life in various jobs for instance porters are 
living in poor standards. 
 
The porters should be highly considered in terms of wages and salaries by 
the tour operating companies. The government should ensure proper 
collection of revenue in the tourism sector. 
 
Salaries should be increased, and tour companies should provide and 
ensure permanent employment opportunities to workers, like the porters. 
 

Some of these responses also indicate a level of responsibility that the workers 

think the government or the tourism industry should have towards those the tourism 
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workers. A couple of solutions were also put forth in order to address this issue. About 

9% of the respondents suggested increased government regulation as a way to address 

these types of issues: 

I want the country to have a better tourism policy which will address each 
and every thing in community economic development. 
 
Moshi municipality should benefit more from tour operations undertaken 
in Moshi.  The government should intervene in the payment of porters 
because they are lowly paid by employers. 
 
The salaries from tour companies should be paid a good salary. The 
government should put legal procedure on minimum payments to small 
workers. 
 

There was also a level of support for increased or improved government regulation to 

promote local business: 

Strictly forbid local tour organization with the foreigners and ban their 
direct participation in running local tour companies and organizations. 
 
The government should enhance the tour companies of local people in 
terms of reducing tax and hence they can benefit from the industry. 
 
More tourist facilities and needs should be obtained from our country 
 
The government should reduce taxes so that residents or local tour 
operators can enjoy the benefit of tourism activities. 
 
I expect government to lower tax in tourism business mostly for those who 
are new in this business. 

 

An additional 7% wanted to see year-long employment in the industry instead of the 

seasonal nature of tourism work in the region: 

I want tourism industry in Moshi to be stable and not seasonal or not shake 
down due to economic crisis. 
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I want porters to be employed in tour company all year round and not only 
during high season. 
 
I want tourism to be all season. We suffer a lot during the low season. 

 

About 19% wanted to see growth in the tourism sector to some extent and advocated 

improving tourism services (10%) or tourism growth and employment (9%): 

Maybe the town should diversify tourist services. 

The town should change and become a tourist city like Arusha. 

I want the industry to grow so that we can be paid well. 

I want the tourist number to increase and for wages to rise. 

 

In many of these responses, the workers seemed to associate a rise in tourism with a rise 

in employment opportunities or higher wages. This is interesting considering that 32% of 

the surveyed workers thought that the industry did not pay enough. Perhaps there is a 

belief that if the industry grows then there will be more jobs available in higher positions, 

as indicated by one of the hotel workers: “I want the sector to grow faster and employ 

many women in higher positions.” 

Additionally, a rise in tourism could also simply be associated with a rise in 

available work when people are struggling to find enough work to support themselves. 

One of the tailors I spoke with said that she thought tourism has created employment in 

Moshi for the people working as tailors on the street. She said she would like to see more 

tourists come because it would mean more work for her. However, she also thinks that 

she is paid very little for the amount of work that she does. She said she is not very 
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satisfied with her job and would rather be doing anything else than this, but it is the only 

way she can make a living and support her family.  

 
DISCUSSION 
 

The tourism industry in Tanzania depends on an excluded culture of workers to 

service the industry. The workers have little say in the tourism initiatives and projects 

within the country, even though their experiences within the industry may give them a 

unique perspective on the industry. Tourism is often meant to bring jobs and employment 

opportunities to individuals in the host country through its multiplier effects. Perhaps 

there is the mindset within the dominant culture that as long as people are being 

employed in the sector then they should be appreciative of that work and not question 

tourism initiatives or offer insight into the working dynamics of the service sector portion 

of the industry. Study participants did seem to reflect an acknowledgement and 

appreciation of the being able to find employment, even if it was temporary, seasonal or 

part-time. Often any kind of work, including tourism work, is essential to help people 

meet their basic needs and is also often used to help support other people.  

However, in the open-ended follow-up questions and in the interviews, the 

workers also indicated a more nuanced view that included criticisms of what they viewed 

as shortcoming of the work provided in the tourism service sector. For example, many 

saw a discrepancy in pay, and even power, between those who were at the lower levels 

versus the higher levels within the service sector, such as between porters and guides or 

tour company owners, or between small-scale artisans or street sellers and curio shop 
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owners. Sometimes this might manifest in a negative attitude towards those working in 

the informal sector such as flycatchers. 

Additionally, workers often expressed views and suggestions on the changes they 

would like to see in the tourism industry. Many of these changes were in some way 

related to addressing their marginalization within the sector. For example, workers 

thought the issue of the seasonal nature of tourism work should be addressed so that 

workers can be employed year around, indicating their vulnerability during the low-

season and the inability of tourism work as it currently is to effectively address this issue. 

Others saw the prevalence of foreign tour companies as being problematic and thought 

that the tourism industry should provide more avenues for Tanzanians to be able to 

compete within the industry. 
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CHAPTER 7 | 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the nature of the tourism industry in 

Moshi, Tanzania, at the base of Mount Kilimanjaro and to investigate the extent to which 

it provides economic opportunities to those currently employed in the sector. It was 

hypothesized that neocolonial economic ties that primarily have previously determined 

the nature of economic development in Tanzania would also be seen in the case of 

tourism, resulting in limited opportunities for many individuals to find adequate or 

sufficient work in the tourism sector. I sought to look into these issues through 

observations, surveys and interviews conducted during 12 months of living and working 

in the region, followed by two months of research. By examining the tourism industry in 

Moshi within the framework of residual, dominant, emerging, and excluded cultures of, 

the relationships and power inherent in the tourism industry can be better understood. 

 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 

The tourism industry began in Tanzania under such rhetoric as “bringing 

civilization” or “conquering unknown lands,” as espoused in the travel writings of the 

time.  This discourse was used to perpetuate and justify colonial rule and to make the 

tourist audience feel more engaged in the process of colonization. Similar trends exist in 

the tourism industry today, as the sector relies on the created imagery of an exotic and 

authentic ideal of Africa. Common themes of adventure, safaris, and discovery are used 
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to market tourism. These strategies perpetuate the colonial mentality of establishing 

binaries to set “us” apart from “them.” Often these binaries are reflected in tourist 

souvenirs and imagery as discussed in Chapter 3.  

The residual culture in Mount Kilimanjaro tourism consists of the history of the 

Chagga on Mount Kilimanjaro as well as the mountain itself. Before colonization, the 

Chagga developed vertical trade networks along Kilimajaro’s slopes and with 

surrounding regions as well, integrating trade within an increasingly global network. 

British and German colonization of the region changed these patterns and the nature of 

trade on the mountain and left a legacy of underdevelopment seen throughout former 

European colonies in Africa. Within the tourism sector, Mount Kilimanjaro serves as a 

major tourist attraction, drawing on the imagery of an uninhabited landscape that is there 

to be climbed or conquered by the tourist. In this sense, the residual culture of the 

habitation on the mountain can be ignored when it does not serve the interests of the 

tourism sector, or it can be reduced to stereotypical images of a “primitive” Africa as 

seen in souvenir production. 

Tanzania has been constructed as a region of savannahs and wildlife that need to 

be preserved, a region somehow unable to overcome its marginality and poverty, and a 

region that can provide an exotic paradise for the adventurous traveler. The 

contradictions between this imagery and any causal factors that may contribute to the 

half-truths from which this imagery has been constructed are not addressed. Instead, 

tourism can be sold as providing a service to otherwise unemployed Tanzanians. 

International companies can operate hotels and tour companies with the justification that 
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there is just not the expertise and skills in a country so poor and undeveloped as 

Tanzania. These continued colonial discourses also serve to further marginalize former 

colonial countries economically. Within Tanzania, the dominant culture of tourism 

consists of the Tanzanian government and international and national businesses that 

profit of the lucrative tourism industry, while leaving little for investment or development 

within the country or surrounding communities. In fact, the expanding tourism industry 

can actually push people off their land and deprive them of accessing resources within the 

protected areas, leaving them further marginalized as seen in the policing of the Forest 

Reserve on Mount Kilimanjaro. Those communities located next to the park have not 

only been left out of economic development and the multiplier effects that tourism is 

often argued to bring, but they have often lost access to a resource, the forest, upon which 

they have relied. 

Capitalizing on an impoverished population can in turn be marketed as a form of 

cultural tourism, as authenticity, as “Africa the way it should be.” This form of cultural 

tourism can be seen in the promotion of alternative or new tourisms that are part of the 

emerging culture of tourism in Tanzania. Often these types of tourism initiatives claim to 

promote solutions to any number of issues relating to sustainability and economic 

development and empowerment for local communities. However, these initiatives often 

leave out the voices, representation, and concerns of the individuals they purport to serve. 

As such, they often do not result in a true emerging culture that challenges the existing 

dominant culture, and instead serves as a continuation of many of the practices of the 

dominant culture. For example, in Moshi, the emergence of a volunteer tourist industry 
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plays off many of the stereotypes of impoverished Africans and helpless orphans as a 

way to attract Western tourists, supposedly wanting to “help.” However, the voluntourist 

industry remains tied to dominant practices related to business and tourist promotion, as 

opposed to a social service industry that seeks to address the actual causes of poverty or 

marginalization in a country or region. 

However, the marginalization of people within a region, along with limited work 

opportunities, can in turn result in an increase in the number of workers willing to work 

in the low-paying service jobs provided by the tourism sector. Tourism in Tanzania today 

relies on the commodification and export of tourist goods and services. Companies, many 

foreign-owned, have positioned themselves to profit considerably from this industry; 

however, this wealth is predicated on a cheap source of ever-available labor. This form of 

labor is guaranteed through the extractive nature of the tourism sector that does not 

contribute to social and economic development of the country as a whole. Many of the 

workers in the tourism service sector work for low pay and struggle to make ends meet. 

Although tourism has provided them with some form of employment, this employment is 

often associated with low paying jobs that are subject to seasonal fluctuations of the 

industry. Within this excluded culture of workers who have little say within the industry, 

there also appears to be limited opportunity for mobility within the sector due to such 

factors as education requirements and a lack of revenue or savings from work, or limited 

opportunities in higher paying work. Tourism can only work as a development strategy if 

the needs of these individuals are truly considered when formulating tourism policy and 

initiatives. 
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AREAS OF FURTHER RESEARCH 
 

 In terms of the emerging culture, I was not aware of the role and impact that 

voluntourism had within Tanzania and Moshi when I began my research. The expanding 

impact of voluntourists in Moshi could be a fertile topic for further research. For 

example, one of the respondents indicated that he believed voluntourists to be responsible 

for driving down the prices of curios and jewelry that were being sold on the street, as 

“regular” tourists become aware of the “volunteer price” and expect the same lowered 

prices as well. There was also a concern that voluntourists did not contribute to local 

businesses as much as other tourists. For example, they might stay with friends or with 

their organization, and not at hotels in Moshi. It might be worthwhile to look more into 

whether there is a significant difference in terms of revenue or multiplier effects between 

tourists and voluntourists. 

One of the things I also noticed in speaking with people who had worked in the 

tourism sector for some time was a fairly high level of satisfaction with their work and 

also the fact that their work in tourism related to an interest or hobby of theirs, such as 

jewelry making, cycling, or sewing. This may be an indication that those who stay in 

tourism work are the ones who are more satisfied with their work due to the nature of the 

specific job that they have. Those individuals who were very unsatisfied with their work 

may have left the sector altogether and were therefore missed in my surveys and 

interviews. It might be useful in understanding tourism work to also learn about the 

experiences and opinions of those people who are no longer employed in the industry and 

to better understand their reasons for leaving, as they arguably could be seen as even 
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more marginalized within an already excluded culture. In addressing concerns and issues 

with work in the tourism service sector, it would be useful to understand what factors 

might push someone out of the sector entirely and to understand how common this might 

be. 

Additionally, for my study of the excluded culture in tourism, I was only speaking 

with tourism workers. However, tourism can be seen as having an impact on everyone 

within a destination community, especially as evidenced in the discussion of communities 

next to Mount Kilimanjaro National Park in Chapter 4. Additionally, tourism also turns 

peoples, cultures and destinations into commodities that can be bought and consumed by 

the tourist (Mowforth & Munt, 2009), resulting in the dispossession of histories and 

cultures (Harvey, 2006). Within Moshi, this was evidenced in a discussion I had with 

people in a stationery shop where I had the surveys printed and copied. I mentioned what 

my surveys where about, at which point a customer had come into the shop. He said that I 

would not get what I was looking for here, and that instead I needed to talk to the tour 

companies to get that information because they would give favorable answers. He said 

that most tourists come here to see Kilimanjaro, but the people who live local to 

Kilimanjaro are not even able to go into the park because they are still charged the high 

fees and they cannot afford it. He said he has lived here his whole life and he cannot go 

see Kilimanjaro or other parks; he would like to but he cannot afford it. The women who 

worked in the shop also said that they had never been to any parks because they cannot 

afford it. They said that the revenue from the parks benefits Tanzania in that overall it 

raises the standard of living and makes life better, but it does not impact them directly in 
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that they do not get anything from it. The local people get nothing from the tourists being 

here. One of the women stated: 

The people who get the opportunity to work in tourism and in the parks 
are the ones who have gone to school and college. The people who live 
near these parks and who have been there their whole lives cannot get a 
job there. The forests and parks are out of bounds for them – they are not 
allowed to go there. Even if you want to go there then they may not let 
you in because they say that the animals have migrated, so we use the 
money for something else. Only kids in good schools get to go to the parks 
on trips, but not most kids.  
 

The women said they would like to see the park prices go down so that they could afford 

to go. They also think the revenue from the parks should be used to help the poor and to 

create jobs in general in Tanzania. However, overall, it seemed as though they had kind 

of given up on having parks and tourist attractions be a part of their experiences and no 

longer concerned themselves with tourism. These views relate to a couple of topics that 

could be researcher further. The first is the issue of domestic tourism and whether there is 

a demand for it and why the numbers remain fairly low in a country that prioritizes 

tourism development. Instead, in Tanzania tourism has been primarily set up as 

something that is reserved for international visitors, which addresses a second issue that 

deserves further inquiry, the creation of enclaves for international tourists. Although my 

study addressed this to some extent, I was only speaking with and interviewing workers 

in the industry. I did not speak with Tanzanians who were not in some way part of the 

industry for their perceptions and opinion on the industry and how the creation of 

enclaves can form areas of separation and exclusion.  

However, those who do have direct experience with those tourists may see an 

additional concern that is often associated with tourism – cultural change or cultural 
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destruction. In fact, when asked about the negative impacts that tourism has had in 

Moshi, 15% of surveyed workers listed cultural destruction. Samwel also addressed this 

concern about cultural change in Tanzania as a result of tourism when asked about 

changes he would like to see in tourism: 

I would like to see a change in tourists themselves. One of the main issues 
for people traveling is just to see another side, how other people are living. 
In order to help each other and keep this culture, they have to try their best 
to go with that culture. So young people can still keep their tradition 
instead of trying to change other places to fit their own culture. People 
follow because they see something new and different and it interests them, 
but they don’t realize they are losing their own culture. If you go to 
another place you should have a life that looks similar to where you are. 

 
Samwel saw this negative cultural impact occurring when people in Tanzania try to 

emulate the tourists in some way, perhaps because of the perception that the tourists have 

a better way of life because they are often from more developed regions of the world. He 

was suggesting that tourists should not come to a place and try to bring that world or 

lifestyle with them by staying in luxury facilities that a resident of the place you are 

visiting cannot afford. Instead, it should be on the tourist to respect the lives, livelihoods, 

and life conditions of the people in the region one is visiting. The impact that ostensibly 

wealthy tourists have on the cultures and self-perceptions of people in the region could 

itself be a topic of further study.  

 
A POSTSCRIPT: ROUND TABLE AFRICA UPDATE AND THE POTENTIAL 
IMPACTS OF THE 2015 ELECTION 
 

In regard to the Round Table Africa discussion, the non-profit organization 

Responsible Tourism Tanzania (RTTZ) was created in 2011. As stated on the 

organizational website, the mission of RTTZ is to: 
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support and guide the tourism industry to a holistic management approach 
by providing: 
• Internationally aligned standards and guidelines with a clear set of 

practical ideas to introduce the tourism enterprises to a sustainable 
management approach. 

• An auditing and evaluation process that will help guide the tourism 
venture to improving their actions and the product. 

• A certification scheme with the branding for recognition of the 
company’s efforts and successes 

• Lobbying and advocacy on behalf of the tourism industry to develop 
policies and regulations within Tanzania for the sustainability of the 
resources and cultures and people. 

• Information and practical ideas, tools as well as training to assist the 
tourism enterprises to practice and participate responsible tourism. 

• Promoting the responsible tourism operators and products in Tanzania 
to the international tourism market. (RTTZ, 2017) 
 

Additionally, the board of trustees consists of private members (60%), the public (20%) 

and NGOs (20%). Although the conference was presented as a discussion about whether 

or not the organization should be formed, it can also be seen as simply going through the 

motions or giving the impression of addressing “stakeholder” concerns. For example, the 

stakeholders at the conference were limited in terms of representation in that they 

primarily consisted of government officials, private businesses, and NGOs, which is also 

reflected in their current board of trustees. Without including or addressing the concerns 

of stakeholders in the excluded culture, the organization is not considering those 

individuals’ needs or concerns regarding tourism, as was brought up at the 2010 

conference. 

A recent development in relation to the dominant culture that may have an impact 

on the tourism industry is the 2015 election of John Magufuli as President of Tanzania. 

Magufuli was elected on an anti-corruption platform, and since taking office he has made 

attempts to follow through on the promises in his anti-corruption initiatives. For example, 
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he has fired several corrupt or inefficient government officials and brought 596 

corruption-related cases to court (Muvunyi, 2016). He has also reduced government 

spending by merging ministries and reducing cabinet posts from 30 to 19, reducing or 

banning expensive foreign travel for government officials who use taxpayers’ money for 

their flights, and reducing government spending on such things as national celebrations 

(Mutambo, 2016; Muvinyi, 2016). Magufuli often makes surprise visits as a means of 

finding and tackling corruption. He has made unannounced visited to government offices 

and found that people had checked in for work and then left for the day to do private 

business. He also visited a hospital, found patients sleeping on the floor, and then fired 

the chief and governing board. These types of initiatives have resulted in Magufuli being 

lauded as a model for leaders in Tanzania and in other African countries (Allison, 2015).  

As part of his economic development initiatives, Magufuli seeks to increase 

industrialization and to promote tourism. He views the tourism sector as a means of 

creating employment opportunities and contributing to other sectors of the economy. As 

such, he said that he wants to increase the number of tourists visiting Tanzania to 2 

million each year (Jemimah, 2015). He hopes to increase tourism to this level, in 

part, through the procurement of two Bombardier Q400 airplanes, which seat 160 and 

240 passengers and can fly internationally to Europe, Russia, China and the United 

States. The planes will be leased to the national airline Air Tanzania that, according to 

Magufuli, has been struggling due to mismanagement and corruption. By addressing this 

corruption and providing the airline with these two new planes, Magufuli hopes to make 

the national airline competitive with foreign airlines that hold a monopoly on routes, 
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including many domestic ones (Tairo, 2016). Considering that international flights on 

foreign airlines comprise a significant portion of leakage in the tourism industry, the 

promotion of a Tanzanian airline to a level of being competitive with these foreign 

airlines could be a way to keep some of the revenue from tourism within Tanzania.  

Another initiative that Magufuli has adopted concerning the tourism industry is a 

Value-Added Tax (VAT) of 18% on tourism businesses. The VAT will be charged to 

tourists and will essentially raise the price of tourism services. Opponents, mostly tourism 

operators, believe that this heavy tax will make tourism to Tanzania uncompetitive with 

other countries in Africa offering similar wildlife tourism attractions, such as Kenya, 

Zimbabwe, and South Africa (Tanzania Daily News, 2016). Tour operators in Europe and 

Tanzania appealed the decision to increase the VAT and asked for a year suspension; 

however, Magufuli denied the request. He says he plans to use revenue from the VAT for 

development projects that benefit the country (Kamagi, 2016).  

Some argue that Magufuli’s anti-corruption initiatives are not necessarily 

addressing the structural causes of corruption. Allison (2015) argued that low wages for 

civil servants actually encourage a culture of graft and that there is an entrenchment in 

corrupt activities among the senior ruling party politicians. Although Magufuli has fired 

some of these corrupt officials, by doing so he possibly runs the risk of alienating a 

financial base. For example, many wealthy donors to CCM have been accused of tax 

avoidance under Magufuli. Kabendera (2016) argued that if Magufuli wants to reform the 

party,  

he risks alienating the majority of party members who want to maintain 
the status quo. And adding this internal party struggle to the wars this one-
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man army is fighting on various other political fronts could see Magufuli’s 
overall ability to wield control stretched to its limit. His only choice 
therefore may be to build alliances with people in the party and in the 
business community… 
 
This changeover from former president Kikwete to Magufuli has the potential to 

present a challenge to the existing dominant culture if the changes he implements truly 

address root issues with corruption within the country. Although, Magufuli has not 

offered to substantially change the government stance on tourism, in that he sees it as a 

means of increasing economic growth and development, he could possibly address issues 

of tourism revenues disproportionately benefitting businesses and government agencies at 

the expense of the communities and workers upon whom the industry relies.  

However, as discussed in previous chapters, the dominant sector is comprised of 

more than one individual or actor. The businesses and government agencies and officials 

that benefit from tourism revenues will mostly likely push back against any perceived or 

proposed change. Additionally, as is often the case with emerging cultures that might 

offer a challenge to the dominant culture, there is a tendency of the emerging culture to 

be co-opted by the dominant culture so as not to pose an actual threat or change to the 

dominant culture. This can be seen in Chapter 4 with the “alternative” tourisms proposed 

and discussed at the Round Table conference in Arusha. Representatives of the 

government and businesses of the dominant culture were part of the forum and discussion 

of responsible tourism practices, while those in the excluded culture were not. The voices 

and experiences of those in the excluded culture such as those working in the tourism 

service sector need to be part of an inclusive discussion of tourism as a development 
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strategy in order to address the shortcomings of tourism as a means of facilitating 

economic development. 
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